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ABSTRACT

Yiddish arose in Central Europe. Nevertheless, the

language includes a Semitic Component comprising thousands of

lexical items that is synchronically fused with the Germanic

Component within Yiddish. Theories from the sixteenth

century to the present have contended that Seniitisms

entered a previously (nearly) wholly Germanic language from

sacred Hebrew and. Aramaic texts used in the traditional

Yiddish speaking civilization known as Ashkenaz.

The thesis challenges the text tbeor. The

alternative proposed is the cntiuua].	 tcn tbeor

claiming that the Semitic Component entered Europe in the

vernacular of the original settlers who were, retroactively

speaking, the first Ashkenazim. ' Questions concerning the

origin of the Semitic Component are also relevant to the

determination of the relative age of Yiddish and to the

contested status of the protolanguage within historical

linguistics.

The Semitic Component of all known Yiddish dialects

is characterized by a system of long and short vowels in

open syllables, reduced to a system of short vowels only in

closed syllabic position. The resulting morphophonemic

alternations and unique segmental distribution are shared
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neither by the Germanic Component nor the relevant varieties

of traditional Hebrew and Aramaic. Nearly all nineteenth

and twentieth century theories submit that an erstwhile

system of five short vowels expanded in consequence of open

syllable lengthening, a sound change triggered by the

analogous German development.

The standard theories are challenged by internal

aM comparative reconstruction as well as the results of

transcomponent reconstruction, a method proposed for use

with fusion languages such as Yiddish. Phonological proofs

put forward, demonstrate that the Semitic Component entered

Yiddish with its unique vocalism, including the later

attested morphophonemic alternations, and can derive

exclusively from a prelanguage. 	 Moreover, Yiddish provides

evidence f or the recovery of a lost Northwest Semitic

vowel system midway between the known Tiberian arid

Palestinian varieties.
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1.	 Fusion Languages and Historical Linguistics

1.1.	 Need, for a Model

Yiddish is a language that was born and developed in

the depths of Europe. Yet it contains thousands of forms of

obvious Semitic origin, items with cognates in attested

varieties of Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic. The native Yiddish

speech territory of Central and later also of Eastern Europe

is by no stretch of the imagination coterritorial or even

contiguous with any Semitic soeaking community, let alone a

community of speakers of the relevant varieties of Hebrew

or Ararnaic. We wish to explore questions concerning the

origin of the Semitic Component in Yiddish, with special

reference to historical phonology. How, when and from where

did. Semitisms flow into Yiddish?

The investigator of a problem of this kind who wishes

to avoid atomistic chaos direly requires broadly speaking a

theoretical framework and. narrowly speaking a model capable

of handling the history and description of a language

exhibiting two or more genealogically disparate elements.

Such languages are traditionally called mixed. (or hybrid.)

languages. A full treatment of the concept of the mixed

language within modern historical linguistics deserves to be

the target of a special monograph. Here we propose to sketch

briefly a few of the major trends of thought.
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Recent decades boast considerable achievements in the

related areas of bilingualism (e.g. U. Weinreich 1953; Paradis

1978), study of pidgins and creoles (e.g. Hymes 1971; Vald.man

1977) and the phenomena studied by sociolinguistics under the

rubric of mixture of varieties (e.g. Hudson 1980: 56-71). Under

the heading of borrowing, Haugen (1950) distinguishes the

notions loanwords, loanbiends and loanshifts. Acknowledging

the traditional importance of borrowing for historical

linguists, he proposes, very reasonably, that borrowing "be

studied for its own sake", a study he calls bilingual

description (19511.: 9).

Nearly all the recent work in these fields concerns

the phenomenon of language mixture synchronically, that is to

say borrowing in progress or in the recent past, and from the

viewpoint of po1e, that is to say the occurrence and results

of borrowing for observed speakers. The student of historical

linguistics, besides his obvious need for a diachronic model,

needs to cope with the synchronic structure of the mixed language

as a fait accompli (as opposed to the synchronic state of

affairs at the time of borrowing or mixture). Often observing

a language from the perspective of a great span of time, and.

concerned with comparison and. reconstruction, he will also

require a model oriented more towards langue than parole.

That is not to say that a historical linguist working on the

history of a language of diverse genetic affiliation would be

wise to be oblivious either to bilingualism or to the social

environment of the distant past when the mixture actually

occurred. It is just that given the frequent paucity of
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evidence at his disposal and his disinclination to excessive

thought experiments, 	 his emphasis will in the nature of

things turn to the sources where the evidence lies -

the documented and reconstructed older stages of the target

language, the attested cognates in other languages and. the

empirical evidence provided by study of the modern dialects.

1.2. Language Mixture and the Nontransferabl].ity Hypothesis

Seventeenth century orientalist Job Ludoif is generally

credited with being the first to argue that genetic affiliation

between languages cannot be established on the basis of shared

vocabulary alone but must rest also upon salient affinity in

grammatical structure (of. Benfey 1869 : 236). Closer to the

nineteenth century period of the rise of modern historical

linguistics, forerunner Christian Jacob Kraus (1787: 5) insisted

that language material be conceptually disentangled from

language structure. Concluding that similar vocabulary items

may result from borrowing, he stressed the primacy of -

grammatical structure in the determination of genetic

relationships. Carrying his thinking a stage further, he

posits the dichotomy of TM original' vs. "mixed" languages (15).

Founding father Rasmus Rask ([1818] 1967: 31) likewise stressed

the superior value of grammatical agreement because "one finds

that a language which is mixed with another very rarely or never

takes over changes of form or inflection".

It thus happened that one of the very advances that

enabled modern comparative linguistics to rise, the study of

cognate language structure rather than comparison of word lists,
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produced as a byproduct the theory that grammatical structure

cannot be transferred from one language to another. We shall

refer to this theory as the	 Q}jj1. It

was carried to the extreme of an axiom by Max Muller (1861: 69-

71) who categorically pronounced that 'languages are never

mixed' because the grammar, the blood and, soul of the language

is as pure and unmixed in English as spoken in the British

Isles, as it was when spoken on the shores of the German ocean

by the Angles, Saxons, and Juts of the continent'. A more

moderate form of the nontransferability hypothesis was formulated.

by A. H. Sayce (187Li. : 173), notably that it is not possible

"for a people to mix its grammar in the same way that it can

mix its lexicon". Sayce grants that "foreign influences may

occasion the adaptation of existing formative machinery to

new uses" (81) and, even allows that an analytic language may

"borrow from its neighbours not only the form of the deolension,

but even the words which compose this form" (186). H. Lepsius

(1880: lxxxv) sharply rejected nontransferability, on the

grounds that African linguistics proves it to be no more than

a prejudice of European scholars.

Not all ninetent}1 century scholars had a .ef1nite yes

or no answer to the question of nontransferability of grammar.

There were some who approached the question with an open mind.,

and, perhaps more importantly, there were those willing to see

aspects of mixed. language theory not directly related. to

nontransferability. Max Grnbaum (1885) for example, published

a survey of language mixture and mixed languages in which he

sought to establish a quantitative criterion for distinguishing
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between the two (2 11. ). The two most structured and coherent

nonpartisan	 surveys of the issue are perhaps those of

W. D. Whitney (1881) and Hermann Paul (1886).

Whitney, noting the polarically opposed positions of

M!ller and Lepsius, sought to steer an intermediate course.

proposing that 'the grammatical apparatus merely resists

intrusion most successfully, in virtue of its being the

least material and the most formal part of the language. In

a scale of constantly increasing difficulty it occupies the

extreme case' (1k).	 At the other end of Whitney's scale is

the most transferable part of language, the noun (19). Because

of the strong constraints on mixture of grammar 'languages never

meet and mingle their grammar on equal terms' (16).

Foreshadowing Saussure's synchrony, Whitney notes that

borrowed material 'becomes an integral part of that language,

undistinguished, except to reflective and learned study' (16).

Once 'assimilated' (26), imported formatives could well become

secondarily productive, e.g. English prefixal j , dis-,	 .

and suffixal -able, -ative, -j.gm, -ist, -ize and. -ment (16-17).

It is symptomatic of the rising consciousness of

--langziage mixture among Eropeanhistorical 'iingu{èts in the 1880s

that Paul (1886: 337-31i.9) added a chapter on language mixture

to the second edition of his rincipjeji. He differentiates

between a wider sense of mixture as a part of the history of

all languages and the more restricted sense of observed mixture

which he subolassifles into five situations: where the

languages involved are unrelated; where they are related but

have vastly diverged; where they are contiguous dialects of

one language; reintroduction of archaisms, and finally,

influence exerted. by the written form of the language (337-338).
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Seeking to meaningfully correlate and, reconcile the notions of

bilingualism with the existence of mixed languages, Paul

characterizes mixed languages as the result of a shift in

society from bilingualism to monolingualisin. Like Whitney,

Paul recognizes the native synchronic status of borrowings

which are "from the point of view of the instinct of language

no longer foreign at all" (3L.0). Rejecting the normative

criticisms of purists concerning the validity of Greek and.

Latin borrowings into modern Eu"opean languages, he contends

that once assimilated they are "neither Latin nor Greek" but

creations within the modern languages themselves (311.6).

On the actual issue of nontransferability, more modern

scholarship has shown that while certain types of borrowing may

be exceedingly rare, none seems to be impossible. Even the

"invincible" number system has passed from Spanish into the

Chamorro of Guam and the Marianas (Hall 196k: 370). Mbugu,

spoken in Tanzania, has the numbers one through six from one

source and the rest from another (Hudson 1980: 60).

It is a curious footnote to the history of the issue

that it concerned even Stalin (1950: 21) who held that when

languages meet "a cross does not result in some new, third

language; one of the languages persists, retains its grammatical

system and basic word stock and is able to develop in

accordance with its inherent laws of development". As if to

surprise his readers, Stalin's example is the Russian language

"with which, in the course of historical development, the

languages of a number of other peoples crossed and which always

emerged the victor". Explaining that Stalin must have been

misunderstood, Petráek (1951: 613) concedes that "mixing

of languages is one of the important laws governing language
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development N•

The general openmind.edness of the twentieth century

on nontransferability may be summarized by Bloomfield.'s

( 1933 : 11.68) pronouncement that it is conceivable that a

conflict might end in the survival of a mixture so evenly

balanced that the historian could not decide which phase

to regard as the main stock of habit and which as the borrowed

admixture".

1.3. Mixed Languages and the Neograznmarian Controversy

The neogrammarians did. not deny the existence of

language mixture or borrowing. It Is simply that for them

both phenomena were nuisances that disturbed the regular

operation of sound law and, the discreet classifications of

genealogical relations among languages according to the

family tree. August Schlelcher was one of the first to

rigorously formulate the regularity hypothesis and he deeply

influenced the younger generation of neograininarians (cf.

Schmidt 1887). His reconstruction of a Proto Ind,o-European.

fable (1868: 207) was at once the most romantic and the

most controversial accomplishment of nineteenth century

comparativism. Nevertheless, Schleicher (18 11.8: 27) granted

that even the oldest languages experienced mixture.

Language mixture, albeit couched in terms of diffusion

of waves, played an important role In Schmidt's (1872)

refutation of Schleicher's stammbaum.	 Schmidt's nine lists

of illustrative lexical Items demonstrating the existence of

groupof items common to different combinations of languages

(36-68) serve at the same time to demonstrate the phenomenon
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of mixture among the older classical languages.

Once the doctrine of the exceptionless power of

sound laws was proclaimed by Leskien (1876: xxviii, 2) and.

Osthoff and Bruginann (1878: xiii), language mixture figured

as a key argument against the neograrninarian hypothesis.

Hugo Schuchardt's (1885) high powered reply to the

neograinmarians contended that the intersection of sound.

changes with other sound changes, the effects of conceptual

associations and, language mixture all rendered the neograinmarlan

tenet untenable (34.).

In Schuchardt' s thinking, language mixture countered

the neogrammarians in two ways. Firstly, he postulated an

infinite mixture of speech in language that goes hand in hand.

with the infinite differentiation of speech (10). In

consequence of this Schuchardt assumed language mixture even

within the most homogeneous speech community (16). Ee

was thus able to debunk the neogramniarian model of linear

language change coming upon a homogeneous speech community.

Secondly, Schuchard.t held language mixture responsible not

only for language differentiation but equally f or the very

levelling of speech so high cherished by the neogrammarians

(10-li). For them language mixture upset the normal

operation of sound laws, while for Schuchard.t it was itself

the norm rather than the exception in language. For the

neograxnmaria.ns, "levelling 11 is.a force working, as it were,

on behalf of sound laws whereas mixture Is parasitic. For

Schuchard,t both are parts of one and the same process, of

mixture at different levels.
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For twentieth century historical linguists working

within the comparativist tradition, borrowing, ergo language

mixture, has not proven to be a theoretical barrier. The

question, however, never did quite disappear. Bloomfield.

(1932: 229-230) found it necessary to make the point that

borrowing is not a logical contradiction to the regularity

hypothesis. Malkiel (l96L. : 180) attempted to reconcile snd

change and language mixture by recognizing a "state of extra-

low predictability" which he called "weak phonetic change", a

phenomenon considered "by no means incompatible with the

assumption of regular phonological change In a stable,

homogeneous society". This last notion has of course been

rejected, largely in consequence of the advances made by

empirical studies of language in society, especially by

Weinreich, Labov and Herzog's (1968: 150-188) proof of the

inherent heterogeneity of the speech community.

i. 1i. Language Mixture as a Key Factor in Theories of Change

From the inception of modern historical linguistics,

there has been a trend of thought deeming mixture to be a

vital factor in the understanding of the mechanism of linguistic

change. For scholars espousing this view, language mixture

is more than an argument for or against exceptionless sound

laws. It is a pivotal issue to be studied for its inherent

interest and value.

Wilhelm von Humboldt, in his historic address before
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the Historical-Philological Section of the Royal Prussian

Academy of Sciences, delivered on 29 June 1820, proclaimed

the confluence of multiple varieties of language to be one of

the foremost forces in the rise of new languages (1822: 241-

242). For Humboldt, language mixture is one of three basic

causes of language differentiation (1822: 2 14.2_243; [1827-1829]

1907: 276). The other two are the passage of time and its

consequences, and a change of habitat (migration). Of these

three causes, the mixture of nations speaking different

languages is the mightiest ([1827-18291 1907: 280). On the

issue of classification of languages - an issue closely tied

to the genealogical relationship between languages - Humboldt

was well aware of the primacy of structure over lexicon,

citing for example the affiliation of Persian with Indo-

European on structural grounds notwithstanding its vast

Arabic element (257). Yet he was broadminded enough to cite

the counterexample of English where he d.iserned a dual system

of structure where each part is based on its origin, resulting

In the proclivity of certain morphological endings to affix to

roots of the same origin. But here again Humboldt found the

exceptions to his rule to be noteworthy, the possibility of

items of diverse origin combining, citing in this connection

drinkable., dukedom and plentiful..

Way ahead of his time, and with much more open a mind

than many of the scholars who were to follow, Humboldt

(283 ) conceded the difficulty in determining the extent to

which grammatical structure may be mixed. He postulated that

there are grammatical influences In cases of language mixture,

but these do not penetrate deeply into the grammatical structure

of the recepient language. Grammatical impact in Humboldt's
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thinking usually stops at the point where it would upset

the inherent true form of the receiving language on a deep

level. The more structurally similar two languages are,

the less threat there is to the true inner form and the
greater the propensity for mixture (c Havrê.nek 1966 &2).

Hurnbold.t (280-281) rejects the limiting of mixture

studies to creoles such as the Lingua franca and. insists
on the importance of mixture as a cause for the birth of

languages in general, including the "high cu1tuie languages".

It is indeed, to be regretted that so many of Humboldt's
fertile ideas were not explored for so long a time.

The great theoretician of language mixture whose Ideas

were instrumental in winning a wider appreciation of the
importance of the field was Hugo Schuchard.t (cf. Spitzer
l9k3 : kl7). To Muller's (1861: 69) "languages are never

mixed", Schuchardt (188k: 5) replied that there Is no
completely unmixed language. Language mixture is for

Schuchardt far more than ammunition against the neogrammarians'

exceptionless sound laws or Muller's denial of the mixed
language existing. He held that there is no question of

greater importance for linguistics (3).

Paralleling U. Welnreich's (1953) findings that there
are no limits to potential interference between the linguistic
systems of bilinguals, Schuchard.t (188k: 6) claims that

language mixture has no limit. Paralleling Labov's (1971:

11.22- 11.23) unifortnitarian principle that change in progress

functions in ways similar to change in the past, Schuchard,t

(188k: 6), finding that no modern dialect is entirely free

of mixture, claims that what is true f or the trestop
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of the stammbaum would be equally valid f or its bygone

generations. In fact, the boughs and twigs of the staninibaum

are so intertwined by countless horizontal lines that it

ceases to be a stammbaum.	 Extending his observations to

the idiolect, Schuchardt notes that these lines become even

more entangled as each speaker modifies his or her language

in contact with many other individuals. This Intimate

mixture has the power of restraining the rise of potential

change by force of its levelling power. Thus for Schuchardt,

language mixture contributes to our understanding of both

language change and the levelling which results in the limited

degree of homogeneity that does exist.

On the related issue of language classification,

Schuchardt (1917: 526) proposes that instead of arguing whether

a certain language belongs to this or to that family, It would

be wise f or adherents of each of the theories to see it as

representing an intermediate position between both candidate

groups. Language mixture thus serves as evidence against

discreet classifications and contributes to a classification

more in concord with reality. Incorporating language mixture

into his wider ideas on the development of language, Schuchardt

(1919: 716) suggests that to some extent all the world's

languages are related, not by common ancestry, but by virtue

of mixture and levelling.

For van der Gabelentz (1891: 267), language history goes

hand in hand with language mixture and each speaker is open

to the influence of everything he hears. Rejecting the various

proposed limitations on mixture, van der Gabelentz contends

that	 the possibilities of mixture are infinite, ranging
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all the way from the adoption of loanword.s in the native

language to the utter discarding of the native language (272).

Debruziner (1918: 436) makes the strong point that all

languages are by definition mixed languages, including those

known to us in their most ancient form. He puts' forward the

claim that the term 'mixed, language" only means that we

happen by chance of history to know the parts of the mixture

in their other guise, that of self-contained languages.

It need be no surprise that language mixture held

great theoretical significance for the neolinguists, who placed

so much emphasis on dialect geography. Although Bonfante's

(1947) vigorous defense of the neolinguists against Hall's

(1946) scathing attack is constructed as a reply to the

neograznmarians, the overall neolinguistic position accounts

for mixed languages in a positive way. For Bonfante (1947:

350-351), the very existence of mixed languages represents

a "theoretical capitulation' for supporters of the stammbauin.

As for the nontransferability hypothesis, Bonfante remarks

that "some say the numerals, some the kinship ternis, some the

pronouns, some the conjunctions, some phonetics, and some -

the majority - morphology In general". Bonfante's position

is that "None of this is true", and he proceeds to bring

couxiterexaznples. In the final analysis, the neolinguists

reject the very dichotomy of "inherited" vs. "borrowed"

because "from the day we are born we imitate, we learn new

words - that is, we bzw them (as the clumsy word goes)

from a source outside ourselves. All words are borrowed from
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one generation to the next. Every word, whether it comes

to Manhattan (say) from Brooklyn, Boston, or China, is a

foreign word, a borrowing".

1.5.	 Twentieth Century Models

Generally speaking, mixed languages have not been the

focus of attention, at least as objects of theory, that they

were in parts of the nineteenth. That is not to say that

the controversies and problems of the last century have been

solved. They were rather left behind, and Humboldt's idea

of mixture as a fundamental concept in a model of historical

linguistics has still not been explored to its full potential.

Nevertheless, great progress has been made. As in.

so many other areas, Ferdinand de Saussure's structural

principles invested the concept of the mixed language with

new conceptual clarity. For Saussure (1916: Ll3), a loanword.

is not a loanword when regarded as part of the synchronic

system In which it exists. A language In which thixture is

obvious to the philologist is synchronically speaking no less

a unitary system than one where historical mixture is less

evident.

On the specific relationship between bilingualism In

its widest sociolinguistic sense on the one hand, and the rise

of new languages on the other, Uriel Weinreich (1953: lOk-106)

proposes that degree of difference, stability of form, breadth

of function and speakers' own rating be considered as four
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determining criteria.	 For Weinreich, Labov and Herzog

(1968: 155-159) "languages and. dialects in contact" are

an important part of the synchronic orderly heterogeneity

characterizing all language, a heterogeneity from which

language change emerges - "Not all variability and

heterogeneity in language structure involves change; but all

change involves variability and heterogeneity" (188).

At least two scholars have proposed a paradigm

specifically designed for the study of mixed languages.

They are N. H. Roberts (1939) and..PIax Weinrelch (1911.0; 1973).
Both introduce the term ru1, although for different

reasons. Roberts distinguishes three chronological stages:

first bilingualism, second fusion and finally mixture.

Fusion denotes the process while mixture is reserved for the

resulting situation (1939: 31-32). Roberts presents numerous

possible scenarios of interaction between historical, social

and structural factors, although the social aspects tend to

oversimplification. In Roberts' model, bilingualism may be

subordinative	 (one language is the vernacular, the other

restricted) or coordinative (both are in equipoise).

Subordinative bilingualism results in the process of affusion

(subdivided into infusion, suffusion and superfusion) and leads

to admixture. Coordinative bilingualism results in the process

of interfusion (subdivided into diffusion, circumfusion and

retrofusion) and, leads to intermixture. Notwithstanding the

confusing plethora of terms, Roberts' model is a major

contribution allowing order to be imposed upon a mass of facts.

It deserves to be tested against a s'izable corpus of

documented case histories.
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Although primarily concerned with the history of

Yiddish, Max Weinreich (1911.0: 511.; 1973 : III, 23) proposes

a genera]. model for the structure and development of a language

of diverse origins. He contends that the only proper

application of the term mixed language is to macaronic texts

and. other situations where mixture is conscious and, willful.

Weinreich replaces mixture - both as process and state -

by fu.stQu. While all languages are characterized by some

degree of fusion, -in some it is particularly conspicuous.

These Weinreich calls fu j 1auae (Yiddish mlcraxn).

The cognate German root a nilz, had been previously used in

this vein, both in reference to Yiddish by Solomon A.

Birnbaum ('Das Jidd.ische besteht. der Hauptsache nach aus

drei zu einer Einheit verschmolzenen E1ementen - 1922: 11.)

and in a wider sense by Humboldt ("Wenn man hierin die

lateinisohen T6chtersprachen und die Englische mit d.er

Perglschen vergleicht, so ist in demselben der Grad der

Verschmelzung der fremden wid einheimischen Elemente in der

hier beobachten Folge dieser Sprachen geringer" - [ 1827-

1829] 1907 : 257).

Weinreich's (1973: I, 32-33) paradigm for fusion

languages is in brief this. The languages from which the

fusion language draws are the atock iguaeg (rnlcvarzDraxnj.

Those forms of the stock languages which by reason of historical

time and space (cotemporality and coterritoriality) could have

entered the fusion language are the 	 (dterminntn).
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Those forms from the repertoire of the determinants that

did. in point of fact become synchronically part of the

fusion language are Its monenta (komponnti). Weinreich

(1973: III, 23) rejects the term "element' on the grounds that

it suggests dividing a language into parts while component

suggests part of a system and, a wholeness. For Birnbaum

(1979: 82) however, the connotations are reversed: "The

words	 and	 taken from chemistry, seem

to provide a suitable metaphor for the linguistic processes

in question. Thus 'element' is preferable to the term

'component', which was introduced some time ago as a substitute.

However, compoflentS suggests things placed side by side

without interaction".

We shall be using Weinreich's terms, partly because

they have already become standard In the field of Yiddish

and partly because his model Is ideally suited for an

enquiry of this kind - exploring the origins of the

Semitic Component in Yiddish. We shall be sharply disagreeing

with many of N. Welnreich's conclusions in the history of

Yiddish, especially with respect to the Semitic Component. It

is a tribute to the elegant simplicity and conceptual precision

of the Weinreich model that it can be used to disagree with Its

author's views as easily as to support them. RobertsT t modi..

looks through the eyes of the observer and it sees a wide

scene of history, sociology and the status arid structure of all

the languages involved.. Welnreich's model looks through the

eyes of the analyzed. language itself. A future model taking

both into account and providing a theoretical framework arid

a paradigm will be of immeasurable value for historical linguistic
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2.	 Yiddish as a Fusion Language

2 .1.	 Approaches to Yidc].ish as a Fusion Language

The combining of the several historically diverse

languages discernible in Yiddish has always been one of the

first characteristics of the language to attract the attention

of scholars. The fusion character of Yiddish was noted and

discussed by Elias Schadeus (1592: 1111.0-lkl]), Johann

Mee1fhrer (1607: 265), Johann Buxtorf (1609: 657-658) and, by

a number of Buxtorf's followers in Yiddish language studies,

including Andreas Sennert (1666: 61465), August Pfeiffer

(1680: 525), Johann Christof Wagenseil (1699: 88) and

Franciscus Haselbauer (17 14. 2: 211.1-211.2).

Johann Heinrich Callenberg ( 1733: [1]), the missionary

who established the first known university course in Yiddish,

was also apparently the first to attempt a philological

definition of Yiddish. He called Yiddish 'a mixed language,

which to be sure consists mostly of German., but also to a

considerab3e degree of Hebrew words". Attempting to gauge

the mixture, Callenberg called Yiddish "an appreciable mixture"

noting that for him "a slight mixture would not constitute a

separate language'.

Callenberg's pupil, Wilhelm Christian Just Chrysander,

one of the greatest Yiddish scholars of the eighteenth century,

penetrated deeper into the nature of the fusion process in

Yiddish. Chrysand,er (l750b: 5) sought to determine whether
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the Jews of other lands spoke an analogous fusion of the

national language and. Hebrew. He took as one of his examples

the sample Yiddish sentence <Nit ahn Amhorez hob ich kn

koved. mefa1p!1 zu seih> 'It is beneath my dignity to engage

in debate with an ignoramus', in which his italics mark the

items of Hebrew derivation [ (modern) Standard Yiddish s'iz

iniz iitt. k	 k3.yad ml. svak jax	 zajn zDi a, amr a].

Chrysander proceeds to enquire whether the English Jew says

<With a Amhorez 2. haue not koved to bee xnefalp'l>, the French

Jew <avec un rrorz je n'ai point de koved d'être mefalp'l>.

Citing as his evidence the testimony of travellers who have

been tar and wide, Chrysand.er concludes that there is no

evidence that eighteenth century Jews of England, France,

Italy, Spain, Portugal and Holland have any such systematic

fusion in their language.	 He even cites 6)	 su2'ce -

to demonstrate that the Jews of China spoke the language of the

land. Notwithstanding Chrysander's ignorance of Judezmo

(Lad.ino), the language of Sephardi Jewr his appreciation of

the unique status of Yiddish was a feat for Its time.

Chrysand.er was interested. in the fusion of Germanic and. Semitic

in Yiddish as a systematic process although as a child. of his

time he lacked the sophisticated descriptive machinery to

frame his views coherently.

Giehrl (1829: vI-vii) distinguiëhed in a primitive way

between Hebrew per se on the one hand and the Hebrew within YIdd.is

on the other. Gjehrl noted that while speakers of the early
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nineteenth century varieties of Western Yiddish with whom

he was familiar used, a huge number of Hebraisms in their

speech, they were unable to read a Hebrew book. In modern

times this distinction has been meticulously developed and

explored by Max Weinreich (e.g. 195L1.a: 85-86) as wh1

brew vs.	 ged bew, a conceptual dichotomy that has

proven itself Of immense value to students of other Jewish

languages and Jewish interlingülstics (e.g. Wexier 1981:

120).	 In the work at hand, limited to the history of

the Yiddish language, this opposition will be expressed

as Azhl	 (a cover term for both the Hebrew and Ararnaic

of traditional Ashkenaz which were in extensive use f or

liturgical and academic purposes, strictly as written or

recited rather than spoken languages) vs. the

ouent (those parts tn Yiddish of Hebrew or Aramaic

origin)..

During the nineteenth and early twentieth century,

there were two sociohistorical forces working from different

angles tO cause scholars to minimize the fusion aspect of

Yiddish. The firstwas the theoretical predominance of the

classic comparative model which envisages lineal development

of daughter languages from parent languages. It is within

the period of the heyday of this model that Yiddish linguistics

went through a crucial phase. The most noted monograph written

along strict neograznmarian lines and ignoring the non-Germanic

parts of Yiddish was Jacob Gerzon's (1902) Heidelberg

dissertation comparing the sounds of Northeastern Yiddish with

classical Middle High German. A second force was German

patriotism of German Jewish and non-Jewish scholars alike who
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wished to see the speakers of Yiddish as the carriers of

German ct1ture into the Slavonic speaking lands (of.

Hildebrarid 1869; GMemaxin 1888: 295).

Attitudes began to change around the turn of the

century. The key transition figure on a number of crucial

issues was Leo Wiener, an East European born professor of

Slavonics at Harvard University. Remaining faithful to

ideas that were on their way out, Wiener (1898: 2) held that

the non-Germanic parts of Yiddish "in no way disguise the

German form of the language". But on the very same page he

remarks that "the influence of the Slavic intellectual

atmosphere" and. the "rigid adherence to the Mosaic ritual

and [...] Hebrew training" results in a "most extraordinary

mixture of Germanic, Slavic and. Semitic elements, such as it

probably not to be found elsewhere on the globe 1 . Wiener's

(1899: 15) account of the fusion character of Yiddish laid

special stress on the religious factor, and. he held that those

non-Semitic languages impacted by Islam, such as Turkish,

Persian and Hindustani, were better analogies to Yiddish than

was a language such as English.

The conceptualization of Yiddish as purely a Germanic

language was crumbling quickly. Pioneer Yiddish linguist

Alfred Landau (19011. : 262) was perhaps the first to openly

state that any philologist 'wishing to investigate Yiddish

seriously ha to equip himself to deal with three wholly

dissimilar language groups - Germanic, Slavonlo and Hebraic.
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By the early twentieth century, even German-Jewish scholars

were criticizing such efforts as Gerzon's (1902) for

disregarding the non-Germanic aspects of Yiddish (cf. H.

Loewe 190L1. : kLi.).

One of the first scholars to actually attempt an

analysis of the fusion of the several parts of Yiddish into

an integrated system was Matisyohu Mieses (1908: 157).

Examining a number of near-synonymous pairs of lexical Items

where each is of different historical stock, Mieses

concluded that fusion could make f or subtle semantic and.

styli stic differentiations and contributes to the expressive

potential of the language. 	 This idea, that Yiddish enjoys

an inherent proclivity to delicate semantic nuance in

consequence of often being able to draw upon items historically

synonymous from different components within the language, has

been put forward by scholars of widely disparate orientations,

including Christian theologians (Strack 1916: iii),

German-Jewish scholars (Perles 1918 : 196) and Yiddish

linguists (Borokhov 1913a : 11, 16; Birnbaum 1911.3: 599).

Like so many other issues in Yiddish linguistics, the

groundwork for the present paradigm of fusion was laid by

the founder of modern Yiddish linguistics, Ber Borokhov.

Writing a few years before the posthumous publication of

Saussure's (1916) celebrated dichotomies, Borokhov ( 19l3a : 9)

insisted upon the nativized synchronic status of the several

components: "German, Hebrew and Slavic elements, as soon as

they enter the vernacular, cease to be German, Hebrew,

Slavic - they shed their erstwhile status
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and, assume a new one: they become Yiddish. Their

pronunciation is suited to Yiddish phonetics, their

affixation to Yiddish morphology, their declination to

Yiddish etymology, their position in the sentence to Yiddish

syntax". These ideas were further developed and. systematized

by Max Weinreich who introduced the dichotomy of detii

vs.	 nc.t (of. l.5).
A number of twentieth century Yiddish scholars have

regarded the fusion of several components into a unitary

system as the decisive factor in the rise of Yiddish (e.g.

Falkovitsh 1911.0: 8). As a powerful device capable of

descriptive and explanatory adequacy in diachronic Yiddish

studies, fusion has been the central theme of the writings

of Max Weinreich (e.g. 1936: 533, 537-538).	 For Weinreich,

the fusion between the determinants that gave rise to Yiddish

continues as a synchronic process of fusion between the

components that continues long after the actual materials

have entered the language. In Weinrelch's mOdel, the history

of Yiddish is primarily a study of the "interpenetration,

readjustment I and] reinterpretation" of the several

components (1953: 51 11. ). In his investigations of many

highly specialized difficult points in Yiddish historical

linguistics, Weinreich frequently seeks explanations in

terms of the mutual influences between the components and of

each component upon the whole (e.g. 1958a: 117).	 His

magnum opus is his four volume history of the Yiddish language

(1973; partially translated as N. Weinreich 1980). Unlike

conventional language histories proceeding from prehistory to
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the present more or less chronologically, Weinreich's

concentrates on-the cultural and historical framework, the

stock languages and the paths connecting them with the

determinants and components of Yid.d.ish and most centrally,

the fusion of the components. Welnreich is thereby able

to emphasize the factors of selectivity and specificity

of Yiddish with respect to the cognate languages. As

summarized by his son Urlel Weinreich (1971: 792), the fusion

model for the history of Yiddish maintains that "the complex

fusion of the several stocks and the rise of purely internal

innovation is as important a principle in the formation of

Yiddish vocabulary as the multiplicity of its origins".

2.2. Fusion and the Sociology of Yiddish

The fusion character of Yiddish has played a pivotal

role in the historical sociology of Yiddish. The ease with

which even the naive observer could discern the multiplicity

of the origins of the language	 due to continuing

familiarity with contemporary stages of the stock languages

continually resulted in attacks upon the legitimacy of the

language. The detractors of the language on the basis of

"bastardization" have included anti-Semites (e.g. Gottfried.

1753 : 3), German-Jewish scholars (e.g. Zunz 1832: 11.38-14.39)
and. atiherents of the movement to revive Hebrew (e.g. Tavyov

19 03 : 128). A number of scholars not directly involved in

the social debates over Yiddish have none the less expressed

conflicting sentiments on the issue (e.g. Andree 1881: 105).
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Supporters of the social status of Yiddish have in

turn made the fusion character of Yiddish one of the focal

points of their own arguments. Pioneering Yiddish

lexicographer Y. M. Lifshlts (1863: 326) asked of other,

supposedly pure languages, "Were they then given on Mount

Sinai? Like our own language, they too arise from other

languages".	 In his spirited defence of Yiddish,

written incidentally in Hebrew, Mieses (1907: 270) pointed

out that such languages as French, Italian, Spanish and

English were also characterized by fusion. In his classic

address before the Tshernovits Language Conference of 1908,

which played an Immeasurably important role In the sociological

history of the language, Mieses (1908: 165) noted that even

ancient languages could lay no claim to purity; that only

languages developed in isolation from general civilization

preserved their genetic purity "as kosherly as during the

six days of Creation" (150); that it was only linguistic

self-hatred that caused some Yiddish speakers to despise

their native language on account of its mixedness (l9-150);

and. finally that the multiplicity of sources is an asset

in terms of expressive potential (157).	 Responding to the

cries of "Jargon" of the movements antagonistic towaM Yiddish,

Borokhov (1913a: 8), citing English, Japanese and Persian as

parallels, noted that "there are in fact beautiful, powerful

languages which are even more mixed than Yiddish, but nobody

will call them 'dirty Jargon' on account of it". A full

account of the importance of fusion in the sociolinguistic
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history of Yiddish deserves to be the topic of a special

monograph.

2.3.	 Interest for Genera]. Linguistics

Fusion has been the chief point of contact between

general linguistics and Yiddish studies. Max Grnbaum

(1885: 32- 11.1) integrated his study of Yiddish with his

survey of fusion languages. It is clear from a personal

letter of Alfred Landau of 8 October 1892 that Hugo

Schuchardt's writings on fusion languages were a great

source of inspiration for his work (of. Gininger 1938: 288).

Schuchard.t in turn felt that Yiddish was promising

territory f or the testing and development of his own theories

of language mixture. In fact, Schuchardt encouraged Landau's

lonely work in Yiddish linguistics both in print (1886: 3211.)

and in persona]. correspondence (cf. Ginj.ger 193 8: 290-291;

19514.: 1511-l55).

The potential interest of Yiddish studies for

general hiBto'icaL.and. descriptive linguistics on the issues

of the development and the structure of fusion languages has

been repeatedly noted (e.g. M. Weinreich 1937; 19 14.Ob : 105;

Aithaus 1972: 1314.9) . With the exception of Gray's (1979:

220-221) recent efforts to counter Whitney's proposed

constraints on language mixture (or .--I ^), us-ing evideioe

from the fusion of Slavonic aspect and Germanic morphemes
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jr. Yiddish, little has yet been done in the way of

reaxaminingfusion process in Yiddish from the vantage

point of general linguistics.

2.11.	 The Components of Yiddish

Chrysander (1750a: [1]; 1750b: LI. ) analyzed the Yiddish

lexicon into four elements: firstly, German, even if in

altered form; secondly Hebrew and Chald.aic 1 Aramaic];

thirdly, combined German and. Hebrew, i.e. Hebrew or Arainaic

stems Inflected by German affixes; finally, uniquely Yiddish

words. This final category is defined as comprising forms

of German origin lost in the German with which Chrysander was

familiar but preserved in the Yiddish laiown to him, and, items

of Latin and Polish origin (l750a: [8-10]).

If Chrysander's third category is set aside and two of

the three subcategories of his fourth group are reclassified

as separate categories, we are left with the present day

standard classification, as advocated by, among others,

Max WeinreIch (1973: I, 32). The Weinreich scheme analyzes

Yiddish into four' components: Hebrew-Aramaic, Laazic ( Jewish

correlates of Old French and Old. Italian), German and Slavonic.

Between Chrysander and. Weinreich there have been a

number of variations in the classification. Friedrich (17811:

fxIIl-xlv)) analyzed Yiddish Into three elements: German,

wholly Hebrew and fused Hebrew stems and German affixes.
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Zuxiz (1832: 14.39-kkl) counted four elements: Hebrew;	 fused

Hebrew and German (of which he distinguished four types);

German; and finally a category comprising everything left.

Avé-Lallemant (1858-1862: III, 198-199) devised a classification

comprising two Semitic elements, the first preserving

original morphology and. flection and the second inflected.

Germaxiically.	 Thus, Avé-Lallernant's second type of Semitism

corresponds with the Chrysander-Friedrich-Zunz category of

combined Germanic and Hebraic.

It is obvious that the number of components in Yiddish

depends on how the reckoning is done and what counts as

a component depends on the criteria employed. Jechiel

Fischer (1936: 110-ill 1 = Bin-Nun 1973: ilOr.wiiii), th present

Bin-Nun strongly underlines the importance of differentiating

between element in the wider sense, which can include any

attested. items of whatever quantity, spread and structural

significance and. a more restricted technical sense in which

the parts of Yiddish cognate with stock languages are termed

e1wt only by virtue of meeting five criteria. Bin-Nun's

criteria are firstly that the candidate set of items be more

or less common to all of Yiddish. secondly, that it played a

role in the birth and development of Yiddish; thirdly that it

have impact in all areas of grammar; fourthly that it be

of quantitatively substantial importance; and finally, that

its qualitative import not be negligible. By his own criteria

Bin-Nun arrives at three elements: German, Hebrew and Slavic,

with a qualification that the few Romance vestiges can be

inôluded if desired, in which case there are four elements.
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In the work at hand. we shall be using the term

in the Weinreichiaxi sense of language material

that is synchronioally Yiddish (cf. §1.5), but with the

following three more stringent criteria. A component

in Yiddish must be

(a) geographically of Pan-Yiddish distribution;

(b) temporally of Pan-Yiddish distribution;

(c) of unquestionable lexical and structural consequence.

By these qualifications there can be no more than two

components In Yiddish: the 	 and, the

Within Eastern Yiddish, three components can be

reckoned with, Germanic, Semitic and Slavonic. The Slavonic

Component is prominentlyi represented in the phonology, lexicon

and, syntax of Eastern Yiddish. In as much as all Yiddish

spoken today is Eastern Yiddish, it is quite correct to

describe modern Yiddish as containing three components by c alone.

However, the now defunct but once massive speech Conimuity

of Western Yiddish had, no Slavonic component. At most,

Western Yiddish has a handful of lexical borrowings from

Eastern Yiddish. In any enquiry concerning the whole of

the speech territory of Yiddish and the entirety of the history

of Yiddish, there are but two components - Germanic and

Semitic - meeting the three criteria. It cannot, however,

.be stressed too strongly that the issue of the number of

comoonents in Yiddish is one of methodological significance,

not of empirical substance.
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All forms of Yiddish share a handful of lexical

items of ultimate Romance origin, e.g. hii, 'bless; recite

the grace after meals', 1jnn 'read'.	 Max Weinreich

(1973 : II, 50) concedes that his Laazic Component is

justifiable only on grounds of pedigreed genealogy. The

notion of a Romance (or Laazic) component is intimately bound

up with the theory that Yiddish originated in the Rhineland

in the territory known in medieval rabbinic sources as Lei.

According to this theory, the creators of Yiddish were

Jewish migrants from partsof France aM Italy and their

descendants.	 This theory of the rise of Yiddish, first alluded

to by E]jah Levita (15Li.1 : tl6k)1 has been extensively

developed by Max Weinreich (l95Li. a: 78; 1973: I, 3-5, 33Li._

353 III, 3Z.l4.-38l). 	 Students of the history of the
Germanic ComDonent in Yiddish, while debating amongst

themselves whether Bavarian or East Central German was of

greater importance in the formation of Yiddish, are agreed

that scarcely anything in Yiddish points linguistically to

the German dialects of the Rhineland. (cf. Mieses 19211.:

269-318 ; King 1979: 7-8).	 Whatever the historical reality

of medieval Jewish population concentrations and. the linguistic

reality of affinity with certain German dialects, it Is clear

that the linguistic evidence does not sustain a uflomance

Comzonent" even in a far weaker sense than. our own. A number

of nineteenth century scholars sought to demonstrate a weighty.
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French influence in Old Yiddish texts (cf. Jost 1850: 323;

Güdemann 1880: 273-280). Nokhem Shtif (1913: 317) has

noted correctly that the "French connection" in Old Yiddish

cannot be seen even through a telescope.

We conclude this chapter by explaining our choice

of names for the two Pan-Yiddish components.

The term ra j C Donen is chosen over the equally

possible German Component to emphasize the diverse dialectal

origins of the Germanic Component, and to avoid confusion

with some general "German" which may be misunderstood as

modern standard German. The use of Germaic is not intended

to leave open the possibility that some Germanic language

other than forms of medieval German may be involved in. the

development of Yiddish.

The term eitic	 is chosen as a cover term

for both Hebrew and Aramaic, and. to avoid confusion with

some general "Hebrew" which may be misunderstood as modern

standard Israeli Hebrew. We reject the notion of "Hebrew-

Ararnaic" as usually defined (e.g. N. Weinreich 1953 : 14.88;

Wexier 1981: 119) in terms of a single, merged written

language. To be sure, medieval Hebrew had a weighty Ararnaic

Conrnonent and medieval Aramaic a weighty Hebrew Component,

but the two remained separate written languages in Ashkenaz.

The use of Serntj is not intended to leave open the possibility

that some Semitic language other than Hebrew or Aramaic may be

involved In. the development of Yiddish.
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3 .	 The Issues

3.1. Origins of the Semitic Component in Yiddish

As noted at the outset (1.1), the mystery of how,

when and from where Yiddish, a European language, acquired

a Semitic Component is the central issue of the thesis. There

are essentially two major theories of origin of the Semitic

Component. The oldest and most widely accepted theory is

the	 According to most versions of the text

theory, Yiddish originated as a nearly wholly Germanic language

(with or without Romance elements) which initially contained

only a small set of Semitisms semantically restricted to

the spheres of religion and communal life. 	 Semitisms

entered the language over the centuries from the frequently

studied texts of the Pentateuch, Talmud and later rabbinic

writings, and from the frequently recited texts of canonical

prayer.	 The text theory of necessity entails two

corollaries:	 firstly, that the Semitic Component in its

attested strength and structure could not have been present

at the outset, and. secondly that it originates from within

Ashkenaz - the Jewish subculture of the medieval Germanic

speaking lands which expanded through much of central and.

eastern Europe.

Paradigrnatically, the text theory rose by analogy

with the impact of Latin upon the European vernaculars.
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Historically, the text theory originated in the writings of

sixteenth and. seventeenth century Christian scholars of

Yiddish.	 Elias Schad,eus (1592: 1l'4.0-l l1l]), citing the

parallel of Latin and French borrowings in the language of

German chancelleries, proposed that the Jews incorporate

Semitisms "partly out of habit and, partly to prevent

Christians from understanding them". 	 Buxtorf (1603: 152)

likewise cited. noncomprehension as a conscious objective,

and. added. (1609: 657) that daily use of Semitisms was a

means to teach children Hebrew. Perhaps the first to

make the explicit claim, even if in primitive terms, that

Sernitisms in Yiddish derive from 	 was Johann Jacob

Schudt (l7l L -l7l8: II, 281).	 Chrysand,er (1750a: 3)

suggested three explanations f or the presence of Semitisms

in Yiddish:	 firstly, love for the Hebrew language;

secondly, the Jewish inclination to be different; finally,

to avoid. being understood. by non-Jews.

The text theory has on the whole been accepted by

modern Yiddish scholars.	 Wiener (190k: 305) cites

"isolation and. f...] predilection for Talmudic and exegetic

studies" as having "introduced a large number of Hebrew and.

Aramaic words Into the vocabulary of the learned and thence

into that of daily life". Borokhov (1913t: 376), making

the text theory less rigid, holds that "Hebrew words

penetrated. into Yiddish not only directly from the Bible,

Talmud and. religious books; they also entered indirectly
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from official communal use and from comercial ties with

Jews who did. not speak German". 	 Prilutski (1930: 1114)

identifies the origins of the Semitic Component with the

traditional Jewish institutions where sacred texts were

studied and recited - the khevd.er (traditional primary

school), the y,shive (traditional Talmudic and, rabbinical

academy) and the synagogue.	 Fischer (1936: 113)

distinguishes between the Semitic Component which entered

from religious writings and. the other parts of Yiddish which

were gleaned from the language of living speakers.

While conceding that religious terminology of Semitic

derivation existed in early Yiddish, Beranek (1957: 1961,

197 0) ascribes the origin of the Component to the

sacred language in use by the Jews. For Uriel Weinreich

(1971: 795) the rise of the Semitic Component is characteristic

of "the old. Diaspora pattern of reaching into the sacred

language f or additional vocabulary". One of the twentieth

century curiosities of Yiddish linguistics is Nokhem Shtif's

about-face on the history of the Semitic Component.

Without delving into the sources of the Semitic Component per

se, Shtif (1913: 320-321; 1922: 189) regarded it to be of

considerable antiquity in Yiddish. After settling in the

Soviet Union, Shtif (1929: 12-13; 16) went beyond the normative

calls of his colleagues for eradication of the Semitic

Component from modern literary Yiddish. He argues that

the "Hebrew occupation in Yiddish" was a late phenomenon
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resulting from increased power of the rabbinic class

which helped replace earlier "real Yiddish" words (i.e.

Germanlsms) which he holds were characteristic of the

working classes (cf. M. Weinreich 1931; also Spivak 193k).

The text theory has been most meticulously developed

and most ardently supported by Max Weinreich. Like most

other modern adherents of' the theory, Weinreich allows that

a certain religious terminology was in use by the earliest

speakers of Yiddish (cf. M. Weinrelch 1928a: 1 5; 1939: 14.9;

l9kOa: 30-31).	 But by and. large the Semitic Component,

in Weinreich's view, resulted from the specific interaction

of Ashkenazi Jews with their traditional texts.— "From

the sacred books there flowed into the language words,

phrases, sayings and, proverbs relating to the most varied

aspects of life" (M. Weinreich 1973: I, 222).	 Analyzing

the linguistic mechanism by which the Semitic Component

entered into Yiddish, Weinreich (1973: II, 26k) stresses

that it was "not from mouth to ear but from the sacred book

or through quotations from the sacred book". Thus Weinreich,

like Fischer before him, posits a unique mode of entry f or

the Semitic Component. In fact, Weinreich often warned

against parallels with earlier written German, insisting

that the Germanic Component entered Yiddish not from texts

but from coterritorial German dialect speakers (e.g. ].928a:

20;	 1953: 489;	 l95Lfa: 75). Weinreich (1973: 1,227;

III, 232-234) carries the text theory a stage further than
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most of his predecessors by seeking to systematically

establish the specific passages in traditional sources

from which Semitisms derive, a notion that had, previously

only been alluded to by Yiddish linguists (cf. Golomb

1910: 8; Borokhov l9 13e : no. 311.1).	 He derives .1pi

'according to t < Genesis 11.5:21, b jcrv 'soon' < Ezekiel

11:3, barjz'angry ' < Habakkuk 3:2, txilas 'initially'

< 2 Samuel 21: 9.	 Joffe and Mark (1961: xx), in the

introduction to their dictionary make the more modest claim

that cited. passages are meant to offer a characteristic

usage of the item in a Hebrew or Ararnaic context that

might have served. as a stimulus for the introduction of the

item into Yiddish.

Although the text theory overwhelmingly carries the

field, other suggestions have been put forward.. Mieses

(1915 : 32; 192 11.: 219) argues that the Semitic Component is

of great antiquity. 	 Rubshteyn (1922: 22-23, 26, 33,

38- 11.0) contends that the Semitic Component entered Yiddish

in the earlier portion of the Middle Ages in consequence

of Jewish participation in international trade. According

to this theory, Semitisnis entered the language partly to

facilitate communication with non-Ashkenazi Jewish

communities, and partly to enhance the social prestige of

the international trader in communities where use of Hebrew

and Arainaic words would be a commercial asset. Without

specifying his remark, Bloornfield (1932: 229) suggests
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Yiddish "be examined for a substratum" on the grounds that

"its deviation from the other German dialects is not, one

infers, to be explained by separation since the late Middle

Ages".	 Allony (1971) attempts to identify a select corpus

of Semitic Component Items culled from a number of dictionaries

with the Jewish dialect spoken in parts of Palestine in the

tenth century. Solomon A. Birnbaum has steered a moderate

course by accepting the text theory as accounting for much

of the Semitic Component ( e.g. 1923b: 153; 1979: 66) while

maintaining that it "belongs to an uninterrupted development

in speech and writing' (194.2: 611.), and that it existed

"in and before the fourteenth century" (1939 : 4.2). More

recently, Birnbaum (1979: 58) has argued that the "Semitic

stratum was the primary one, and the Germanic stratum was

added to it" although he qualifies the remark by limiting

it to lexical items "essentially connected with the sphere

of religion".

The logical alternative to the text theory is a

theory claiming that the greater part of the Semitic

Component - not merely a core of religious terminology

was brought into German speaking territory in the everyday

speech of the settlers who were, retroactively speaking, the

first Ashkenazim. It would then have fused with the medieval

German dialects at once. However modified and developed,

this Semitic Component was uninterruptedly transmitted in the

usual maimer of generation to generation linguistic transmission.
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A theory making this claim to account for the attested

existence of the Semitic Component in later Yiddish may be

called the ontjnual tr	 Zion thQ . The continual

transmission theory of necessity entails two corollaries:

firstly, that the Semitic Component, at the very least in its

attested strength and structure, was present at the outset,

and, secondly that it is pre-Ashkenazic. This second

corollary further implies that to a considerable extent the

Semitic Component in each dialect of Yiddish has its origin

in what may be called the Proto Semitic Component.

Wexler (1981: 99) in his proposals concerning the comparative

study of Jewish languages, notes that Hebrew and Aramaic

elements may be acquired by Jewish languages by adstratal

borrowing (compatible in the case of Yiddish with the text

theory) or substratal retention (consistent with the

continual transmission theory).

The central theme of the work at hand, is the

demonstration of the plausibility of the continual

transmission theory in the history of the Semitic Component

in Yiddish, strictly on the basis of linguistic evidence and

with special reference to phonology. 	 Needless to say,

such an inquiry cannot proceed without a workable framework f or

the history of the language, its dialectal structure and its

minimal phonological history. These will be briefly sketched

in the next chapter. There are however two additional
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issues of utmost importance in the history of Yiddish

which are closely linked to the origin of the Semitic

Component - the age of the Yiddish language and, the

viability of the concept of Proto Yiddish.

3 . 2. The Age of Yiddish

Debate concerning the age of Yiddish dates to the

nineteenth century. The first pronouncements on the subject

were made by German-Jewish scholars of the "Science of

Judaism" school which sought to apply the modern methods

of the historical and philological sciences to the study of

Judaism. Socially, • the group was conditioned by the German-

Jewish Enlightenment of the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century of which they themselves were a product.

An important part of their integrationist programme entailed

the spread of Standard German amongst the Jewish population

of the German speaking countries and the stamping out of

Yiddish.	 In their capacity as scholars, many of the

"scientists of Judaism" made invaluable and permanent

contributions to the science of Yiddish, especially in the

fields of literary history, historical bibliography and

traditional philology.	 Nevertheless, their socially

conditioned biases led them to propose solutions to

problems in the history of Yiddish that would be compatible

with their social aDproach. As a scholarly question with

potential social ramifications, no question in Yiddish studies
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was more explosive than that regarding the antiquity of

the language.

The model for the history of Yiddish espoused by

mey nineteenth century German-Jewish scholars was first

formulated by one of the group's founding fathers, Leopold

Zunz, who had participated in the launching of the Verejn

iLz Ku1.tjji uid. Wjeichaft de Iu&eu in 1819. For Zunz

(1832: L.38) the history of Yiddish is the decline of German as

spoken by Jews. While conceding a few early specificities

in the speech of German Jews, Zunz argued that medieval

Jewry spoke a close approximation to the German of their

neighbours. In the sixteenth and subsequent centuries,

according to Zunz's model, the language declined to the

contemptible "Jargon" Le.. lr 1• 4° k.	 This

model was accepted by a number of scholars (e.g. Karpeles

1886: 1002). Both in regarding Yiddish as a corruption and.

by claiming that in earlier times Jews too spoke German, the

Zunz model exhibited a Jewish patriotism f or Germany that

was in line with efforts on behalf of Jewish emancipation

(of. Shtif 1913: 319; 1922: 192;	 Shiper 1933 : 81; N.

Wenreichl95l1b : l01i.-105; 1967: 2199) .	This patriotism has

a cert.n parallel in Eastern Europe where some scholars

argued that Jews initially spoke Slavonic dialects and. switcued.

to Yiddish secondarily. Considerable debate has been devoted

to the Slavonic theory (of. Harkavy 1867; Borokhov 1913e:

nos. k22-k58; Rubshteyn 1913; Dubnov 1913; Shtif 1913:

321-32k; M. Weinreich 1973 : I, 92-95; III, 83-85).
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There arose amongst a number of mid, and late nineteenth

century German-Jewish scholars the more extreme view that

Western Yiddish did not exist until the yth century

when a large number of East European Jews, fleeing the

massacres in the Ukraine of 164.8 and 164.9, fled westward

and brought their Yiddish with them. Jost (1859: 208)

claimed that the seventeenth century westward migration of

"teachers, cantors, rabbis and community officials" was

instrumental in displacing German with Yiddish. The

theory was most vigorously espoused by Gidemann (1887:

105;	 1888: 296-297;	 1891: xxii-xxiil).	 Steinschneider,

who made no secret of his loathing of Yiddish (cf. 1898:

75;	 1904.: 759-760), attributed the rise of Yiddish to

the "forced isolation and general crudeness" resulting from

the Thirty Years' War (1898: 76).

By the late nineteenth century, however, some German-

Jewish researchers were pointing to the importance of Yiddish

studies for Germanics (cf. Grinbauni 1882: viii), and some

were even lamenting the academic losses resulting from the

prejudices against the language (cf. Berliner 1898: 162).

As on the recognition of fusion as a key feature of Yiddish

(cf §2.1), new ideas on the age of Yiddish began to emerge

In the writings of a number of scholars around the turn of

the century. Countering the arguments of those who sought

to see seventeenth century persecutions as the cause of the
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development of Yiddish, Shulrnan (1898: Zi.4-46) proposed

that fourteenth century persecutions, the most notorious

of which were the Black Death massacres of 1348 and. 1349,
would have had. an analogous effect upon the language spoken

by fleeing Jews. Shulman did however accept that the

seventeenth century return westward had serious linguistic

implications. Here again the major transition figure was

Leo Wiener. On the one hand Wiener was ostensibly committed

to the Zunz model (of. 1894: 175-176).	 On the other he

had his doubts. On the same page in which he repeats

Zunz's claim that there is no sign of Yiddish predating' the

sixteenth century, Wiener (1893: 42) discusses a fifteenth

century manuscript in which "there are already to be found

the peculiarities that distinguish the Russian variety of

the Judaeo-German from the Niew] Hugh] Glerman]". 	 He

furthermore finds it puzzling that GrUnbaum (1882: 29-30),

explaining away some of these specificities as dialectal

German variants, ignores the parallel provided by modern

spoken Yiddish.	 Wiener's conflicting statements are

symptomatic of his time. 	 At one point he argues (1899:

16-17) that the importation of Yiddish books emanating

from the Slavonic speaking lands wag a decisive factor

in the development of Western Yiddish. At another (1904:

304-305) he cites Buxtorf's (1609), Pfeiffer's (1680) and

Wagenseil's (1699) remarks on the specificities of Yiddish

as evidence "that the origin of Judaeo-German must be

assigned to a period much earlier than that of which they
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treat".

Modern Yiddish linguistics has unequivocally

discarded the notion that seventeenth century migrations

westward into Germany could have had any serious impact

upon Yiddish (of. e.g. Birnbaum 1923a: 152; 1929:

270;	 N. Weinreich 1923a : I, 50).	 One twentieth

century school of Yiddish linguistics argues that Yiddish

is roughly a thousand years old.	 A second opts f or a

period of origin anywhere between the thirteenth and

fifteenth centuries.

The "millennialists" contend that Yiddish originated

"on touchdown", that the language of the first compact

settlements of Jews on medieval German soil differed

from the very beginning from that of their coterritorialists.

As irony would have it, it was first proposed by the

celebrated German police chief and criminologist, Friedrich

Christian Benedict Av-La1lemant who was responding to the

theories of one German-Jewish scholar and. was soon attacked

by another f or his views on the age of Yiddish.

Avé-Lallemaxit (1858-1862: III, 2O1.-207) challenged Zunz's

(1832: 11.38-1143) ideas concerning the history of Yiddish

arid put forward the theory that the history of Yiddish

begins with Jewish colonization on German speaking territory.

As evidence he cites the intensity of the fusion of the elements

in Yiddish, the documentation of Yiddish loanword.s in early

criminological sources and the attestation of Germanic

archaisms in Yiddish. Most of Avé-Lallemant's specific

examples offered in support of his views are unconvincing and.
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frequently erroneous, but the methodology he proposes and

the conclusions he reaehes - anticipating many achievements

of twentieth century Yiddish linguistics - are indicative

of a Yiddish linguist ahead of his time. 	 Almost

Immediately he was sharply attacked by SteiflschneIder (18611.:

36-37) for his view that Yiddish was far older than Zunz

had allowed.

The twentieth century millennialists are nearly all

students of the "Yid.dishist school" in Yiddish linguistics,

the branch of Yiddish language research founded by Borokhov

( 19 13a) which views Yiddish studies as a self centered

discipline rather than a satellite of Germanic studies.

Borokhov himself (1913a: 14.) cautiously maintained that

Yiddish "is probably not younger than six or seven hundred

years".	 Mieses (1915: 30) was apparently the first In

the present century to argue that Yiddish arose as soon

as Jews settled In what was to become Ashkenaz (cf. also

Mieses 1919 : 123 ).	 Hubshteyn (1922: 8), in the context of

his theory of international trade in the earlier Middle Ages

as the prime force responsible for the rise of Yiddish,

concluded that Yiddish arose in that period. 	 Shiper

(192 11. : 109) reexamined onomastic sources dating back to the

eleventh century and concluded that the attestation of

personal names of Hebraic, Germanic and. Romance origin

matches the later attested structure of Yiddish. He

proceeded to reconstruct an early form of the fusion language

of the eleventh century. 	 Introducing the sociological
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thought experiment, Shiper (1933 : 79, 83 ) argued that

certain ind.ivid.uals of a privileged class may well have

spoken German but that this was not the case with respect

to the vast majority of the Jewish population who spoke

Yiddish.	 Although Shiper's specific linguistic points

are frequently flawed (cf. Prilutski's notes to Shiper

1933 and Kalmanovltsh 1937: 38 14.), he introduced methods

which have yet to be fully explored for possible linguistic

ramifications. Another proponent of the theory that

Yiddish was distinct from the very earliest times of the

Ashkenazi subculture was Yiddish literary historian I.

Tsinberg (1935 : 22-28).

Solomon A. Birnbaum (1929 : 270) was perhaps the

first to specifically state the view that Yiddish is

about a thousand years old. Invoking practical,

psychological, philological and sociological criteria,

Birnbauin too (1939 : 14.3; 1979 : 57) traced the origins of

Yiddish to the beginnings of continuous compact Jewish

settlement on Germanic speech territory. In his Marburg

University doctoral dissertation, Max Weinreich (1923a: I,

53) had maintained that even the oldest Yiddish was

distinctly different from coterritorlal German dialects.

At first, Weinreich (1923a: I, 65; 1928a: 114. ) set the age

of the language at "at least seven to eight hundred years".

Later, in his outline of the history of Yiddish placed before

the Fifth International Congress of Linguists in Brussels
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in 1939, he asserted that the beginning of Yiddish must be

assigned "to the time when the uninterrupted history of the

Jews in Germany starts, that is, to about 1000 A.D." (1939:

li.9), bringing him into conformity with Birnbaum. 	 Weinreich

often stressed that Jewish communities as opposed to

individuals - on German soil never spoke German before

modern times (cf. 1953 : 4.97; 195Z1.a: 78-79; 19514.b: 107-108;

1955: 13; 1959 : 565).	 For Weinreich (1954.a: 78), any

model positing a pre-Yiddish stage in which Jews spoke

German could be tenable only "if we were to fancy a group

of Germans in the Rhineland, pagan to begin with and. afterwards

Christianized, embracing Judaism" and, developing a separate

language. It is somewhat curious that one of the staunchest

adherents of a maximal age of Yiddish is at once a strong

supporter of the text theory (cf. §3.1) which implicitly

suggests fusion as a secondary process in the history of

Yiddish.

None of the adherents of the millennial theory has

produced hard. linguistic evidence although the school has

collectively mustered a noteworthy collection of circumstantial

evidence. The modern opposition to the theory maintains that

Yiddish began somewhere between the periods proposed by

the Zuiz school and, the Av-Lal1emant approach. Consisting

largely of Germanists, this school places the birth of Yiddish

anywhere between the thirteenth and, the fifteenth century.

Its founder is Jechiel Fischer (1936: 39-4.0) who maintains

that the beginnings of Yiddish can most productively be

searched for in the thirteenth and, fourteenth centuries.
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Specifying his datings further, Fischer (1936: 61) concludes

that the thirteenth century needs to be included in the

history of Yidd.ish as the period of events leading Q the

development of Yiddish and the fourteenth century as the

early stage of actual development c^f Yiddish.

Ssskind (1953: 106), dIsputing Weinreich's datings,

posits a period of "Jud.eo-Gerinan" extending until around

1350, followed by an Old Yiddish period which he extends

from 1350 to 1500.	 Joffe (19514.: 102) considers that

present evidence confirms the existence of Yiddish f or

"over six hundred years" noting "I prefer to err on

the side of understatement".	 Beranek (1957: 1961, 1963-

19611.), maintaining- that the language of Ashkenazi Jews did

not differ at first from German, with the exception of

Hebrew and Aramaic expressions f or religious concepts,

places the beginnings of Yiddish between 1300 and 1350.

Marchand (1965: 250) places the beginnings of Western

Yiddish as a language with certain uniform traits not

linked to the local German dialect between 111.50 and 1500.

His pupil Howard (1972: 18, 21) contends there Is no evidence

of Yiddish before 114.50 but his own unfamiliarity with

Yiddish linguistics renders the linguistic portions of his

dissertation somewhat confusing.
Now the specificity of Yiddish vIs--vis medieval

German is not exclusively contingent upon the weighty presence

of a Semitic Component in the language. The cooccurrence of
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attested German dialectal features in a structure that

is uniquely Yiddish would have made Yiddish a separate

entity in the medieval period. In fact, it has been

shown that the configuration of the Germanic Component

in later Yiddish is not congruent with any one German

dialect (of. Landau 1896: 58; Prllutski 1917: 289-290;

M. Weinreich 1 938 : 289) .	 The separateness of such an

early Yiddish would have been erthanced. by the sprinkling

of Romance lexical items and, the use of Semitisms for

religious concepts and communal activities. Nevertheless,

the resolution of the question of the origin of the Semitic

Component in Yiddish would be of inestimable value as a hard.

linguistic tool f or helping determine the age of Yiddish.

On the one hand the presence of the Semitic Component

- by and large in Its later attested strength and

structure - at the outset is incontrovertible evidence of

fusion from the very beginning.	 On the other, it would

be debatable whether any Germanic dialect spoken by Jews

without the Semitic Component can be called Xiddi. It

can be argued that Yiddish by definition includes as two

panterritorial and panohronologlcal elements the Germanic

and Semitic Component (of. 2.k). 	 In the work at hand,

we are not necessarily Interested in confirming or rejecting -

any of the proposed datings f or the beginnings of Yiddish.

The contribution of Semitic Component studies to the

debates on the age of Yiddish is only of value In a relative

caDacity. Suffice it to say that the text theory of
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necessity presupposes	 Qfldr £UZtQU, ergo a relatively

late origin of the language as a whole. The continual

transmission theory on the other hand. presupposes jIDar

2' ergo a relatively early origin of Yiddish.

3 . 3.	 The Viability of Proto Yiddish

The protolanguage concept, an axiom of the starnmbaum

theory, is neither comoletely valid nor wholly fallacious.

It frequently represents a portion of reality and an even

greater degree of practical usefulness f or the expression of

systematic correspondences between attested language varieties.

Some modern scholars consider as one of the goals of historical

linguistics the recovery of the "ancestor language"

(Hoenigawald 1960: 119) while for others "the end. result

of reconstruction is vastly less interesting [...) than the

assumptions and procedures that advance us toward that

reconstruction" (King 1969: 155).	 This is a difference

in emphasis.	 A far more substantive theoretical clash

is the classic debate between the comparativists and the

dif'fusionists.	 Schleicher' s (l8L.8-l85O) starnmbaum theory

and his (1868) reconstruction of a Proto Indo-European fable

symbolize the first school. 	 Schmidt's (1872) wave theory

and Schuchardt's (188 l theory of language mixture represent

the second.	 The real question Is then whether phenomena
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explained by the comparative model in terms of genetic

descent from a protolanguage might not be equally explainable

by diffusion and language mixture.

Marchand (1960: 11.1), concerned with the inter-

relationships between Yiddish and German dialects, has

pointed to Yiddish as an ideal test case for general

protolanguage theory. Perhaps even more valuable for

general historical linguistics is the question of the

genetic unity of the Semitic Component in Yiddish. The

text theory of necessity assumes polygenesis of the Semitic

Component - continuous use of sacred texts in many

different times and places cumulatively resulting in the

component as it is known today. Continual Transmission

assumes monogenesis of' the Semitic Component - initial

entry of Semitic language material in the everyday speech

of' settlers in Europe at the beginning of the history of

Yiddish fusing with and subsequently spreading and

developing along with the structurally and quantitatively far

more weighty Germanic Component. 	 The protolanguage

model is here challenged by the text theory, not by diffusion

or mixture, and it is here that the interest for general

historical linguistics Is greatest.	 As there were no

Hebrew or Arainaic dialects spoken In Central or Eastern

Europe, diffusion and mixture are eliminated from

consideration as potential contributing factors to any

attested aspect of the Semitic Component. There are, of' course,

possibilities of diffusion between dialects of Yiddish,

but phonological criteria generally betray such cases.
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While any Germanic Component form is a priori under

suspicion of having entered at any one of a number of

possible times from a coterritorial or contiguous German

dialect, the possibility of wave theory explanations is

crucially reduced with respect to the Semitic Component.

The notion of a Proto Semitic Component can be tested by a

number of methods, Including examination of the degree of

lexical and. structural affinity between the Semitic

Components of disparate Yiddish dialects, and most importantly,

the degree of similarity in the precise structural way in which

the two components have fused in different areas.

As the Semitic Component does not exist in a vacuum, any

evidence for or against a Proto Semitic Component is in effect

contributory evidence for or against Proto Yiddish. A number

of scholars have taken a positive view toward the possibilities

of reconstructing Proto Yiddish (e.g. M. WeinreIch l923a: I, 65;

].9kOa: 33-35; 1954b: 100). The most Important accomplishment

of these scholars within the framework of protolan.guage theory

has been the construction of a number of systems of Proto Yiddish

vocalism (cf. below	 k.l).	 Others have taken a sharply

negative view of the concept of Proto Yiddish (Sisskind 1953:

98; Marchand. 1960: 11.1; 1965: 211.9-250).
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An Outline of Pan Yiddish Vocalism

Li..l.
	 The. Systematization of Pan Yiddish Vocalism

Any cosmic account of the genealogical relations

between a considerable number of !Dartially similar language

varieties over a great soan of time of necessity does violence

to the true synchrony of any of these varieties at a given

point in time. Complexity and heterogeneity are obscured

by the comparative model and this is one of its overriding

weaknesses. Nevertheless, the comparative method, once freed

from excesses, is valid as a more abstract level of analysis

to the extent that stated reflexes of presumed protoentities

do corresoond to the actual empirically real realizations

as documented from informants or attested in older monuments.

Most significantly, the comparative model provides a framework

for the coherent exoression of specific correspondences. In

studying aspects of the phonology of the Semitic Component,

work is facilitated if reference can be made to a systematic

framework for the history of Yiddish vocalism - that aspect

of Yiddish phonology of direct concern to our work. Needless

to say, such a framework can be dubious If It is based upon

hypothetical reconstructions, even if these are posited on

the evidence of cognate languages. The more serious danger

is that questions for research are treated as foregone

conclusions and oosited. as part of the "framework". Reasoning

then becomes circular and potential conclusions are rendered

fallacious.	 Reconstructions, as valuable as they are for
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helping to express change, need to be kept notationally

distinct from expressions of known correspondences. For

the study of the stressed vowel systems of a number of

related varieties, this can be achieved if reconstructions

are expressed in the traditional maxuler of asterisk prefixation

while known correspondences are expressed as d.iaphonemes.

The d.iaphoneme is a child of structural dialectology (cf.

U. Weinreich 195 11.b) whi oh -achieves amultid.ialectal

representation of spatially differentiated reflexes of

phonemes that occur in the same lexical items with no necessary

reference to a protolanguage or to cognate languages.

Attempts at systemizing Yiddish vocalism in the

twentieth century have shown a constant rise in scope and.

sophistication.	 Gerzon (1902: 20-29), faithfully following

neogrammarian tradition, took the vowel phonemes of classical

Middle High German as his point of departure and went on to

relate them to the realizations in cognate lexical items in

a dialect of Yiddish.	 In	 time, it was of course

a feat to relate Yiddish to a specific form of German, rather

than some general "German' t . The same operation was carried

out with a great deal more depth by Sapir (1915 : 237-250).

Reyzen (1920: 51-63) took the graohemes of literary Yiddish

as his point of departure and related. these to realizations

in the dialects of modern Eastern Yiddish and. to Middle High

German cognates. He then oroceed.ed (79-83) to relate the

vowel phonemes of classical Hebrew to their realizations in
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the several modern dialects. 	 Prilutski (1920; 1921)

presented far more material than anybody before him or since

on individual sounds, taking Middle High German, Hebrew,

or literary Yiddish as a starting point, as seemed best to

him in any individual case. He drew exDlicit charts (e.g.

1921: 2L1.O, 276) to relate stock language vowels to

localized documentations from varieties and subvarieties of

Yiddish, and, incorporated evidence from the largely

defunct dialects of Western Yiddish. Birnbaum (1923b)

surpassed these efforts conceptually by positing the synchronic

vowel system' of the analyzed language itself as a point of

departure - the dialect of Yiddish he was studying -

and relating each phoneme to cognates in all the stock languages

as well as to those of another Yiddish dialect. 	 Although

he reverted to using the stock languages for his framework,

Veynger (1929: 60-73, 914100, 116-119) related the usual

correspondences and, exceptions holding between all the stock

languages and all the modern dialects of Yiddish.

The next major conceptual advance was Fischer's

system of Proto Yiddish voôalism which is an autonomous

system easily relatable to both stock language cognates and

attested Yiddish realizations, a system he proposed in

the unpublished Dortions of his 193L1. Heidelberg dissertation

(see now Bin-Tun 1973 : 183-322 ) . It was followed in its essentia

by Beranek (e.g. 1957; 1965ab). 	 U. Weinreich (1958, in
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one of his now-classic studies on the development of Eastern

Yiddish vocalisrn, devised a system of fifteen numbered

diaphonemes corresoonding with the fifteen correspondences

he selected for the study.	 The numbering of diaphonemes,

credited to Haudricourt and. Juilland. (19k9) allows for the

expression of a dialectal realization and its relation to

an. unlimited number of other dialectal realizations, with

no necessary tie to any specific protovalue.

The system now widely accepted in Yiddish studies is

M. Weinrejch's interd.ialectal scheme of Pan Yiddish vocalism

roposedas M. Welnreich 1960a and revised. as 1973: II, 321-

382; IV, 36k-3814. ). It is primarily designed as a system

of synohronic correspondences but can serve as a protosystem

as well. It accounts for all iown varieties of Yiddish,

and although autonomous for dialectological work, can be

easily related to stock language cognates in comparative

work.	 It has, moreover already been successfully used by

a number of researchers (e.g. Guggenheim-Gr1nberg 196k; 1973;

Herzog 1965 : 1 59-233, 275-278; 1969).

Max Weinreich's system, in short, is as follows.

There are five series of vowels, 1 - hitorica1ly short vowels,

2 - historically long vowels, 3 - historically short vowels

subject to early lengthening, k - historical d.iphthongs and

5 - a single lengthened e. vowel. While avoiding reference

to specific protoqualities of vowels, Weinreich (1973 : IV, 369)
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does wish to make a general statement about broad qualities

of protovowels. This is accomplished by means of upper case

characters. There are five series 1 vowels: A 1 , E1 , I, 01

arid U1 ; five series 2 vowels: A2 , E2, I2 02 a.id five

series 3 vowels: A3 , E3 , I3 03 aid U3 ; four series

vowels: • E , , I	 0 and U; one series 5 vowel: E5.

As an illustration, one could say that E 5 appears as the

diaphoneme n.j. II i. II j II . in Eastern Yiddish, with specifications

concerning the geographic areas intended by each part of the

diaphoneme. In work on the Language arid Culture Atlas of

Ashkenazic Jewry, U. Weinreich replaced his father's upper

case letters by digital designations according to the code

1 =A, 2 = E, 31, L 0arid5 = Uandprefixing the

number designations to the series designation. The result is

the system of double digit designations in use today (cf.

Herzog 1965 : 228, note 1).	 As an illustration, one could

now say that vowel 25 appears as the diaphoneme j. II I H .i II ..

in Eastern Yiddish; but more importantly, the double digit

designations can be subscripted to any actual realization

or reconstruction, e.g. Northeastern Yiddish 	 derives from

Proto Eastern Yiddish 	 in a collapse of tense and lax vowels

giving present day Northeastern Yiddish

In the work at hand, the Weinreich system has been

modified.	 Four of the proposed vowels, 23 (E3), 33 (Is),

(03 ) and. 53 (U3 ) are omitted because they are in no way different

from 22 (E2 ), 32 (12), k2	 and. 52 (U2 ) respectively, in any
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Imown variety of Yiddish (cf. Katz 1978b: li 2.2, 2i1. ; 1983:

§ i).	 The positing of these vowels on the basis of cognate

Niddle High German vowels is a violation of the synchronic

reality condition which distinguishes a system of

interd.ialectal correspondences from a protosystern in. the

classical sense.	 The omission of these four vowels makes

for the regrouping of the two remaining historical short vowels

subject to early open syllable lengthening in series 3, and
the dropping of series 5. To aiid confusion with the

existing literature, no number of any single vowel has been

altered. Hence vowels 13 (A3 ) and. 25 (E5 ) form series 3.
The diaphonemic systematization of Pan Yiddish Vocalism is

illustrated, in Table 1, where ten everyday items in their

Standard Yiddish forms are provided to illustrate each of

the sixteen diaphonemes. All 160 examples are gleaned from

the Germanic Component of Yiddish. The Semitic Component

is the target of our inquiry and the question of which

Semitic Component vowels have fused with which Germanic

Component vowels is potentially contentious. It is a

tribute to the Weinreich system that it can be used to

disagree with its inventor's opinions on these matters as

easily as to defend those opinions.	 Finally, we have

supplied a proposed protovowel for each diaphoneme to

facilitate expression of certain major developments in

historical Yiddish phonology and, stated the environment

for lengthening for vowels 13 and, 25 which would, in a

classical protosystem, be part of 11 and 21 respectively.
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Table 1:	 Diaphonemic Systematization of Pan. Yiddish Vocalism

Series QJ_:	 Hitoricalj Short Vowels

1.1. Vowel 11 (A1 ) < Proto Yiddish *a:

aJ.t	 áx±a 'work', b.ak 'cheek', gast

'guest', ka1t 'cold', láxrL 'laugh', naxt

'night',	 'water', z.a1 'salt',

'sand'

1.2. Vowel 21 (E1 ) < Proto Yiddish *..:
brni. 'burn', Lsn 'eat', ffr 'pepper',

f1 '', hLnt_iL.x 'tiny hands', n.Lx..txi

'yesterday',	 'fear', vst	 'sister',

v.Lt 'world',	 n.t 'walls'.

1.3. Vowel 31 1i < Proto Yiddish *j:
&in, 'thin', Lii 'fish', g v1a 'certainly',

g1J.ik 'slippery', kin 'child', kjg
'ring, sound', n{drik 'low', .11. 'ship',

v{nn 'wish', zj].:bux 'silver'.

1.4. Vowel 41 (01) < Proto Yiddish *.a:

Iu.	 1.ix 'hole', 1zn 'allow',

mrgr,	 aka 'ox',	 'daughter',

vjf 'wolf', vi].yI. 'inexpensive', YL2X

z.ak. 'sock'.

1 . 5 . Vowel 51 (U1 ) < Proto Yiddish *U:
frm 'religious, pious', hunt 'dog', ki1m3n

'come', ki.jn 'trick, feat', kj.ij 'kiss',

ilic1flg 'suddenly', ^3t2r. 'butter',

imtik 'sad', üzj11zai 'our', z.uX 'sun'.
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Table 1 (Continuecfl

Serie.s. QZ:	 Hitoina1, Lozig Vw1
(including lengthened vowels fully merged
with their originally long counterparts)

1.6. Vowel 12 (A2 ) < Proto Yiddish *3:

bláz.n. 'blow', gartn 'successful', ha 'hair',
,j ii	 k1j.z 'clear',.nd1 'needle',

fl2flt. 'near', jd3r	 1fl 'without',
lfn 'sleep'.

1.7 . Vowel 22 (E2 ) < Proto Yiddish *.:

be4a 'angry', jbik 'forever', gj 'go',

hjbn 'lift', lJb. 'lion', lLjdik 'empty',

1jgi 'place', njj.tik 'necessary', ejj1
'beautiful', vjtJç 'pain'.

1.8. Vowel 32 (12) < Proto Yiddish *1.:

brlv 'letter', &mnn 'serve', gin

grin 'green', ith (hibn) 'love', lid. 'song,
poem', tjvl 'boots', t{fani 'depth', t{x],

'kerchief', zia 'sweet'.

1.9. Vowel 2 °2 < Proto Yiddish *a:

brjt 'bread', groJs 'large', hjk3r

'hunchback', h.I.lzn 'trousers', lj 'loose',
nij 'necessity', p.5jijj 'Polish', xflt

jn Va1rady, vjnn 'dwell'.

1.10. Vowel 52 (U2 ) < Proto Yid.d.ish *:

brüd. 'brother', bux 'book', dii 'you',
fu.. 'foot', gs. 'regards', hitn 'cough',

nu. 'Well! Come on!',	 'synagogue',
ux 'shoe', zuixn 'look for'.
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Table 1	 (Continued)

Series 03/05:	 Hitôjll Zh,r± VOWJmS su.bec..t. t. r1x
L vigjhpni ri

1.11. Vowel 13 (A3 ) < Proto Yiddish *a in
stressed open syllabic position, extendable

by analogy to closed syllabic allomorphs:

rjtiz 'father', g_r-,z 'grass', gzib1l 'dig',
jgn 'chase', 1zznI1 'name', i1gn 'hit'

tit 'city', t.a 'day', vjgzi 'wagon', zgn
'say'

1.12. Vowel 25 (E5 ) < Proto Yiddish	 in
stressed open syllabic position, extendable

by analogy to closed sy-liabic allomorphs:

htn 'request', kz 'cheese', lb3d1k 'alive;

lively', ld3r 'leather', 	 'flour', ni

'more',	 maa (zax) 'be ashamed', pt 'late',

t&t1 'village', z.xi 'see'.

Series 04:	 i..at..Qr1eaL Diphthoa

1.13. Vowel 24 (E4 ) < Proto Yiddish *4:
flJ 'meat', g1jbn 'believe', hj1ik

'sacred', hej 'home', k1 	 'dress (n.)',

kiajn 'little', rnj1nn 'be of the opinion',
ij 'no', rjxrx. 'smoke', zjjgii'clock'.

1.14. Vowel 34 (14 ) < Proto Yiddish *j:
baajmDer1ax 'obvious', c.&1 t 'time', fjn
'nice', ]j1U.x 'sheet', lalt Ipop1,

majn 'my',	 nan 'shine', n&jd& 'tailor',

vain 'wine', vsjs 'white'.
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.2.	 Phonological Criteria for the Classification of
Yiddish Dialects

Given the overall regularity in the correspondences

between the stressed vowel phonemes of the varieties of

Yiddish and, the sharp differences in the concrete realizations

of these diaphonemes, it is hardly a surprise that nearly

all proposed classificatiais of Yiddish dialects have

employed vocalic criteria.	 Needless to say, there are

many salient differences in lexicon and, syntax but none of

these can cortmete with stressed vocalism as a means of

delimiting both the entire territory of Yiddish and, most of

its vocabulary from the perspective of geolinguistics.

The major divide sets off Western Yiddish from Eastern

Yiddish.	 It was proposed by Landau (1896) who defined

as nwestlt those areas where the two vowels now known as

2 and 4, cognate with Middle High German d.iphthongs ei.,

and , are merged. as unitary ä 2 1, hence Western Yiddish
f1I 'meat', k,1n 'little', man, 'be of the opinion';
'tree', kfn 'buy', 1n 'run' (of. Middle High German fleiscth,

klein, meinen vs. bourn, kjfn, 1,ifn)•

Dividing each of the two major areas chronologically as

well as geographically, Borokhov (l9l3fg) proposed a north

vs. south division for the Western Yiddish of old Yiddish

literature of the sixteenth and, seventeenth centuries and,

a three way division of the modern, spoken dialects of

Eastern Yiddish more or less corresoonding with the popular
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designations "Polish", "Lithuanian" and "Ukranian"/"Volhynian"

which Borokhov calls the "Southern dialect". 	 Taking into

consideration that the two southern varieties (Borokhov's

"Polish" and "Southern") share many features which set them

off against the north ("Lithuanian"), Birnbaum (1918: 16)

grouoed the two together.	 Seeking at the time to avoid

geographic or ethnographic nomenclature, Birnbaum called the

two southern varieties the u dia1et (after vowel 12/13 realized

as .0 or fl in the south and as . in the north), and the northern

variety the dialect. He then subdivided the u. dialect Into

an âj and an e.j. subd.Ialect (after vowel 22/24 realized as aLi.

in "Polish" and. as	 In "Ukranian"). This analysis, setting

the south vs. north division as the primary one for modern

Yiddish, was in its essentials followed by Mieses (1924),

elaborated upon by Fischer (1936) and, restated In geographic

terms by Birnbaum himself (1979).

Seeking to classify the entire historical speech

territory of Yiddish - the nearly defunct Western Yiddish

alongside the modern spoken Yiddish of Eastern Europe -

Prllutski (1920: 79) adopted vowel 24, one of Landau's

criterial vowels for delimiting the West, as a classificatory

device. In a single sweep, PrIlutski postulated three major

divisions within Yiddish: Western Yiddish (a24 ), Central

Yiddish	 and Eastern Yiddish	 To this day,
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Yiddish linguists speak of BirnbQya simen ("Birnbaurn's

criterion", i.e. vowel 12/13) vs. Prilutskls £imei, ("Prllutskj's
criterion", i.e. vowel 211.). Prilutski's scheme has

become almost standard, probably because of N. Weinreich's

acceptance of it (e.g. l914.Oa: 37; 1958b : 11.1- 11.2). Prilutski's

etbnograhic d'siátions f or the two subdivisions of his

"Eastern Yiddish" - South Russian and Lithuanian - have

since been replaced by the correlative geographic terms

Southeastern and Northeastern Yiddish. While masterfully

succeeding in spanning the entire time and space of Yiddish

with a single isogloss, Prilutski's classification suffers

from two major weaknesses.	 Firstly, the two most similar

dialects of modern Yiddish, Prilutski's "Central" and his

"South Russian" are severed, and the latter attached to

"Lithuanian" on the evidence of a single isogloss. Secondly,

the term "Central Yiddish" is somewhat misleading as it implies

an area intermediate between West anti East when in fact the

aj. dialect ("Polish") occupies much of the heartland of Eastern

Yiddish.

The several schemes are of course not mutually

contradictory when considered within a more modern framework more

symoathetic to the description of observed phenomena than to

the "feat" of classification by a single Isogloss. Some of

the proposed clasiifications are schematically outlined in

Table 2. The seventh column outlines the classification
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followed herein (after Katz 1979b; 1983 : §3). Western Yiddish

is divided into Northwestern Yiddish, Midwestern Yiddish and

Southwestern Yiddish. The latter two, sharing many features,

collectively comprise Southern Western Yiddish. Analogously,

Eastern Yiddish consists of Northeastern Yiddish, Mid.eastern

Yiddish and Southeastern Yiddish, the latter two collectively

conrnrtsing Southern Eastern Yiddish. The area intermediate

between West and East and indeed displaying features of both

is called Transitional Yiddish in the proposed scheme.

Transitional Yiddish itself exhibits two distinct branches,

Northern Transitional Yiddish and Southern Transitional

Yiddish. The approximate geographic spread of the dialects

is illustrated in the appended map of the historical speech

territory of Yiddish. The stressed vowel systems of the

six major varieties are schematically illustrated in Tables

3-8; That of modern Standard Yiddish is illustrated in

Table 9. Although a societal creation rather than a naturally

developed system, the standard variety is used by a

noteworthy number of speakers. It is based upon the vocalism

of Northeastern Yiddish (Table 6).
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14.3.	 Phonological Criteria for the Period.ization of the
History of Yiddish

For expository purooses, the history of Yiddish may

be divided into Old Yiddish, Middle Yiddish and New Yiddish

on the basis of Dhonological criteria. Unlike other

oeriodizations (e.g. Birnbaum 1929: 270; Sisskind 1953: 106;

M. Weinreich 1973: II, 397), the protosed periodization is

correlative. No stecific dates are proposed or defended, and

only internal linguistic evidence is taken into account.

The earliest event in the history of Yiddish lending

itself to reconstruction is Open Syllable Lengthening (

[+long] / -, a rule Yiddish obtained no doubt from the well

Imown development in German (cf e.g. Bach 1970: 226-227;

Penzl 1975 : 113-1114.; Paul 1975 : 52-53; Russ 1978: 7Lk-77).

The complexities of the Yiddish rule, and the ways in which

it differs from its German counterpart merit special study.

As for the question of which vowels were processed by Lengthening,

we have empirical evidence from Yiddish only with respect to

Proto Yiddish * and. *, which split as a result of Lengthening

into */ and	 At first allophonic, the split was in time

phonologized, perhaps in direct consequence of its extention

by analogical levelling to closed. syllabic allomorphs and to

closed syllabic position by apocope of unstressed. vowels.

In any case, the effect of Lengthening upon the Proto Yiddish

vowel system (Table 10) was to give rise to two new diaphonemes
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vowels 13 and. 25 (Table II). Unlike later regional splits,

Lengthening has Pan Y1dilsh effects which are apparent in

the form of the modern diaDhonemes. Southern Western Yiddish

opposes	 to .&/ouJ12 . Northwestern Yiddish preserves a

distinct 
25• 

Conversely secondary mergers have obscured

these diarhonemes in some areas. Thus, f or example, all

of Eatern Yid.dish and. Northwestern Yiddish have merged vowel

13 with vowel 12. Northeastern Yiddish has merged 25 with 21.

Besides giving rise to two new d.iaphonemes, Lengthening

served as part of the inYDut to the Great Yiddish Vowel Shift,

which consisted. of two stages. Firstly, the early Yiddish

lower-mid long vowels, 	
< 21/25 and. 12 were

raised to upoer-mid. 	 and. *	 while the original upper-

mid *.2 and	 were lowered. to lower-mid	 and.

This exchange is illustrated in Table 12. The resulting

lower-mid * 22 and 42 were then diphthongized. to

and.	 while the original d.iphthong,, 	 and

were monophthongized to	 and.	 This exchange j5

Illustrated In Table 13. 	 All these events precede the

solit Into Western and. Eastern Yiddish and may be regarded.

as belonging to the period. of Q	 That Is

not to say that features later lmown to be characteristic

of West and East did not make their appearance In the Old

Yiddish period. They undoubtedly did.. But the major

phonological split of the two branches postdated Open
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Syllable Lengthening and the Great Yiddish Vowel Shift.

That split defines the onset of the ti1 XiiS period.

It involved the four products of the final stage of the

Great Yiddish Vowel Shift - diphthongs *422	 42 and.

the new lower-mid long	 and. 9. In the West, Old

Yiddish	 aid	 remained unchanged, while 24 and

merged as unitary 24/44' the hallmark of Western

Yiddish to this very day.	 In the east, the lower-mid long

monophthongs	 merged with diphthongs -22 and.

*42 , giving unitary	 22i2 and *42/144 . Whatever the

phonetic realizations, 22 is merged with 24 and 42 with 424. in

all modern forms of Eastern Yiddish (Mideastern 221241 -42/44

II Southeastern -''22/24' -42144 Northeastern

The Pj	 1j into West and East is illustrated in Table

14.	 "Westt' and "East" rather than the technical dialectal

designations Western Yiddish and Eastern Yiddish are used because

as mentioned previously, certain characteristic developments

of each branch undoubtedly were taking place before the Primary

Split.	 If we use the modern dialects as our point of departure

and, reconstruct Proto Western and Proto Eastern Yiddish, the

systems arrived at will resemble those illustrated In Tables

15 and 16. One cannot reconstruct *a24/44 f or Proto Western

Yiddish.	 Ilorthwesterri Yiddish (cf. Table 3) has rounded

vowel 13 to , giving unitary Northwestern Yiddish '12/13' Vowel
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2k/L 4 is preserved as . 	 Had 13, 2k and k1 been merged

in Proto Western Yid&ish as unitary a, vowel 13 could not

have then been disentangled and merge on its own with 12.

Northwestern rounding of 13 is therefore of great antiquity

and was underway in the Old Yiddish period. Nor could one

reconstruct merged 12/l3 f or Proto Western Yiddish as Southern

Western Yiddish has preserved unrounded a13 . Had the two been

merged, vowel 13 could not have then been disentangled and

merge on its own with 211/114.	 Analogously, the Primary

Split does not equa1' Proto Eastern Yiddish in any mechanical

way. One cannot, for example, reconstruct Proto Eastern Yiddish

because all the modern reflexes (Mideastern, Southeastern

II Northeastern Yiddish tk2/k) display front unrounded

offglide ..j..	 We therefore reconstruct Proto Eastern Yiddish

k2/k1I. (cf. Herzog 1965: 163).

During the Middle Yiddish period, the two key blocks

underwent continuing consolidation and the underlying north vs.

south divisions within each block became firmly established.

Amongst the phonological shifts which in all likelihood

transpired during this period, one may cite the monophthorigization

of 22 and. 11.2 In Midwestern Yiddish (of. Table Li. ) and, the chain

shifts initiated by the fronting and unrounding of 51 and 52

in Southern Eastern Yiddish (of. Tables 7-8). The dialectal

structure of the language known from twentieth century

investigation characterizes
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.5.	 Sync hroni c Evidence

5.1. The Synchronio Semitic Component

It is an inherent feature of the fusion process that

each component can exert an attractive analogical force upon

its sister components within the overall structure of the

fusion language. Such attractive analogical forces can result

in new forms specific to the fusion language which are

inconceivable in the stock languages and their determinants.

A few examples from Yiddish can serve to illustrate the

process of transcomponent analogy. The Hebrew roots .Iiq
and. 4i,t, albeit of obvious Semitic origin, have joined the
Synchronio Germanic Component within Yiddish. They give

the weak Yiddish verb m1 'erase', past participle gamkt

(Cf. e.g. Germanic Component 1k 'lick', past participle
galkt) and the strong Yiddish verb xt; 'slaughter', past

participle g 51t;(cf,! e.g. Germanic Component mt; 'measure',

past participle gamSst.).	 By proportional analogy with

such Germanic Component nouns as 1. 'hole', p1. ].kx3r, the

Semitic Component In Yiddish pluralizes p'cnern 'face' (< piIi,
itself morphologically a plural) by umlaut and suffixation of

-ar, giving pnamr. The series of Semitic Component abstract

nouns terminating in suffixal -a (< -ti) is pluralized. by
suffixation of Germanic Component pluralizing morpheme -& (<

-en), e.g. hisxó..jy .a 'obligation', ájxa 'relation', pis.
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hixj,	 Analogously, Germanic Component dktar

'doctor' and pjr 'peasant' are pluralized by suffixation

of Semitic Component pluralizing morpheme -	 (< tm), hence

the Yiddish plurals &okt5jra, pjarem.

As important as these types of fusion are f or the

understanding of the history of Yiddish, they must not be

permitted to obscure the degree of synchronic structural

autonomy enjoyed by each of the components. Using strictly

descriptive criteria, a ubxQiQ tflLtQ	 can be

discerned at certain levels. With the exception of the

types just enumerated, It will most frequently be congruent

with the Semitic Component in the usual historical sense of the

term. The coexistence of diverse phonological and morphological

patterns within the suprasystem "Yiddish Is at least as

characteristic of the language as intercomponent fusion.

Just as many Yiddish speakers familiar with several geographicall

disparate varieties of Yiddish are at home with the diasystem

YiddIsh" (Cf. U. Weinreich l95lib: 393_391i) , all Yiddish

speakers are by definition in control of the suprasystem

within which the synchronio components coexist and interact.

5.2. Syntax

In the realm of syntax in the strict sense of the

term - entailing the underlying arrangements and relationships

between parts of the sentence - there is little that can be

proven to emanate from the Semitic Component. Some features
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have been attributed diachronically to Semitic Component

impact (Cf. e.g. Birnbaum 1922: 11.5L$.9). Many of these,

such as the use of tas. as relative pronoun in all three

genders and both numbers, or the nominalization of

adjectives, e.g. di.. TIIé4L iz. a iá..1n. 'the girl is pretty'

(alongside i	 iz jn), are better explained as

results of Slavonic impact within EaStern Yiddish or as

internal Yiddish developments. In any event, such features

can by no stretch of the imagination be discerned as

belonging to the Synchronic Semitic Component.	 The most

prominent syntactic category restricted to the Semitic

Component within Yiddish is the construct state of nouns

(coexisting	 with the Germanic Component genitive), e.g.

star 1{nid 'tuition (fee) [lit. 'reward of study']'.

But even these can plausibly be treated synchronically as

simple nouns. Evidence for a counter construct argument

includes the frequent reduction of the unstressed head or

attribute as the case may be, e.g. bas m.ti 'traditional

small synagogue' (< a	 < hë1 uijör), bzd. 'traditional

court' (< a i2l < k dEii).	 The only syntactic prominence

of the Semitic Component within Yiddish is its representation

in most grammatical word classes (parts of speech).

5.3.	 Word Classes

The Semitic Component exhibits a number of typical

nominal paradigms. 	 An illustrative corpus of fifteen items
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each for two prominent canonical shapes, JaC(C)5C and

agentive QLC(aIn is provided in Table 17. 	 Table 18:

1-15 exemplifies one of the more prominent synthetic verb types

formed in Yiddish by infixation of invariant a between the

first and. second radicals of the trlconsonantal Semitic root,
to which Germanic Component inflectional endings are suffixed

as appropriate, giving infinitives of the canonical shape

LJáCCnj .n1. 	 Table 18: 16-30 illustrates one of a number

of analytic verb types in which an invariant Semitic Component

(historically participial) verb is periphrastically conjugated

by the use of Germanic Component auxiliaries. The canonical

shape illustrated is màC(Ci(a)(CL 	 Fifteen illustrative items

each are provided. for Semitic Component adverbs (Table 19:

1-15) and prepositions (Table 19: 16-30).

5. Li., Morphoiegia1 Spac.ttlai.ttes

Among the for'inatives extensively employed in Yiddish

to inflect and derive Semitic Component lexical items are

pluralizing -urn (e.g. má]1Dej 'garment', xâv	 'friend', pls.

ma1b, xavéjr&, pluralizing - (e.g. 	 'example',

t5jy 'favour', pis. &uginj, tij.yasi, feminizing -.t. (e.g.

xávai 'friend', xázri, 'cantor', fes. xáv3rt '(girl)friend',

ipta 'cantor's wife'), abstracting -	 (e.g. gá l n 'braggart',

pat 'simple', abs.	 'haughtiness', páQa 'simplicity')and

adverbializing - (historically a prefixed preposition; e.g.

kav6ji. 'intention', Itf3a 'partnership', ad.vs. bkav5n

'intentionally', beütf3s 'jointly'
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5.5.	 Semantic Characteristics

Nearly the entire corpus of the linguistically

codified parts of traditional Jewish religious life

characteristic of the Ashkenazi subculture in which Yiddish

arose is written, studied or recited from Hebrew or Aramaic

texts. Needless to say, nearly all matters and concepts

connected with the specificities of Jewish lifestyle are

expressed in Yiddish by Semitic Component lexical items,

e.g. m{cv 'commandment; good deed', ja 'Sabbath; Saturday',

tjr 'Torah, Pentateuch'. There are however a few Important

items from the religious sphere that entered Yiddish from other

sources, e.g. bn	 'bless; recite grace after meals', g.it 'God',
trw 'traditional accents used for the chanting of the

Pentateuch and weekly read±ngs from the Prophets' (cf. Latin

bendI., Middle High German gat, Greek tropo).

A far more Important synchronlo consideration from

which history may be inferred is the semantic range of the

Semitic Component. Far from being limited to religious items

and ideas, It encompasses such items as fr 'true', w..stámi

', p.in3m 'face' and. 6jta 'fool'.	 Although presented
to illustrate other aspects of the Semitic Component, the

135 items provided in Tables 17-19 and 21-23 may also serve

to illustrate the semantic diversity of the Semitic Cømponent.
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56. Phonological Specificities

The most explicit synchronic evidence lending itself

to historical interpretation is provided by the phonology

of the Semitic Component.	 In no Yiddish dialect are

there any phonetic realizations exclusive to the Semitic

Component.	 All parts of Yiddish share a trariscomponental

phonetic inventory, at least with respect to the components

as we have defined them (of. above §2.11 . ). In modern Eastern

Yiddish, however, there are features restricted to the

Slavonic element, most notably the series of palatalized

consonants (of. Bratkowsky 19711.).	 While the Germanic

and. Semitic Components are fully integrated with respect

to segmental phones, they differ markedly in their

prosodic phonology (stress assignment), dynamic synchronic

phonology (component specific rules) and segmental

phonemic distribution.

5.6.1.	 Stress Assigmment

The Germanic Component in Yiddish, like German,

exhibits root-bound or lexical stress which is, broadly

speaking, phonologically assigned to the first syllable

of most lexical items. The basic stress rule in the

Germanic Component is then

V [+stress] / #Co____

as exemplified by the illustrative corpus of fifteen. Items
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in Table 20. Because of the stress assignment rule, the

initial syllable retains word. level stress notwithstanding

inflectional or d.erivational suffixation engendering syllable

addition, as exemplified for the corpus provided in the

right hand column of Table 20. The clitic boundary (#)

rather than the full word boundary (##) is used in the rule

to enable it to account for stressed stem vowels preceded

by stressed prefixal clitios. While such stem vowels

are generally relegated to secondary stress, they remain

stressed with respect to the following syllables. Thus,

for example, the primarily stressed , of árbt 'work' may

be relegated to secondary stress upon prefixation of

a stressed prefix, e g. 	 jàr4at 'work out', but the basic

stress rule continues to apply.

In the Semitic Component, stress is usually strictly

phonological arid is assigned to the penultimate syllable by

V	 [+stress] / ...00(VC0)##
[+teflse)

where the [+tense] constraint precludes the rule from

fallaciously stressing reduced vowels and the parentheses

allow for the stressing of monosyllables. Semitic Component

Stress Assignment is exemplified by fifteen illustrative items

In Table 21.	 In consequence of the rule, suffixation

entailing syllable addition engenders a shift in stress

to the new penultimate position.	 In sharp distinction to

the Germanic Component pattern, stressed Semitic Component
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vowels are destressed and. occasionally reduced to (and.

its allophones - j, I., etc.) upon syllable addition

while reduced vowels emerge as fully stressed vowels or

d.iphthongs in consequence of being in the new penultinte

syllable. Thus, for example, the reduced of xá'vr

'friend' emerges as stressed é.i. in the plural, xavjr

while the stressed. a, of the singular loses stress. This

marked reorganization of word level prosodies applies

equally to words of greater number of syllables, e.g.

maxi'zt; 'in-law', p1. 	 xatnam.

5.6.2.	 Semitic Component Posttonic Reduction

There can be no doubt that historically speaking,

the reduction of posttonic vowels in the Semitic Component

is a direct result of attractive analogy by the well known

process of historical reduction of unstressed vowels in

Germanic. Now in the synchronic phonology of the Germanic

Component, as indeed in any modern variety of German,

phonetically reduced vowels are nearly always derivable

from likewise reduced vowels on a more abstract level

of morphophonemic or underlying representation. From the

evidence provided by the modern language, one cannot establish

a unique nonreduced underlying representation. Thus,

for example, Yiddish . in bétler, ictar 'now', kAznn. 'come'

is synchronically derivable from a likewise reduced segment
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in the underlying phonemic inventory of the Germanic

Component.

Due to the Semitic Component rule of Penultimate

Stress Assignment, reduced vowels frequently alternate

with full vowels or diphthongs In suffixed forms (cf.

Table 21).	 A synchronic offshoot of Penultimate Stress

Assignment in the Semitic Component is then a synchronic

rule of Posttonic Reduction

V ' 1-tense] / 1+stress] C0_

as exemplified by an Illustrative corpus of fifteen items

in Table 22	 The synchronic status of the rule is

attested to by the unique underlying representations

that are determined on the basis of suffixed surface forms.

5.6.3. Systematic Vocalic Alternations in the Semitic
Component

At this point in our investigation, we must forsake

Standard. Yiddish representations which were employed in

Tables 17-22 where the dialects do not diverge with

respect to the phenomena illustrated. In as much as the

dialects of' Yiddish diverge radically In their systems

of stressed vocalism (cf. Tables 3-8), the standard language

cannot adequately serve as a model where stressed vocalism

is at issue.	 We shall use Mideastern Yiddish as a convenient
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point of departure, and then proceed to take other

representative dialects into account. The Semitic Component

of Mideastern Yiddish exhibits systematic morphophonemic

alternations in which the syllable boundary features open

vs. closed are the conditioning factor. 	 Mideastern Yiddish

Li., jj. and. ii in open syllables alternate with g, j. and. a,

respectively, in closed syllables. These alternations are

exemplified by five illustrative items each in Table 23. It

would. appear from the first and, third set that Li.	 and. i	 a

have become morphologized as plural singular markers, but

other items (e.g. sfk 3fájk. 'very dubious matter' where L

in the same phrase; k1i.ni 'dogs' w kláfta'(f 1g.) bitch') in which

these two alternations occur, as well as frequent paradigms In

the second set (of. nos. 7, 9l0) demonstrate that the environment

common to all the alternations Is the conditioning syllable

boundary. Turning to three other representative Yiddish dialects,

Northeastern, Midwestern and Northwestern Yiddish, we find (Table

2k) that they too exhibit allomorphic alternation In the same

lexical items, although the phonemic realizations of the

stressed. vowels differ markedly In each dialect. In Northeastern

Yiddish the open vs. closed syllabic alternations are é..i L.

&i. £ .	 a; in Midwestern Yiddish a. 	 ,, .	 ., , a; in

Northwestern Yiddish LI.	 ., a.i	 , ..

-	 tn terms of the systematization of Pan Yiddish vocalism

(of. above §L..1, Table 1), the Semitic Component

of all known varieties of Yiddish exhibits open vs. closed.

syllabic allomorphic alternations in which 22	 21, k2
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Table 23: Systematic Vocalic Alternations in
the Semitic Component of Mid.eastern Yiddish

I: áj./_$	 i/_cs

1. g&1r3Jn 'proselytes'	 sg. gr

2. másem 'corpses'	 sg. ria

3. nári '(nt.) candles'	 sg. nr

1..	 sj4ni ghosts	 sg.I	 I	
V

áiin	 'sacred pages'	 kiii 'reputation'5.

II: .j. /_•_$	 1W	 3• /_$

6. dS1rs 'generations' 	 sg.

7. .j3jraB 'heir	 p1. j,rsam-	 V

j.aa 'secrets'	 sg. sod8.

s 1fr 'scribe'	 p1. srm9.

j r 'merchant' p1. sxrm10.

III: ij I_S	 a /_CS

11. lclüJ.iru 'rules'	 sg. kial

12. 1jvm 'writings'	 sg. ksaT

1:3. nr(itrn 'details' 1W sg. pt

iLl.. pkain 'jud.egments' 1W sg.

15.	 vxrn 'praises' Al sg. vax
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5.6. li. 	 Segmental Distribution

Considered within the framework of the overall

system of segmental phonemes within each Yiddish dialect,

the alternations 22	 21, 11.2	 11.1 and. 12	 11 can be seen

as the result of a Pan Yiddish rule

affecting the Semitic Component only. Evidence of the

rule is provided. by the general nonqccurrence of vowels

22, k2 and 12 in the Semitic Component tn closed syllables. A

few anomalous occurrences of these vowels in closed syllabic

position are are for the most part semantically restricted

cf. Katz 1978a).	 The most prominent lexicalitems

resisting the rule are names of letters of the Yiddish

alphabet. The letters and. 1, (Standard Yiddish b.e1.z and

rej, = [b]. Er]) appear with vowel 22 while the letters

1 and. n, (Standard Yiddish x and 1, = [v], It]) appear

with vowel 12.	 The exceptions to the nonoccurrence of

22, 112 and 12 in cice 	 11ab1es are discussed at greater

length iii Katz- tl.978a)	 in their historical context. At

present, the synchronic focus leads us to one key
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observation. In the Germanic Component, vowels 22, 42

and. 12 occur in both open and. closed syllables. Cf. e.g.

Mideastern Yiddish kin 'beautiful', p1. ájna; gr,ja 'large',

p1. r1s; k1r 'clear', p1. kltr. Analogously, there

is no restriction on the distribution of these vowels in

other Yiddish dialects. Cf. Northeastern Yiddish eIn, óin;
g.th.ja, risi; ki-ir, k1Sr II Midwestern Yiddish	 (nI,	 n;

gr, gs; kr, k1iir II Northwestern Yiddish ijn,	 jna;

Er-)us, gus;	 In the Semitic Component,

the oppositions 22 vs. 21, 42 vs. 41 and 12 vs. 11 -

whatever their concrete phonemic realizations in any given

Yiddish dialect - are neutralized in closed syllabic

position, phonetically In favour of the local realization

of 21, 41 and 11.	 In Northeastern Yiddish the mergers

22 and. 42 as unitary e4 and of 12 and. 41 as unitary . have

obscured most of the systemic impact of the process. 	 It is

moreover noteworthy that 42 and 41 are virtually in

complementary distribution in the Semitic Component of Yiddish

dialects. While vowels 21 and 11 occur in open syllables,

41 occurs only anomalously. The nonoccurrence of vowel 141-in

open syllables in the Semitic Component reflects a pre-Yiddish

distribution. Synchronically speaking these are overriding

thatures of the Semitic Component and the Semitic Component

only in all known varieties of Yiddish with respect to

segmental phonology. 42 and 41 are in complementary

distribution, while the oppositions 22 vs. 21 and 12 vs. 11

are neutralized in closed syllable position. This neutralization

results in the characteristic alternations (Tables 23-24).

These phonological specificities are schematically illustrated

f or Nideastern and. Northwestern Yiddish in Tables 25 and. 26.
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57,, Hlstorica]. Inferences

The notion of inferring the past from the synchronic

state of affairs immediately brings to mind, reconstruction.

All reconstruction, as Saussure (1916: 305) so rightly

emphasizes, entails canparison.	 In the present chapter

we have not com pared. Semitic Component forms with the

cognate Semitic (comparative reconstruction) or with other

Semitic Component forms with an eye to recovering an earlier

state of affairs (internal reconstruction). 	 We have

approached. transcomponent reconstruction, as one may call

the comparison of genetically unrelated but synchronically

fused. forms within a fusion language. We have not carried.

this process to its conclusion in the present chapter. Nor

have we provided anything close to a comprehensive synchrontc

grammar of the Semitic Component. We have merely attempted.

to provide as briefly as possible a cross section of the

Semitic Component f or one purpose only.	 The point of the

exercise is to determine whether there is a prima facie case

for or against the text theory or continual transmission or

a combination of the two.	 To put it differently, if a

linguist wholly unfamiliar with any of the languages cognate

with Yiddish were to discover the known varieties of Yiddish

on a desolate Island, would he or she discern a "minority

component" on purely linguistic grounds? Would he or she
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have grounds to presume that this "minority component"

entered Yiddish from a vernacular source, that is to say

from a language that was at some point in time In societal

contact with the "majority component"? Or conversely,

would the linguistic evidence point to borrowings from a

sacred or liturgical language?

A hypothetical Semitic Component restricted to nouns,

wholly inflected and derived by Germanic Component

morphological machinery, semantically limited to the

religious sphere of life, and an indistinguishable part of

Germanic Component phonology would militate powerfully

against the possibility of a vernacular source. Diachronic

evidence only could then be adduced in support of a

vernacular-origin theory (e.g. continual transmission).

Although of no syntactic import (5.2), the Semitic Component

does entail a number of word classes (5 . 3), its own

Inflectional and derivational formatives (5.Li.) and a wide

semantic range (5.5). None of this proves anything,

except that judging synchronically one Is compelled to

conclude that there is no prima fade case against the

notion of a vernacular source, which is left open as

a possibility meriting further Investigation.

The only true evidence in favour of a theory of

vernacular entry Is provided by the phonology (5.6 -

5.6. 14.).	 It would not be very easy to conclude that a

minority component in a fusion language possessing its
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own stress assignment rule (5.6.1), the resulting rule

of' posttonic reduction U5.6.2), systematic morphophonemic

alternations unattested in the majority component (5 . 6 . 3) and

a unique distribution of phonemes (5.6 14.) has entered

the fusion language from hallowed texts. Moreover, the

appearance of parallel alternations in the same lexical items

in dialects that are both structurally different and

geographically noncontiguous (of. Tables 23-2 L1. ) is

powerful evidence that the items in question originate in

a common protolanguage (cf. above §3.3). This conclusion
is strengthened by the considerable phonetic differences

in the realizations of cognate vowels in the several

varieties. These differences militate against the

possibility of horizontal diffusion through space.

An argument in favour of' the text theory in the face

of the empirical evidence of the Synchronio Semitic Component

in the modern language would seek to demonstrate that all the

phonological specificittes of the Semitic Component within

Yiddish are derivable from the sacred texts in Hebrew and.

Aramaic in use by the Yiddish speaking community. It would

further seek to show that the structural parallelism amidst

differences of concrete realization between the several

dialects could have arisen by parallel acquisitions from

texts in each area.

The next task is then to compare the phonology of' the

Semitic Component with that of the forms of Hebrew and.

Aramaic in use in the society in which Yiddish developed.
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6.	 The Semitic Component and Ashkenazic

6.1. The Notion bkzic
Parallel with the internal linguistic configurations

observed in other Jewish language communities, derivatives of

Hebrew and of Ararnaic etymons continue to survive not only as

synchronically fused components of the fusion language.

They appear in at least two other clearly discernible linguistic

formations. The first of these comprises written Hebrew and

Aramaic on the speech territory of Yiddish. 	 Although not in

use as vernaculars Hebrew and Aramaic continued to be used

extensively for numerous communicative, academic and religious

purposes. They were thus in a manner of speaking in societal

complementary distribution with the spoken language, Yiddish,

and with those functions of writing which came to be associated

with Yiddish (cf. N. Weinreich 1973: I, 251-320; III, 253-331).

In fact one theory of the rise of Yiddish literature views its

growth in terms of the filling of gaps provided by areas not

covered by Hebrew and. Aramaic (of. Shmeruk 1978: 9-24).	 As

noted above (2.4), we reject the notion that Hebrew and

Aramaic had. fused into a unitary "Hebrew-Aramaic" and contend

that a monograph on the differences maintained between these

two written languages on Yiddish speaking territory will

prove valuable to the study of exotic types of multilingualism.
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The researcher must contend with internal Jewish trilingualism

(Yiddish, Hebrew, Aramaic) and overall multilingualism often

entailing knowledge and. use of at least one coterritorial

or contiguous non-Jewish language. It is however the second

linguistic formation of Hebrew and. Arainaic which is directly

relevant to the issues at stake in the history of the Semitic

Component.	 While only scholars (a class virtually restricted

to males in the traditional society in which pre-modern Yiddish

developed) actually had, occasion to write Hebrew or Arainaic

on Yiddish speaking territory, nearly the entire speech

community of Yiddish participated to some degree in what has

come to be called the reading tradition of a liturgical language

(cf. Norag 1958). Hebrew and Aramaic texts were studied, read,

prayed from and recited from memory.	 These "uttered" forms

of Hebrew and Aramaic appeared in very frequent settings in

the traditional community.

Our first category (the Semitic Component) corresponds

with N. Weinreich's (1954a: 85-86) merged Hebrew. Our second

proposed conceptual delimitation (written Hebrew and written

Ararnaic) and, the third (uttered. Hebrew and Aramaic) both

correspond. with Weinreich's (ibid.) whole Hebrew. While

written Hebrew and Aramaic continued to exhibit obvious

differences in lexicon, morphology and. syntax, uttered Hebrew

and. Aramaic (Nora c 's reading tradition) share a unitary

phonological system. 	 We pr000se to collectively call
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uttered forms of Hebrew and Aramaic .sbknzi. The

linguistic term Ashkenazic can be distinguished from the

cultural and historical adjective Ashkenazi 	 (usually

Ashkenazic in North American usage), referring to the

history, territory and culture of the Ashkenazim, the carriers

of the Jewish subculture that arose in the Ehineland around a

millennium ago (cf. N. Weinreich 1964).

Notwithstanding the coterritoriality of Ashkenazic with

the vast historical speech territory of Yiddish (cf. map on p. 67),

and its long history, it has been subjected to a disproportionately

small number of empirical studies. The only detailed monograph

is U. Weinreich's (1960-1961) on internal geolinguistic

differentiation.	 Treatments and mentions of Ashkenazic are

included in Steinsch2leider (1845: 29-31), Schreiner (1886: 255-

259), Ember (1903), Idelsohn (1913: 53 1-532; 697-699), Segal

(1928: 18, 29, 50, 75, 80, 90, 137), Gumpertz (1953: 1-32),

Schraznm (1964: 1 5-30 [cf. Norag 1967]), Altbauer (1968), Norag

(1971), Bin-Nun (1973: 298-3 01) and Wald.man (1975: 1305-1306,

1309).

6.2.	 Ashkenazic as a Continuum

The phonology of Ashkenazic is a continuum. At one

end of the continuum, it is identical with the phonology of the

Semitic Component (cf. above §6.l - 6.4). This end is

sociologically heterogeneous, covering the pronunciation of

both Talmudic texts by learned males and the prayers of some of

the least educated. The conditioner is the application of

a specific system of diacritics marking vowels and stress
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Diacement in the (largely) consonantal Hebrew or Aramaic

text.	 In the first cited case, this is due to the circumstance

that Talmudic texts are not marked by the traditional

system of d.iacritics. They conztitute part of the

corpus of unpainted texts.	 In the second case, the

prayers are indeed pointed, but the least educated tend

to ignore the points jn favour of the more familiar

pronunciations prevailing in the Semitic Component of their

Yiddish.	 At the other end of the continuum, Ashkenazic

is maximally different from Semitic Component phonology.

It is toward this end of the continuum that Ashkenazic may

be understood In a more restricted sense still as the

pronunciation of pointed texts according to a tradition

affixing a given phonemic value to each diacritic. The

most frequent texts read and studied In Ashkenazic are

the Pentateuch and regular readings from the Prophets, parts of

of the Hiographa (thost prominently Psalms) and canonic prayer.

6 . 3.	 The eading System

The phonology of Ashkenazic is in effect the system

of realizations of graDhemes by sDeakers of Yiddish.	 These

raohemes closely correspond to the classic Tiberian system

of vocalization and. accentuation of the Old. Testament. The

relation of Tiberian to the Semitic Com ponent will be
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considered below (Chapter 9). At present it is the

Ashkenazic realization of the Tiberian system that is at

issue, rather than a reconstruction of the Tiberian system

itself. Of the sixteen Pan Yiddish d.iaphonemes (cf. Table 1),

all but five (13, 2L. , 314. , l4k, 514. ) regularly participate in the

Ashkenazjc of each dialectal area of Yiddish.	 The most

frequent correspondences between Tiberian vowel graphemes,

Pan Yiddish diaphonemes and. three dialects of Ashkenazic are

Illustrated in Table 27, where the point of departure is the

diaphoneme.	 Five illustrative items are provided for each

diaphoneme.	 The table omits shewa () and hatef qarnes, which

Is virtually unattested in Yiddish. 	 The segments to which

attention is drawn are underscored.

Underlying Table 27 is the assumption that the phonemic

system of Ashkenazlc in each dialect area undergoes change in

line with change in Yiddish itself. That is to say that

although a Tiberian grapheme in a certain environment, e.g.

qames in oven syllabic position, may give the same Yiddish

diaphoneme In all dialect areas (vowel 12), the realization

of vowel 12 will differ according to the coterritorial dialect

of Yiddish (cf. Tables 3-8). 	 Hence open syllabic qaines will

give Northwestern Yiddish ., Mideastern Yiddish u/u,, Northeastern

Yiddish a, etc. Each of these are of course structurally

disparate on the level of synchronic analysis of each dialect.

The Northwestern . is merged with vowel 13; the Mid.eastern is

synchronically processed by Birnbaum's Law and, shortened to ,

preceding labial and velar consonants; the Northeastern a is



Vowel Li1 II closed. syllabic qaines:27..

k.arbi

xixmu

xuxam

QJ oss

'blood'

'sea'

'offering'

'wisdom'

'wise man'

IEA

dm	 d2m

jam
k.arban	 karbn

xaxm-,	 x.axm3

x-)xarn	 xx,arn
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Table 27:	 Pan Yiddish Diaphonemes Relative to the
Ashkenazic Realizations of' Tiberian Graphemes

27.1.	 Vowel 11 I pathah; hatef pathah:

Mideastern	 Northese.r,	 thwstern	 10
Ashkenazi .	Ashkerizj	 Ashkenazic
(j)	 (NEA)	 (NWA)

ca.d
	

cad.	 cad
	

side'

ganv	 ganiv	 g,n-v
	

'thief'

kaj.0
	

kal o'	 ka13
	

'bride'

s
	

b,s
	

bo s
	

'Sabbath'

xz&r	 xzir
	

x.z i r
	

'pig'

27.2.

EA

..dijm

s

.stajr

i i jn

h..spajd

Vowel 21	 closed syllabic seo1; hatef segol:

NEA	 G1oa

dejm	 ..dnrn	 'Edom'

Jn.s	 jns	 'true'

stejr	 .st€jr	 'Esther'

vjejn	 vjun	 'poor man'

hspejd	 h..spjd	 'mourning'

27.3.

MEA

mjcvu

mjdbr

mjzrox

imijn

sjrnxu

Vowel 31 I closed syllabic hireq:

EA	 LA

mjcvo	 mjcv8

mjdbir	 mjdb,r

mjzrox	 nijzrx
imejn	 ijnoun

sijnxo	 sjnx

Gloss

'commandment

'desert'

'east'

'Samson'

'happiness'
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Table 27 (Continued)

27.5.

r3js
jlx in

sis
xjcpu
Z3XI.S

Vowel 51 U closed syllabic shureq/qibbus:

L1A	 G1oss

ras	 ra.s	 'authority'
lxin	 slx-,n	 'table'

ss	 SQ.S	 'horse'
xucp	 xcp5	 'insolence'
zxis	 zaxs	 'merit'

27.6.

a1mun
baruxi.
1 vunu.

V
flssuJrnL

pwiim

27.7.

ban
na1j.r-'js
naj.s
xaj.t
z aJx ! r

Vowel 12 U open syllable qames:

almana	 almn.
baraxl	 bar
lvnj.

V	 V- -n3s.rn.	 nsQ.mQ.
t,inlm	 pnim'

Vowel 22 U sere:

bej.n	 bJn
nrejs	 n4rius
n&js	 n..j.s
xe.j.t	 xLj.t
zeJxCr	 z.jxr

Gloss

'widow'
'blessing'
'moon'
'soul'
'face'

I

'candles'
'miracle'
'sin'
'renienbraflee'

27.8.

EA

cad,I.klm
rfl3dI.nu

nglnu
uvLn!

Vowel 32 U open syllabic hireg:

LWA

cadikim	 cad.Lkim
madjni	 madI.n
nit	 ml
ngtni	 nagi.n3
ivtnu	 övl.nu

'upright men'
'country'
'who'
'melody'
'our father'



Vowel 25 11 open syllabic segol:

NEA

27.11.

de4rCx
ke.j1Cv
1e..jxCm
ekCr

xe4sCd

dr€x
klcv
lxCm

ksr
xsCd

G1oa

'way'
'dog'
'bread'
'falsehood'
'mercy'

drx
k.lcv
1.xm
Akcr

xAsCd
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Table 27 (Continued)

27.9.

MEA

dj..j.r
jj.ra3

4f a jt

saj.naj

27.10.

basLlu
gavIr
jaI.0
malixu
saldu

Vowel 11.2 II holem:

LEA

de.j.r
j e.j.re j

e j t
s e4f
se4nej

j.urCj
llLf C j t

s f
siLnCj

G1q

'generation'
heir'

'judge'
'end'
'enemy'

Vowel 52.11 open syllabic shureq/qibbus:

1EA	 NWA	 QJ.ta

bastilo	 bas13	 'virgin'
gavw'o	 gavilr	 'might'
jau	 ja.ü3	 'salvation'
mal.uxo	 ma1fl,x	 'k&ngdo'
saido	 sa4	 'feast'
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merged. with the originally short 	 and. is part of a

vowel system that does not have length as a distinctive

feature.	 Such extrapolations of Ashkenazic from the

usual correspondences between Tiberiart graphemes in certain

environments and Pan Yiddish diaphonernes to the actual

phonemic system of any variety of Ashkenazic are

on the whole accurate as Ashkenazic does usually follow

change in the vernacular Yiddish. 	 There are, however,

d,ocumentations of exceptions.	 As would be a priori

expected, Ashkenazic, a prestigious nonspoken reading

tradition, occasionally tenaciously maintains a realization

obsolete in the Yiddish of the same speakers. 	 In Southeastern

Yiddish (cf. Table 8),	 vowel 11 (Proto Yiddish .a) has

been rounded to . in most environments. The dialect is

in fact known in Yiddish folklore as .Lati-nnrn language, after

the Southeastern realizations of the words for 'father' and.

'mother' which are tát and mám elsewhere. 	 In the Ashkenazic

of Southeastern Yiddish speakers, this shift has generally

not transpired and the Tiberian grapheme corresponding with

vowel 11, pathah, continues to be realized as a, and, is therefore

merged with Southeastern Yiddish 	 (e.g. hant 'today', vn

'wine').	 The realization of pathah has thus split from vowel

11 and, joined a new diahoneme, vowel 34, in Southeastern

Yiddish (cf. U. Weinreich 1960-1961: 24.9-25O).	 Analogously,

in the Ashkenazic of some speakers of Northeastern Yiddish

(Cf. Table 6), vowel 42(/14.4) retains an j. realization, despite

the Northeastern Yiddish merger of 42(144) with 22(124) as

unitary e 22 /24/42/ 14 (of. Altbauer 1968).	 Bin-Nun (1973:
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300) has documented a variety of Yiddish in Siebenbürgen

sharing aJ.22 with Mideastern Yiddish where the local

Ashkenazjc realization of sere (the Tiberian grapheme

usually appearing in Ashkenazic with the local reflex of

22)	 is the more conservative e4.	 These three

examples of realignments of Tiberian graphemes with new

Yiddish d.iaohonemes in documented forms of Ashkenazic

demonstrate that the corres pondences provided in Table

27 are subject to and can be overrid.en by local

sociolinguistic forces.

In Biblical texts, the primary stress of each

word. is clearly marked.	 The practice of prayerbooks

varies widely but many mark penultimate stress which

deviates from the more frequent ultimate stress assigrunent

rule of Tiberian phonology.	 In the most explicit style

of Ashkenazic, Tiberian stress is a5.hered. to but in the

many varieties along the continuum the pervasive Yiddish

rule of Penultimate Stress Assignment in the Semitic

Component (cf. above §5.6.1) is applied to Ashkenazic.

6.11..	 The Semitic Ccmoonent vs. Ashkenazic

Given the phonological sDecificities of the Semitic

Component vls-à-vis the Germanic Component (5.6.1. — 5.6.4)

and the essentials of the vocalism of Ashkenazic 	 we

are now in a position to compare the Semitic Component with

the reading tradition to determine whether the Semitic

Component is wholly derivable from the phonology of Ashkenazic.
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6..l.	 Stress Assignment

In the most explicit form of Ashkenazic, the irtherent

stress of pointed texts is adhered to. In the large majority

of lexical items processed in Yiddish by Penultimate Stress

Assignment, Ashkenazic has ultimate stress. Where Ashkenazic

itself has penultimate stress, the Semitic Component and

Ashkenazic agree on stress placement. 	 An illustrative

corpus of fifteen items is provided in Table 28. Items

1-10 represent the usual difference between the two, while in

items 11-15, stress is penultimate in both.

6.L1..2.	 Posttonlc Reduction

In explicit forms of Ashkenazic, there is no

application of a rule of Posttonic Reduction. 	 Vowels are

realized on the basis of the vocalic diacritics in stressed

as well as unstressed syllables. The only reduced vowels

occurrin.g in Ashkenazic are realizations of the grapheme

f or . (mobile shewa), usually i or . 	 An illustrative

corpus of fifteen items, contrasting Semitic Component reduced

vowels with Ashkenazic full vowels, is provided in Table 29.

6.1l..3.	 Lack of Systematic Vocalic Alternation

The Ashkenazic cognates of Semitic Component

allomorphs exhibiting o pen vs. closed syllabic alternations

of vowels 22 and. 21, Ll2 and. 41, 12 and. 11 (cf. above §5.6.3)
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show no alternation at all or in the case of 12 and. 11, a

different alternation. 	 In conformity with the usual

realizations of the Tiberian graphemes In Ashkenazic (of.

Table 27), Semitic Component pairs exhibiting 22 21

alternation are consistently realized as 22 (Ii sere) and

pairs exhibiting 14.2 14.1 alternation are consistently

realized as 14.2 (Ii holem).	 Those items exhibiting 12

11 alternation in the Semitic Component do, however,

alternate In Ashkenazic as well, where the environment Is

likewise open vs. closed syllabic position. The alternation

is however between 12 and 11.1 rather than between 12 and 11.

The only dialect of Ashkenazlc which does not exhibit

alternation is Northeastern. This is no surprise given the

merger of 12 and 14.1 as unitary Northeastern Yiddish 12/kl

(of. Table 6).	 Our original base corpus of fifteen

items illustrating the three Semitic Component alternations

within Yiddish (Tables 23_211.) is revIsited.for the Ashkenazic

reading tradition in Table 30.	 Cognates of the corpus are

provided. in Mideastern, Northeastern and. Northwestern

Ashkenazic, which collectively comprise a maximal number

of oppositions.

These salient differences between the Semitic

Conmonent and Ashkenazic are also evident from eighteenth

century Latin letter handbooks which describe both.

Although Christian (1727: 25) transcribes the value of

sere as <el>, of holem as <au>, and of qaines as <o>, the
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body of his dictionary, devoted to the lexicon of the

Semitic Component in Yiddish, generally has <e>, <o> and.

<a> respectively, e.g. <Leff> 'heart' (p. 34.), <Mess> 'corpse'

(p. 35), <Ness> 'miracle' ( p . 36); <Besoll> 'inexpensively'

( p . 30), <Besot> 'secretly' (p. 31), <Soff> 'end.' ( p . 39);

<Befrat> 'specifically' (p. 31), <Dam> 'blood' (p...2),
<Jam> 'sea' (p 33).	 Selig (1792: 5) transcribes sere

as <e> ( . in his orthography in unchecked position), holem

as <au>, qames as <o>. In the body of his dictionary,

however, Semitic Component items cognate with these Ashkenazic

vowels generally have <e> ( .. or 	 in his orthography in

checked. position), <o> and. <a> respectively, e.g. <Lef> (p.

205), <Mess> Cp . 209),. <Ness> (p. 218);	 besol> (p. 175),
<Sod> 'secret' ( p . 225), <Sof> ( p. 225);	 <Bifrat> ( p . 257),

<Dam> ( p 169), <lam> ( p . 193) .	The documented systematic

differentiation between the Semitic Component and Ashkenazic

was, then, as valid. for these varieties of now defunct

eighteenth century varieties of Western Yiddish as f or the

modern state of affairs.

6.li..Zi.. 	 Segmental Distribution

Whereas vowels 22, 4.2 and 12 are restricted to open

syllabic position In the Semitic Component (cf. above §5.6.4.),

only vowel 12 is so restricted In Ashkenazic. 	 As a result,

a great number of Semitic Component items with vowels 21 and. 4.1

in closed syllabic position are cognate with Ashkenazic forms
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displaying 22 and 2. Moreover, in consequence of the

Ashkenazic alternation of open syllabic 12 with closed

syllabic 11.1, rather than with closed syllabic 11. as in the

Semitic Component, many Semitic Component items with vowel 11

in closed syllabic position are cognate with Ashkenazic

forms displaying 11.1.	 The first two instances - closed

syllabic Semitic Component 21 and Ll.l vs. Ashkenazic 22

and. 42 - reflect a key difference in the overall segmental

distribution in the synchronlc phonology of the two formations.

The third - closed syllabic Semitic Component 11 vs.

Ashkenazjc 1.1 - reflects only an etymological distributional

difference between the two. Vowel kl is precluded from open

syllabic position in both.

In terms of Tiberian graphemes these relations might

be reformulated. as follows.	 In any dialect area of Yiddish,

the Ashkenazic oppositions of sere vs. segol, holem vs. closed

syllabic qames and (open syllabic) qames vs. pathah are

neutralized in favour of the local realizations of segol,

closed syllabic qaines and pathah within the Semitic Component.

In Ashkenazic itself, the six vowels retain unique phonetic

representations and. qames has split into open vs. closed

syllabic allophones. These can be called "allophones" only

on an abstract level as Ashkenazic was nobody's native

language, and each of the two is a phoneme in dialects that

have not merged 12 and 11.1 (as Northeastern Yiddish has).

An illustrative corpus of fifteen items for each of the

set of contrasts between Ashkenazic and, the Semitic Component

is provided for the three sample dialects in Tables 31-33.
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These specificities of the distribution of phonemes within

Ashkenazic are illustrated for Mid.eastern and Northwestern

Yiddish in Tables 314_35. The Ashkenazic distribution

contrasts sharply with that of the Semitic Component in

each of these areas (cf. above Tables 25-26). 	 Once again,

Northeastern Yiddish has obscured some of the differences

between Semitic Component and Ashkenazic distribution In

consequence of the mergers of 12 and. 14.1 as unitary .al2/kl

and, of 22(/2L1) and. k2(/kll.) as unitary 	 2(/2k)k2(/lk)•

6 . 5 .	 Historical Inferences

As noted in 5.7, the purpose of comparing phonological
specificities of the Semitic Component (not shared by the

Germanic Component) with the cognate Ashkenazic is to

determine to what extent such specificities may derive from

the reading tradition of the liturgical language. To the

extent that such specificities are congruent with Ashkenazic,

the prima facie case in favour of a vernacular origin theory

of the Semitic Component provided by these phonological

specificities is cancelled. To the extent that Semitic

Component phonological features diverging from the Germanic

Component are nond.erivable from Ashkenazic, the prima fade

case stands.	 Needless to say, each specificity must be

considered. separately.
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Comparison demonstrates that Semitic Component

penultimate stress assignment (5.6.l), posttonic reduction

(5.6.2.), systematic vocalic alternations conditioned by

the syllable boundary features open vs. closed (5.6.3) and

synchronic segmental distribution (5.6.k) differ

appreciably from the reading tradition. Ashkenàzic exhibits

a largely ultimate accentuation pattern (6.14. . l), fully

oppositional nonreduced. vowels in unstressed position. (6.4..2),

the lack of alternation between 22 and 21, £1.2 and 14.1 and a

12 11.1 alternation rather than a 12 11 alternation (6.14..3),

and a segmental distribution differing markedly from that of

the Senjitio Component (6.4.14. ).	 The analogous structural

differences between the Semitic Component in Yiddish and

the Ashkenazic of each dialectal area, coupled with the

evidence of the radically differing phonetic reflexes of

vowels In cognate Items, strongly favour a conclusion that

the differences themselves reflect a state of affairs in

a proto1anguage.	 An argument in favour of the text theory

in the face of the empirically observed differences between

the Semitic Component and. the Germanic Component (Chapter 5),

and the Semitic Component and. Ashkenazic (Chapter 6) might

seek to investigate the possibility that the unique phonology

of the Semitic Component results from historical Germanic

impact upon an earlier stage of the reading tradition.

The next task then is to compare the phonology of the

Semitic Component and of Ashkenazic with historical evidence

from the Germanic Component and, the cognate German.
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7.	 The Semitic Component and. Germanic Impact

7.1. The Notion of Transcomponent Reconstruction

The classical nineteenth century comparative model

contrasts two (or more) modern or attested language.s (or

dialects or varieties), A1 and. A 2 , and, proceeds to reconstruct

a unitary protolanguage (or, in weaker versions of the model,

a corpus of protoforms) A.	 By definition, A1 and A 2 are

genetically related, and the positing of reconstructed A helps

to uncover and to classify the changes that have resulted in

A1 and. A2 .	 Over the past few decades, the comparative method

has been complemented. by internal reconstruction (e.g. Narchand

1956; Chafe 1959; Anttila 1973; Kuryowicz 1973; Austerlitz

1981) which compares two (or more) parts of the synchronic

grammar of a single variety, A1 A2 and proceeds to reconstruct

protolanguage A. By definition A1 and. A2 are relatively

homogeneous genetically and are part of a single variety.

It has been determined, however, that no language is truly

homogeneous genetically and in many the fusion process is

especially conspicuous (cf. above	 l.11 - 1.5).	 For the

purposes of historical reconstruction, a fusion language can

be defined in terms of the synchronic empirical evidence of

multicomponent structure such as would be evident to a

descriptive linguist who has no prior knowledge of cognate
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languages or d.iachronic evidence (cf. above	 5.1, 5.7).

To the extent that such synchronic differentiation is

discernible, the historical linguist is in a position to

draw the conclusion that fusion has transpired. This

realization can lead to a variety of reconstruction we shall

call tra	 int	 Tre.flScOTnpOneflt

reccistruction contrasts two (or more) synchronic components

in a single variety, A1B 1 and proceeds to reconstruct two

or more distinct protocomponents, A and B. By definition,

A1 and B1 are genetically re1ated and. are synchronically

fused in a single variety used by a speech community. A

number of issues in the history of the Semitic Component

lend themselves to elucidation by each of these methods and

by combinations, where appropriate, of two or three types

of reconstruction which can be used to check and corroborate

each other.	 The skeletal procedures of comparative,

internal and. transcomponent reconstruction are illustrated

in Table 36.

7.2. German and Germanic Component Impact

Germanically conditioned changes in the history of

the Semitic Component and of Ashkenazic are not at all likely

to have resulted from direct impact by German. Such changes

can safely be ascribed to the force of the synchronically
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fused Germanic Component within Yiddish upon its sister

Semitic Component and. upon the reading tradition. The

fusion model postulates the entry of Germanic Component

items and features into Yiddish from those limited forms

of German which by reason of contemporality and.

coterritoriality could have entered Yiddish. These

types of German are collectively called. determinant

German in the fusion model of the history of Yiddish

(cf. above l.5).	 Having become part of Yiddish, a

linguistic feature of Germanic origin may a priori

easily be extended. to the Semitic Component. This likelihood.

is increased considerably by the overwhelming structural

and quantitative predominance of the Germanic Component.

The picture is enriched by the potential influences the

Germanic Component may exert upon the lexicon, semantics

and syntax of written Hebrew and Aramaic (most notably

by caique) and.	 of direct concern to us here	 upon

the phonology of Ashkenazic. Finally, the Semitic

Component and Ashkenazic may exert influences upon each

other, with respect to both the phonological realizations

of cognate forms shared by both and with respect to

structural phenomena and synchronic rules. The most

prominent paths of Germanic impact upon the Semitic

Component and. Ashkenazic are illustrated in Table 37.
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7.3 .	 Stress Assignment

We have seen that the penultimate stress assignment

rule by which the Semitic Component is processed differs

markedly from both the lexical (or stem initial) stress rule

of the Germanic Component U5.6.l) and from the largely

ultimate stress pattern of Ashkenazic (6.1i..1).	 In fact,

the mystery of Semitic Component stress assignment has been

a contentious one in historical Yiddish linguistics. A

number of schools of thought have arisen. 	 Penultimate

Semitic Component stress has been attributed to Germanic

impact (e.g. Saineanu 1889 : 56; Wiener 189k: 178; Sapir

1915 : 26k-265; Bin-Nun 1951: 111.1-111.2; 1973 : k5, 262-

267; Leibel 1965), to an ancient Semitic stress system

differing from the classical Tiberlan pattern (e.g. Segal

1928: 75; M. Weinreioh 1963-196k : 326-327; 1973: II,

32-3k), to Slavonio influence (Tshemerinski 1913 : 57) and

to spontaneous development within Yiddish (Jakobson 1953:

75-76).	 Solomon A. Birnbaum, who is noted in the field

of Yiddish linguistics for the consistency of his views

on nearly all major issues during his long and creative

career, has nevertheless altered his position markedly on

the question of Semitic Component stress. 	 At first,

Birnbaumn (1918: 25) implicitly agreed with the suggestion

that an originally ultimate stress system shifted to a

penultimate system during the history of Yiddish. He then

reversed himself (1922: 17-18), contending that an ancient

non-Tibepian Semitic stress system is preserved in Yiddish,
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a view for which he has been criticized by Feist (1923: 1LI.1)

and Bin-Nun (1973: 26k).	 Arguing that penultimate stress

could not have resulted from the influence of a language

that did. not itself have such stress (Blrnbaum 1929 : 271.;

1932 : 121), Birnbauin (19k3 : 600) concluded that the shift

"had taken place In the pronunciation of Hebrew long before

Yiddish arose as a lariguae". Having shifted from adherence

to a Germanic origin view to a Semitic origin theory,

Birnbaum has again reconsidered. He still rejects the

notion that a nonrythmic (I.e. lexical) stress sytem could

have effected a shift from one rythinic system to another

(ultimate to penultimate), but concedes that a shift did.

transpire during rather than prior to the Yiddish era.

Blrnbaum (1979 : 66) now considers this shift to be "an

independent (...J development", noting that "how and when

it took place has yet to be determined".

We have proposed (Katz 1980) that comparative and

transcomponent reconstruction can demonstrate that a once

largely ultimate stress system (as in classical Tiberian

and. explicit AshkenazIc) did. indeed shift to penultimate

during the history of Yiddish at a point in time after

the application of certain vowel shifts. Semitic Component

stress shift may thereby be assigned a position in the

relative chronology of the historical phonology of the

language.	 The following is a summary of one of the

available proofs.	 While Germanic Component vowel 21 is

most frequently cognate with closed syllabic Middle High
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German and A. vowel 25 is most frequently cognate with

Middle High German A in lengthening position, i.e. in

stressed open syllables and closed syllabic allomorphs.

Like the classical Tiberian vowel segol, Middle High

German is thought to have been the graphic representation

for open lower-mid L (cf. Penzl 1957: 11.71). NowSem&t.Ling

with vowel 25 can safely be assumed to have undergone

lengthening as part of the same development - Open

Syllable Lengthening - which characterizes the Pan Yiddish

split of Proto Yiddish	 into	 and	 (of.

above §l1..3; Table 11).	 Indeed, Semitic Component 25

appears exclusively in stressed open syllabic position.

There are however appearances of vowel 21 in the same

environment.	 This is a mystery, as these instances of

21, cognate with Ashkenazic segol and hatef segol, should

likewise have been lengthened at that point in the Old

Yiddish period at which Open Syllable Lengthening

V	 - [ +longJ[+stresgj

entered the synchronic phonology of Yiddish. The problem

resolves itself upon comparison with cognate forms in

Ashkenazlo. Semitic Component 25 is cognate with stressed

open syllabic segol, while 21 is cognate with unstressed

hatef segol (a virtual allograph of segol) or segol. 	 Items

1-5 in Table 38 exemplify the first category (vowel 25) while

items 6-10 exemplify the second (vowel 21) in Mid.eastern and

Northwestern Yiddish.	 Northeastern Yiddish evidence cannot
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productively be included in the work at hand because of

the merger of 21 and 25 as unitary Northeastern Yiddish l/25

Cot. Table 6).	 It is obvious that stress was still

ultimate in items 6-10 at the time Open Syllable Lengthening

applied, rendering such items immune to Lengthening, part of

the structural description of which is the {+stress]

condition.	 Semitic Component stress therefore had to

have shifted from ultimate to penultimate sometime after

the application of lengthening. The proof may also be

phrased comparatively with reference to Tiberian vowels

rather than their Ashkenazic reflexes. Where Tiberian

has stressed L in open syllables, Yiddish has vowel 25.

Where Tiberian has , or in unstressed position in open

or secondarily open syllables, Yiddish has vowel 21.

The Tiberian Hebrew cognates of items 1-5 in Table 38

are	 dh'x, arn, iia,	 Items 6-10

correspond with classical 1jAi!, ?lih, 2rnr, Ite,

httr.	 In cases such as the last cited item, the

syllable was closed in Tiberian but opened in Ashkenazic

as well as in the Semitic Component due to d.egemination.

From a typological perspective, it is noteworthy

that the attractive force of Gernic initial stress

resulted in a collapse of Ashkenazic ultimate and. penultimate

stress into a unitary system of penultimate stress which

is curiously enough more prefectly phonological than its
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antecedents, Tiberian and Ashkenazic, which both exhibit

a minority of penultimately stressed paradigms. Germanic

impact upon a Semitic system has resulted in the rise of

a new system that is neither Germanic nor Semitic, but

uniquely Yiddish. From the diachronic perspective, however,

any prima facie evidence for a vernacular origin of the

Semitic Component deriving from synohronic differences

between the stress system of the Semitic Component and.

that of the German Component and. Ashkenazic, is rendered

untenable.	 The apparent nonderivability of Semitic

Component stress from the two possible sources available

to it during the history of Yiddish - the Germanic

Component and Ashkenazic - vanishes upon closer iachronic

inspection,	 No evidence is provided for either major

theory of the origin of the Semitic Component.

Nevertheless, the reconstruction of the origin of the

Semitic Component stress system does have significance f or

determining th aga oL SemttLcms with vowels 21 and 25, and.

there is of course no good reason to assume items with these

vowels to be a priori younger or older than items with any

other vowels. These items were obviously in Yiddish during

the application of Open Syllable Legnthening, which is the

oldest known sound shift In the history of Yiddish (of.

above §21.3). Germanists date open syllable lengthening

to the period between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries,

with chronological variations according to region (of. Paul

1975: 52;	 Penzl 1975: 1121-115).
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7.11..	 Posttonjo Reduction

Because Germanic impact upon an ultimate-penultimate

stress system resulted in a more purely phonological

penultimate system, Semitic Component stress shifts to

the new penultimate position upon syllable addition (of.

Tib1e 21). As a result, reduced vowels processed synchronically

by Poattonjo Reduction frequently alternate with fully

oppositional nonreduced vowels in suffixed forms. This in

turn has led to the survival of Posttonio Reduction in the

dynamic phonology of the modern Semitic Component. It is

an irony of history that no trace of such a synchronio rule

remains in the Germanic Component. Nevertheless, this

phonological specificity too, like Stress Assignment, is an

example of a case where interaction between determinant A

(the pre-Yiddish largely ultimate Tiberian stress system)

and component B (the Germanic Component within Yiddish)

has resulted in a new feature in component A which differs

from both its major sources. There can be no doubt that

the Semitic Component acquired Posttorxic Reduction as a

direct result of the impact of the Germanic Component. In

sharp distinction to Open Syllable Lengthening, the

acquisition of the reduction rule does not lend itself to

any relative chronological datings of the presence of Semitisms

in the language. It is most easily extended by analogy

at any point in time. 	 Cf. modern American Yiddish mékjka

'Mexico', jkági 'Chicago' and. substandard Anglicisms such

as hp 'happy' and vjr . 'window'.	 Although differing

notably from the Germanic Component (5.6.2) as well as from
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Ashkenazio (6.k.2), the synchronic application of

Posttonic Reduction, like Penultimate Stress Assignment

is cancelled as an argument in favour of vernacular

origin of the Semitic Component.

75, Systematic Vocalic Alternation and Segmental
Distribution

The salient alternations between open syllabic

22, 42 and 12 with closed syllabic 21, 11.1 and 11 in the

Semitic Component of all known varieties of Yiddish

(5.6.3) and. the resulting specificities of segmental

distribution (5.6. 1i.) &tvergg. from the stressed vowel

system of the Germanic Component as well as from

Ashkenazic (	 6.11.3 - 6.11.11.).	 Unlike penultimate

stress (7 . 3) and posttonic reduction (7.k), these

alternations do not appear as morphophonemic alternants

in any known variety of German. Nevertheless, there

is here too the theoretical possibility that some earlier

Germanic development may have caused the stressed vowel

system of the Semitic Component to differ so radically

from both the Germanic Component and. Ashkenazic. In

fact, standard theory in the field of Yiddish linguistics

considers these alternations to have arisen in consequence

of the application of Open Syllable Lengthening in German

and. the Germanic Component (of. above §11.3; Table 11).

Now we have seen that the split of Proto Yiddish -2l/25
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into Old. Yiddish	 and. *. 25 is a direct result of

Open Syllable Lengthening in German. Besides resulting

in the rise of diaphoneme 25 (of. Table 1.12) within

Yiddish, and applying equally to the Semitic Component

(of. Table 38.1-5), this split also transpired in

Ashkenazic (of. Table 27.11). Vowel 25, however, does

not participate in any of the characteristic morphophoflemic

alternations in the Semitic Component. It is vowel 22

with which 21 alternates (of. Tables 23 .1-5, 211..1-5).
The only other case of lengthening evident from internal

Yiddish evidence is that of Proto Yiddish	 into

Old Yiddish	 and

The origin of the stressed. vowel system of the

Semitic Component thus remains the key problem in any

effort to determine whether the Semitic Component could

have phonologically resulted from Germanic impact upon

the reading tradition or Semitisms gleaned from the

reading tradition. This issue will be discussed in

detail in Chapter 9. But first we shall review the

dominant theory in the field concerning the vocalic

history of the Semitic Component.
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8.	 Major Theories of Semitic Component Vocalism

8.1. Theoretical Framework

The minimal history of observations, explanations

and theories that have been put forward, concerning the

origins and, development of the stressed vowel system of

the Semitic Component in Yiddish can be viewed against

a background of available theories and methods on the

one hand, and, available data on the other. From the

theoretical perspective, pre-nineteenth century scholars

were hardly in a position to systematically postulate

genetic relationships on the basis of consistent

regularities in interlanguage correspondences and produce

verifiable hypotheses of historical change. Before the

rise of the comparative method, the notion of regarding

two or more cognate languages as equally legitimate

derivatives of some unattested, protolanguage was very

rarely encountered and never carried to practical fruition.

It is therefore no surprise that pre-nineteenth century

scholars who did deal with Semitic Component vocalism

restricted their observations to atomistic comparisons

between individual Semitic Component features and those

of cognates known to them in Hebrew and Ararnalc. 	 For

European Christian Hebraists, the standard pronunciation

of Hebrew was a close approximation of that employed by
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Sephardi Jewry, the Jews of pre-expulsion Iberia and. their

progeny throughout southern Europe. Paralleling the

protosed terminological distinction of Ashkenazi vs.

Ashkenazic (6.1), the phonological system of the reading

tradition of the Sephardim may be called 	 while

adjectival Sephardi may be reserved f or the history,

territory and culture of the Jewish subculture of Sepharad

wherever transplanted geographically. Christian scholars

familiar with variants of Sephardic were in a position to

compare features of Ashkenazic and. of the Semitic Component

with those of Sephardic. Christian Hebraists, however,

did. not take an academic interest in determining the

origins or development of Semitic Component or Ashkenazic

vocalisrn. Their concerns were either descriptive or

normative. The phonology of Sephardic has enjoyed a

social prestige for centuries as the more elegant, correct

and, original of the two.	 The lack of interest in Ashkenazic

has been compounded by social prejudices against it and, has

hampered premodern investigation.

As f or the data base, premodern scholars were in fact

in a position of access to the vowel systems of the Semitic

Component, Ashkenazic and Sephardic. Although German speaking

Hebraists were doubtlessly in a position to compare the

vowel systems of the Germanic Component in Yiddish and of

cognate German with these, there is no evidence that they

did so.	 Finally, and very significantly, they did not have

access to pre-Ashkenazic and pre-Sephardic Hebrew and Aramaic
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vowel systems which were rediscovered by scholars only in

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

A comparative account must take into reckoning at

least six categories of vowel systems:

(a) the Semitic Component

(b) Ashkenazic

(c) The Germanic Component

(di
	

various stages of determinant German

(e)
	

Sephardi c

U')	 pre-AIhkenazic/Sephardic Hebrew vowel systems

The last category, upon closer inspection, expands

to include at least three basic types of Northwest Semitic

vowel systems attested from the late first millermium

Tiberian, Palestinian and Babylonian.

8.2.	 Premodern Notes and Comments

Scattered contrasts between certain realizations of

Ashkenazlc and those of (Christian) Sephardic were made by

Haselbauer (17 11. 2: 2l.3), Tirsch (1782: 5-6) and Selig (1792:

5, 19-22), among others.	 More detailed and better

exemplified comparisons were drawn by Wagenseil (1699: 82-

83, 85) and Schudt (l7lk-1718: II, 285).	 Wagenseil,

comparing .a moderately explicit form of Ashkenazic (processed,

however, by Semitic Component Penultimate Stress Assignment),

with the variety of Christian Sephardic known to him exemplifies
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the differing stress and. five segmental differences.

Wagenseil's observations, in his own orthography, are

summarized in Table 39 where one of his examples f or each

contrast is also supplied.	 Schud.t selects the Semitic

Component rather than Ashkenazic as his point of departure

f or his own comparison with Sephard.ic. His observations

and examples are summarized in Table 11.0. Leaving aside

these writers' notes concerning stress (Tables 39.1, 4.0.1),

posttonic reduction (Table 4.0.2), consonantal differences

(Tables 39.6, 4.0.6) and a Semitic Component diaphoneme,

vowel 314., resulting from earlier hiatus itself brought

about by loss of pharyngeal I (Table 4.0.5), we find that

Wagenseil's and Schudt's comparisons point to at least

five differences between the Semitic Component and

Ashkenazlc on the one hand, and varieties of Christian

Sephardic on the other. 	 These are Semitic Component!

Ashkenazic	 vs. Christian Sephardic .JL .1L VS.

vs. alA, L vs. j and vs. u..	 Our phonemic interpretations

of Wagenseil's and Schudt's graphemes can of course be no

more than tentative. We are guided by their German based

orthography and. our knowledge of later Western Yiddish

realiaations (cf. above Tables 3-5). 	 In terms of the

diaphonemic system of Pan Yiddish vocalism, Semitic Component

and Ashkenazic vowels 22, 4.2, 12, 32, and 52 - all long

vowels - differ from their Sephardic counterparts in

cognate lexical items.	 Needless to say, premodern

scholars were unable to extend their observations of phonetic
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differences between individual realizations to a systematic

contrast of entire phonemic systems.

8.3.	 Data Base

It will facilitate discussion of the rise and

development of standard theory and its variants if at

the outset, the most important vowel systems and

phonemic interpretations of vowel grapheme systems are

schematically presented. 	 Different scholars have taken

various systems from the repertoire as a basis for their

theories.	 Using the correspondences between classical

Tiberlan vowel graphemes and Pan Yiddish diaphonemes (Table

27), the vowel systems of the Ashkenazic of the major

dialect areas of Yiddish (Tables 3-8) can be worked out.

Nevertheless, in the interest of greater clarity, the

Ashkenazic vowel systems of our three sample dialects

(which collectively represent a maximal number of historical

and synchronic oppositions), Mideastern Ashkenazic,

Northeastern Ashkenazio and Northwestern Ashkenazlc, are

schematically illustrated in Tables l4.l_14.3. 	 The name of

the relevant Tiberian grapheme is subscripted to each

vowel phoneme provided under	 the numbered diaphoneme.

The vowel systems of the Semitic Component of each of

these areas are similarly illustrated in Tables Li.4-6.

As can be a priori expected, the graphernic vowel system
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of a reconstructed language is subject to varying interpretation

by different scholars. There are at least three major

phonological interpretations of the classical system of vowel

diacritics codified by the Tiberians on the western shores of

the Sea of Galilee in the late first millennium. In the

discussion that follows, we shall be concerned with the system

of stressed vowel phonemes. Interpretations of shewa and the

three ultrashort or hatef vowels will be disregarded.

One interpretation assumes a virtually perfect one-to-

one correspondence between grapheme and phoneme and posits

seven vowel colours - and no length distinctions -

corresponding with the seven vowel graphemes (regarding shureq

and qibbus as allographs). The seven vowel system is posited

by the best known of the Tiberians, Aaron ben Moshe Ben-Asher

(cf. Baer and. Strack 1879: 11-12). It is illustrated in Table

47.	 It was espoused by some of the most luminous Hebrew

grammarians of medieval Sepharad, including Abraham Ibn-Ezra

in the twelfth century (of. Ibn-Ezra 1546: 134), and is

accepted by some modern scholars (e.g. Schramm 1964: 29).

The second version of Tiberian vocalism, by far the

most popular among scholars for a number of centuries, is the

Kimchian system, thought to have been first posited explicitly

by Joseph Kimchi (Qimhi). 	 t was elaborated by his Sons Moshe

and David Kimchi in twelfth and thirteenth century Spain

(of. M. Kimchi t1509-l518 : 11], D. Kimchi 1532: [86], 1545:

Li.8a; Hirschfeld 1926: 79, 82; Wald.man 1975: 1308). David

Klrnchi's ?Wthl]. was highly influential upon the development
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of sophisticated study of Hebrew by Christian European

scholars (cf. Loewe 1971 : 16) and it is little wonder that

the Kimchian version has itself acquired near-classical status.

Disregarding contextual lengthenings, the Kimchis posit a

ten vowel system comprising five vowel qualities distinguished

by the feature f+lerigth]. It is illustrated in Table k8. From

the perspective of the history of graphemics, it is noteworthy

that the Kimchis saw fit to frame highly specific phonological

environments to account for the positing of multiple vowels

to correspond with single diacritics which they regarded as

multivalent. The charge that the Kimchian system lacks

historical linguistic validity has been effectively challenged

in recent decades.	 Chornsky, who originally ascribed the

Kimohian system to "the influence of the Latin languages

employed in the Provence" (1952: 31), retracts this view

(1977 : 177, xxvii) in light of the impressive metrical and
philological evidence adduced by Bend.avld. (1958). It would
appear that the Kimchis had recourse to an older tradition as
the actual Sephard.ic in use in medieval Spain did. not apparently

distinguish vowel quantity (of. Garbell 19514.: 693-6911.).

A third interpretation, favoured by many modern scholars,

combines the four degrees of opening of the seven vowel version

(Tablek7) - distinguishing e and a from and .a - with the

length feature, although there is difference of opinion on both

the phonological status of length and the degree to which the

graphemes were intended to mark length (cf. Philippi 1897: 11.0;

Kautzsch 1910: Ls.0; Bauer and Leander 1922: 167-169; Malone

1978). A version of the "qualitative-quantitative"

interpretation of Tiberian vocalism is illustrated in Table 49.
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Toward the middle of the nineteenth century, the

supralinear Babylonian pointing system was discovered and

toward its end. the supralinear "Palestinian" ppinting

system came to light.	 We consider the term i;

more appropriate than the usually encountered

"vocalization system" which can easily lead to confusion

between the relevant system of graphemes on the one hand.,

and, the actual vowel system underlying it on the other.

It is of course the vowel systems which are of paramount

interest in the work at hand, rather than the graphemes.

In presenting the genetic correspondences between the

Babylonian and Palestinian vowels and their Tiberian

counterparts, we shall continue to use the standard names

of the Tiberian diacritics. This is done partly as

a matter of convenience, as the Tiberian names are the

most familiar. Methodologically it also has the advantage

of using the system with the maximal number of oppositions

as a point of departure. The subscripting of Tiberian

vowel diacritic names is not intended to imply in any way

the derivation of the other systems from Tiberian.

The Babylonian system has but one grapheme corresponding

to Tiberian. pathah and segol, having merged historical

. and .a (cf. Pinsker 1863; Morag 1972 : 30-3k). It is

illustrated in Table 50. The Palestinian system represents

a continuum of systems. At the maximal end of the continuum,

it is virtually identical with the Tiberian. system, differing
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only in the shapes and, positions of the actual graphemes.

At the phonologically minimal end., it is a five vowel system

displaying unitary symbols for cognate Tiberian sere/seol

and qaines/pathah. In many manuscripts, there are

Palestinian symbols corresponding with each Tiberian

nonreduced vowel but the confusion in their use demonstrates

that the system does not distinguish upper mid from lower

mid vowels.	 The Palestinian vowel system has a unitary

phoneme /e/ corresponding with both sere and segol, unitary

/a! corresponding with Tiberian qames (except in unstressed.

closed syllabic position) and unitary /0/ corresponding

with Tiberian holem and unstressed closed syllabic qaznes

(of. Kahie 1922, 1930; Revell 1970: 101, 102-103, 109-121;

Morag 1972: 34- 11.1; Hapvjajnen 1977: 102-104).	 Now this

five vowel system is characteristic of nearly all of Sephardic

(with the exception Of learned pronunciations deliberately

distinguithing vowel length in the Kimchan grammatical

tradition).	 It is also characteristic of manuscripts which

use sublinear Tiberian graphemes but confuse sere with segol

and qames with pathah thereby demonstrating lack of phonological

opposition between the members of each pair. 	 Allony's

(1964: 143) name for this tyDe of pointing system, the

"Palestinian-Tiberian" system, has gained considerable

acceptance (e.g Morag 1965 : 209; Eldar 1976 : 42).	 The

five vowel system characteristic of the Palestinian pointing

system, the reading tradition of SeDhard.ic and. the Palestinian-

Tiberian pointing system, is illustrated in Table 51.
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8.11..	 Development of Standard Theory

8.11.1. The Preconfiguration Theory

The premod.ern popular notion that Sephardic is

somehow more correct and a better representation of the

classical state of affairs than Ashkenazic began to give

way to critical reexamination in the course of the

nineteenth century.	 S.D. Luzzatto (1833 : 92) and S.L.

Happoport (1836: 63) both rejected the sociologically

motivated value judgments of most of their predecessors

and accorded equal legitimacy to both of the major

European reading traditions of Hebrew and Aramaic. They

were interested in historical explanation rather than

evaluation and put forward the preconfiguration theory

which seeks to account f or the differences in the reading

traditions in ternis of disparate geographical origin.

The preconfiguratlon theory ascribes Sephard.ic to the

reading tradition of Babylonia and Ashkenazic to that of

Palestine. It continues to win the support of a small

number of modern scholars (e.g. Chomsky 1957: 112-113).

Nevertheless, it has been wholly overshadowed by the

variants of what we shall call the standard theory of the

history of Semitic Component and Ashkenazic vocalism.

8.11..2. The Lebensohnian Theory

The approach that has been espoused, developed and.
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modified. by nearly all Yiddish and Hebrew scholars who

have dealt with the issue is the product of the thinking

of Hebrew poet arid grammarian Avraharn Dov-Ber Lebensohn,

who is known in Hebrew literature as Adam Hakohen (Adam

being a Hebrew acronym for Avrahazn Dov-Ber Nikhalishker,

after his native Lithuanian village Mikhalishek). Lebensohn's

(187 14.: 19-25) treatment suffers from quite a few prelinguistic

notions, including value judgments (he regards Sephardic

as correct, Ashkenazic as a corruption) and fanciful

interpretations (he considers d.iphthongs to be in violation

of the spirit of the Torah which disapproves of the

mixing of species).	 Nevertheless, his remarks constitute

the first application of the comparative metnod to the

problems at hand.

Lebensoim bases his reconstruction upon four vowel

systems: Ashkenazic (presumably his native Northeastern

variety; of. Tables 31-33, 21.5), the Semitic Component (of.

Tables 31-33, 14.5), the Kimchian system (of. Table i .8) which

he calls "Sephardlc and regards as such without investigating

the extent to which Sephardim distinguish length in their

reading tradition, and finally the German Component (of. Tables

1, 6).	 Comparing Ashkenazic with Sephardic (the empirical

differences between Sephardic (cf. Table 51) and the Kimchian

system are not directly at issue), Lebensohn notes that

Ashkenazic differentiates systematically between the realizations

of sere and segol, holem and qames qatan. (i.e. unstressed
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closed syllabic qames), and qaines and pathah by differing

vowel qualities. In terms of the present system, the

differences are 22 (sere) vs. 21/25 (seo1), 42 (holem)

vs. 11.1 (qames qatan) and 12 (qaznes) vs. 11 (pathah). In

Sephard.ic each of these three pairs (sere/segol, holem/qaines

qatan, qaines/pathan) has a unitary vowel colour as its

realization (a, , a).	 Lebensohn then goes on to observe

that the concrete realization of the long member of each

pair in Ashkenazic (sere, holem, qames) is identical with a

German Component vowel.	 He theorizes that Ashkenazic"

was in fact once 1 Sephardic", i.e. was once a five vowel colour

system, and, that the qualitative differences between each

of the pairs in question of Tiberian graphemes represent

a conscious effort on the part of' Ashkenazim to distinguish

the members of each pair, an undertaking which involved

dipping into German Component vocalism for a concrete

realization.	 The primeval vowel system from which Ashkenazlc

arose would look very much like the Kimchian system, where

the five Seph'd,ic vowel qualities are further distinguished

by the feature of length. Lebensohn did. not content himself

with this conclusion but carried, his investigation a stage

further by including the evidence of the Semitic Component in

Yid,d,jsh.	 In a large number of lexical items, the Tiberian

pairs sere/segol, holem/qaines qatan and. qanies/pathah are

indeed merged in Yiddish.	 Cf. e.g. Pan Yiddish 1 'joker',
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m	 'corpse',	 d 'ghost' (sere) merged with the vowel in

Lfar 'maybe', kt	 'Esther', vn Spapr (segol);

Pan Yiddish kaz. 'cup', z.. 'secret', sfr9m 'scribes' (holexn)

merged with .a In kj . 'sacrifice', irla 'foreskin',

xjxxa 'wisdom' (qames qatan); Pan Yiddish k11. 'rule',

rat 'detail', vax 'praise' (qames) merged with the vowel in

hátl . 'lazy, impractical person', gá22.z 'thief',

'Sabbath' (pathah).	 Lebensohxi theorizes that the types

l/ms/d. (sere appearing as segol), k/sx/j
(holem appearing as qames qatan) and kla1Jrat/vax (qaines

appearing as pathah) are remnants In the spoken language of

an earlier stage of Ashkenazio in which its vowel system

was identical with that of Sephard.Ic (plus the ICimchian

length distinctions). The sere/segol, holem/qaxnes qatan

and qaznes/pathah oppositions that are evident In the Semitic

Component are explained as conformtzations with the reading

tradition of pointed texts for which purpose the oppositions

were introduced. Lebensohn's theory suffers from a lack

of supporting evidence demonstrating an erstwhile switch

from a Sephardic type system and from an inability to explain

why some Semitic Component items conform with

Sephardic while others are in accord with the local reading

tradition of Ashkenazic. The very notion that Ashkenazic

is a later development emerging from a preexisting Sephard.ic

had, been previously hinted at, at least with respect to qaines

and. pathah (Luzzatto 18k1: 37; Oppertheim 1872; of. Yalon
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1930 : 20k; 19k2: 26) but the idea had not 'been

developed. Shulman (1898: 11.2) rejected Le'bensohn's

ideas on the development of Ashkenazic, but accepted that

the 'Sephardic items In the Semitic Component represent

an older layer in the language.	 Ayzenshtat (1908: 89)

concurred with Lebensohn but was unable to provide new

evidence.	 The Lebensohnian theory was however

destined to be developed from two separate quarters: firstly

by id.dish scholars comparing the Semitic Component with

the Germanic Component within Yiddish and, secondly, by Hebrew

scholars studying meclieva:L Ashkenazi Hebrew and Aramaic

manuscripts.

8.11.3. Corroborative Germanic Evidence

Serious evidence in support of Lebensohn first came

to light in 1913 with the publication in Vilna of Sh.

Niger's PinJe, the literary and. linguistic collection which

marked the rise of modern Yiddish linguistics in Eastern

Europe.	 In it both Tshemerinski (1913: 61-63) and. Veynger

(1913 : 79-81) deal with the mysterious "Sephardi&' forms in

Yiddish. Tshemerinskl was apparently the first to have

framed the conditioning phonological environment which

delimits the "Sephardic" types from the nAshkenazicN types

within the Semitic Component - the syllable boundary

features open vs. closed. The Sephard.ic types occur in

closed syllabic position while the Ashkenazic types occur

in open syllabic position (of. above Tables 23-2k). Comparing
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this environment with the lengthening of Germanic Component

short vowels in stressed open syllables (cf. above §14..3),

Tshemerinskl concluded that a unitary sound shift emanating

from the Germanic Component had. processed originally short

., .a and. .a vowels (as indeed in Sephard.ic) giving rise to

the Semitic Component long vowels in open syllables and.

the characteristic alternations on the morphophonemio level

where morphs exhibit open vs. closed. syllabic a].lomorphs.

There is one substantive difference between the implied.

scenarios of Lebensohn and. Tshemerinski. Where the

theoretical Lebensohnian theory reconstructs a ten vowel

Kimchian system as the point of departure, the actual

corroborative Germanic Component evidence leads to a

reconstructed five vowel Sephard.ic type system. 	 It was,

after all, the Middle High German brt vowels in stressed

open syllabic position which were lengthened. Lebensobn

would probably have argued, had he confronted the problem,

that the already long (Kimchian) Semitic Component vowels

merely underwent qualitative shift in line with that

undergone by Germanic Component long and lengthened vowels.

In the same Vilna Pinke.a, Veynger formulated open

syllable lengthening in a far more coherent and elegant way

than Tshemerinski whose presentation is confusing and

betrays lack of linguistic training (cf Borokhov 1913b).

Still, Veynger (1913: 71) credits Tshemerinskl in a footnote

with having apprised him of' the open vs. closed syllabic

environment for the purported shift from Sephardic to
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Ashkenazic. Open syllable lengthening has won wide support

from modern Yiddish linguistics as the explanation for

the modern vocalism of the Semitic Component (of. Birnbauin

193k: 28-29, 60; 1979: 60-65; M. Weinreich 1973: II,

20-21, 12't, 33k, 352-35k).

8.1i..k. Corroborative Hebrew Manuscript Evidence

Just as Germanic Component linguistic evidence came

to light in support of Lebensoim's underlying assumptionsabout

the vocalism of the Semitic Component, philological support

for his views of the development of Ashkenazlc surfaced in

the course of the study of pointing systems of early

Ashkenazi Hebrew manuscripts. It was Yalon who effectively

pioneered the study of Hebrew pointing in Ashkenaz with an

eye toward discovering and systematizing pointings which

deviate from standard Tiberian ("Tiberian referring of

course to the system, rather than to individual items

attested in the Tiberian Old Testament). Such deviations

represented for Yalon hard. evidence of the pronunciation

of liturgical Hebrew and Araxnaic at the time of writing.

The most systematic deviations from standard Tiberian that

Yalon discovered in pre-fourteenth century Hebrew manuscripts

from the Ashkenazi territory are the utter confusion of

sere with segol and, of qames with pathah (given the small

functional load and, the allophonic status of qames qatan and.

the frequent marking of holem by consonantal grapheme 	 it

is hardly surprising that the confusion of holern with q,arnes
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qatan is less frequent in these manuscripts). 	 Yalon's

conclusion: NSephardio (i.e. a five vowel system

conforming with Sephardic) was used in the reading

tradition of Ashkenaz until (roughly) the fourteenth

century when the conscious conforniization process of

Hebrew scribes with the Tiberian standard becomes

increasingly effective 	 (of. Yalon 1930: 2014.-205; 1937-

1938: 62-66; 1938-1939: 11;	 1914.2). Like Lebensohn

before him, Yalon ( 1937- 1938 : 63;	 1914.2: 27; 196k: 19)

considers the NSephrdismsN in the modern Semitic Component

to be remnants of the primeval Ashkenazi reading tradition

which preceeded the secondary rise of Ashkenazlc. Further

investigations of Hebrew manuscripts in medieval Ashkenaz

have corroborated Yalon's findings (cf. Klar 1951 : 75;

Bet-Arye 1965: 311.-37, 102; Eld.ar 1976; 1978: 16-32).

8.k.5 Proposed Scenarios

There are several factors common to all versions of

standard theory: firstly that both the Semitic Component

and Ashkenazic were originally characterized by five vowel

colours only; secondly, that the latter day increased

number of oppositions known in Ashkenazic represents a

secondary development, due either to Germanic lengthening

of vowels in stressed open syllables, or to the process

of conformization to Tiberian in the pointing tradition, or

to both; that the morphophonemic alternations in the

Semitic Component are the effect of open syllable lengthening,
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a rule obtained from the congruent Germanic development.

Within this framework there are different views and

differing placements of emphasis on the how and. why of

a number of these hypothesized developments. Lebensohn,

concerned primarily with Ashkenazic, saw a quantity-

distinguishing system shifting to a quality-distinguishing

system as a conscious normative effort, and used the

'Sephardisms" within the Semitic Component as comparative

evidence of what he considered to be survivals of the

pre-Ashkenazic state of affairs. 	 Tshemerinski and Veyriger,

concerned exclusively with the Semitic Component, saw

originally short vowels in open syllables being lengthened

under Germanic impact. This left open the question of

how Ashkenazic comes to have long vwe].s (a cover term for

long vowels and. diphthongs) in closed syllables as well

(cf. Tables 27, 30-33), specifically the problem of

acquisition of long diaphonemes (22, 1.2 and 12) as realizations

of sere, holem and qames (the problem of the Ashkenazic

split of qarnes merits separate attention). 	 Bin-Nun (1973:

298-299) proposes that the normalization of Ashkertazic was

effected on the basis of the most frequent realizations.

Btrnbaum (1979 : 60) argues more plausibly that those forms

felt to be more correct" (i.e. offering a better one-to-one

correspondence between grapheme and phoneme) were standardized.

Thus, Bin-Nun and Birnbaurn would have it that the newly

acquired lengthened. realizations of sere, holem and qames

in open syllabic position in the Semitic Component were
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normatively transferred to all occurrences of these vowel

graphemes in pointed texts.

On the one hand, the evidence for the Lebensohnian

theory seems too good. to be true. The Germanic evidence

is consistent with the Hebrew manuscript evidence. On

the other, this leaves room for debate within the Lebensohnian

theory as to which of the factors was paramount. There is

also room for discussion of the causality of the shifts in

question, at least with respect to the changeover to the

Tiberian standard in the pointing tradition (Germanically

conditioned sound shifts would be understood to have

occurred through the usual mechanism of sound change).

Yalon (19 14.2 : 26) has regarded the changeover in the

actual pronunciation to Ashicenazic to have resulted from

Germanic impact, He is followed in this assumption by

Morag (1971; 130) and Eld.ar (1976: Li.8).	 Eld.ar (1978:

11.5) insists that the switchover to standard Tiberian

pointing and, to Ashkenazic pronunciation be considered

as wholly separate events, the first emanating in his

view from the wish of Ashkenazi scribes to emulate the

prestigious norm of Tiberlan. pointing used, in Sepharad; the

second from Germanic sound change.

The most complex scenario has been proposed by

Max Weinreich (195ka: 93-99; 1963-196k: 325-326; 1973:

II, 31-32). Weinreich, concurring with his predecessors

as to the existence of a primeval five vowel system,

proposes that both the switch to standard Tiberian pointing
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and to the pronunciation of Ashkenazic are due to the

"Babylonian Renaissance". According to Weinreich, teachers

from Babylonia, trained in the tradition of Tiberian,

transplanted both pointing system and pronunciation to

Ashkenaz where the foreign teachers succeeded in changing

the entire course of the phonological development of

Ashkenazic. Weinreich's theory has been severely

criticized (of. Susskind. 1965 : 10-11; Norag 1971: 1128-

1130; Bin-Nun 19711. : 315; Eldar 1976: 11.7- 11.8). Compounding

the lack of any hard evidence and. the unnecessary

complexity (Tiberian to Ashkenaz via Babylonia), the

"Renaissance" seems to serve as a panacea for Weinreich

f or all open problems in the phonological history of the

Semitic Component, including the ii realization of qibbus

(1963- 19611. : 235; 1973 : II, 12, 18, 275), the . realization

of qibbus (1963-196 11. : 235; 1973 : II, 10, 19), penultimate

stress (1963-19614.: 326-327; 1973 : II, 32-33), the 0 realization

of shewa (1963-196k : 327; 1973 : II, 35-36), the

realignment of the sibilants (1963-19611.: 328-329; 1973 : II,

36-38) and differentiation of historical 1], and. Ii (1973: II,

li.0). While the "Renaissance" accounts for the pointing and

phonology of Ashkenazic f or Weinreioh, the development of

long vowels in the Semitic Component is attributed to the

conditioned lengthening in stressed open syllables (1973:

II, 1211.) under Germanic impact, although here too the

"Renaissance" is cited as a contributory factor (1973 : II,

27k).
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9.	 Reconstruction of Semitic Component Vocalism

9.1.	 Methodology

The comparative method is frequently the most viable

and reliable means by which to unravel the history of sound

changes in a languae. The case of the vocalism of the

Semitic Comoonent in Yiddish is a notable exception. In fact,

the key problem in the develooment of Se'nitic Component

vocalism is the need to determine from which Northwest

Semitic vowel system it derives (cf. §8.3). 	 Methodologically,

the multi plicity of candidate systems renders any conclusions

drawn from comparison of any of these systems with the

Semitic Component blatantly circular. Any historical

linguist trained in the comparative tradition can easily

posit sound changes necessary to derive Semitic Component

vocalism from any of the candidate systems (of. Tables k7-51).

By so doing, he proves noth1n concerning genetic relationship
between the system and that of the documented Semitic

Cornoonent.

We pr000se, therefore, in the first instance to

take no note either of the known Northwest Semitic vowel

sytems or of the theories proposed and. accepted, by modern

Yiddish and Hebrew scholarship (cf. §8.1i). 	 The case seems

to be a situation where Internal reconstruction can most

profitably be used not as the corroborative check upon the
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comparative method it is most often thought to be or as a last

option to be kept in reserve for use with genetic isolates.

Semitic Component vocalism may lend itself to analysis by

internal reconstruction as a primary method. After

considering the results of 'pure" internal reconstruction

(9.2), making absolutely no reference to cognates, findings

will be modified in accordance with the evidence of "limited"

comparative reconstruction (9 . 3 ) , taking into account only

those features upon which all of the candidate systems are

in agreement.	 The joint evidence of internal and limited

comparative reconstruction will then be subjected to

corroborative tests by transcomponent reconstruction (9,1),

a method especially well suited to fusion languages such as

Yiddish (cf. above §7.1). The degree of unilinear development

from Proto Yiddish is examined in §9.5, with special

reference to the problem of a Proto Semitic Component.

Conclusions on the segmental and dynamic phonology of the

Proto Semitic Component are put forward in §9.6. Finally,

an outline of the phonological history of the Semitic

Component is proposed with refererce to historical inferences

concerning the origins, age and history of Yiddish (9.7).

9.2.	 Internal Reconstruction

Because of the salient systematic vocalic alternations

in the Semitic Component of all Yiddish dialects (2 Ill,

22 21, 12 11), the problem of its primeval vowel system
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is ideally suited to internal reconstruction. The obvious

conditioning factor - the syllable boundary features

open vs. closed - immediately suggests either of two

alternatives. Given that diaDhonemes Ll.2, 22 and. 12 have

long or diphthongized reflexes in Yiddish dialects, while

ZIl, 21 and. 11 have short reflexes, the alternations lend

themselves to reconstruction by one of two historical shifts,

Open Syllable Lengthening or Closed. Syllable Shortening,

both of which make good. sense on universal phonetic grounds

of isochronic tendencies. Examining the synchronic

distribution of diaphonernes within the Semitic Component,

we have determined (cf. §5.6.k) that short vowels occur

in both open and. closed syllables wnile long vowels are

restricted to open syllabic position (with the exception

of a handful of lexical items - primarily the names of

the letters of the Yiddish alphabet - whicn exhibit

long vowels in closed syllables). Coupling the synchronic

segmental distribution of phonemes in the Semitic Component

of any Yiddish dialect with the evidence of the alternating

forms, we are left with two possible scenarios. 	 If the

alternations are to be explained b y Open Syllable Lengthening,

it would then be aDparent that a protosystem comprising five

vowels only had "exDanded." in consequence of Open Syllable

Lengthening into the documented systems wherein long vowels

are restricted. to open syllables (the structural description

of the rule) and alternate with short vowels wherever

morphological paradigms exhibit ooen. vs. closed. syllabic
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allomorphs. This hypothesis is wholly congruent with

standard theories in the field (.8.LL).

An alternative hypothesis, espousing Closed

Syllable Shortening, would posit a protosystem comprising

both long and, short vowels in open syllables processed by

the shortening rule. This scenario would serve equally

well to explain the alternations as well as the distributional

absence of long vowels in closed syllables, as they will have

met the structural description of Closed Syllable Shortening

and been processed by the rule,

The solution of Open Syllable Lengthen.ing vs. Closed

Syllable Shortening can therefore serve a far wider purpose

than merely explaining the alternating forms. The correct

solution can help determine the structure of the probe vocallsm

of the Semitic Component. This structure, in turn, will

help enable us to determine which if any of the candidate

Semitic vowel systems resembled the actual system from which

the Semitic Component system sprang. Finally, any light

shed upon this last problem may well be one of the few

shreds of hard evidence regarding tne origin and age of the

Semitic Component generally.

The procedure we shall follow entails examining

each pair of vowels seDarately in each of the three

representative dialects we have been citing (Tqdeastern,

Northeastern and Northwestern Yiddish). We shall cite three
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sample lexical items illustrating each vowel. The same

treatment will then be accorded to Qa1ternating occurrences

of the same vowels in both open and closed syllables. The

veracity of each of the candidate rules	 Open Syllable

Lengthening and Closed Syllable Shortening	 wil) be put

to the test by examining the consequence of application

to nonalternating forms, 	 In the interests of clarity and

economy, each candidate rule will be put through these

tests in tables provided for each vowel in each dialect.

9.2.1. Vowels 4l and 14.2

Open Syllable Lengthening (11.1 14.2 /_$) is examined

for Mideastern Yiddish in Table 52.	 In line with the

synchronic approach inherent in any internal reconstruction,

we are, to be exact, testing not protoforms per se but

exDerimental synchronic underlying representations. These

are enclosed in vertical bars (I I). In drawing historical

conclusions from the internal evidence, we need only

conceptually replace the vertical bars with asterisks (*)

to mark reconstructed forms (a step which also entails

a number of phonetic adjustments not relevant to the issues

of historical phonology at hand). Now we note that Open

Syllable Lengthening correctly generates M1.d.eastern Yiddish

jr3s 'generations', jjr	 'heir' and sja 'secrets' from

the experimental underlying tnorphophonemic representations

Id$rsI, I j $r j and Isd3sI where the syllable boundary (3)
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triggers Open Syllable Lengthening. Closed syllabic

Mid.eastern Yiddish	 is left untouched by the rule, hence

dir 'generation' 1rs3m 'heirs' and	 'se'et', derived

synchronically from underlying Id-r1, jramI and IsdI where

C blocks Lengthening.	 Let us now turn to nonalternating

occurrences of vowels Li.l and. LI.2 in this dialect. Setting

out three sample lexical items for each vowel in each

environment, we find. (to the right of the wavy line in Table

52) that vowel Li.2 occurs only in open syllables while vowel

occurs only in closed syllables. The distribution of

these two vowels in nonalternating forms is then identical

with their distribution in the alternating forms. This

distribution is complementary. No evidence is therefore

evident with respect to the veracity of the proposed rule.

Let us now examine Closed Syllable Shortening as a hypothesis

for explaining the L1.1/Li.2 alternations. Shortening is subjected

to the same treatment in Table 53, where d.ai, jram and.	 .

are correctly generated from the experimental underlying

morphophonemic representations ldijr!, lj5jremI and IsijdI

where C triggers Shortening. Open Syllabic Mideastern

Yiddish .ij42 is left untouched. by the rule, hence djre,

..jjjzI, sjfta. Because of the complementation of vowels
1i.l and Li.2 in the Semitic Component, both Lengthening and

Shortening serve equally well to derive alternating forms

from experimental underlying representations. This holds

true for Northeastern Yiddish (Table 51i.) where Lengthening
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derives déjr, iéjrs and sé.1ds from Id4ra sI, I j $r3 	and

Isdst, leaving tdrt, Ij'r$mI and. Is-)d.I untouched while

Shortening (Table 55) derives d..ar, 1rkra and	 from

dejrI, Ijéjr3TnI and. Isejdt, leaving Idé j $rsI, Ijéj$rI

and. Iséjd3sI untouched. The same relations can be

gleaned from the evidence of Northwestern Yiddish (Tables

56, 57) where vowel 42 is realized as mi., 41 with the Pan

Yiddish ..	 In consequence of the complementation of vowels

41 and Li.2 in the Semitic Component of all Yiddish dialects,

internal reconstruction is useless as a means of determining

whether Lengthening or Shortening has transpired. in the

history of Yiddish.

9.2.2. Vowels 21 and. 22

Turning to the vowels, we find, that the distribution

of vowels 21 and, 22 is happily noncorrrplementary in

nonalternating forms. Using Mid.eastern Yiddish, once again,

as our point of departure, we note (Table 58) that Open

Syllable Lengthening correctly derives Thj9n1 'jesters',

m4a 'corpses' and.	 jdm 'ghosts' from Il$c amI, Imsaml

and. f	 dami, leaving lied, Imcs( and. I€dI untouched.

Turning now to the nonalternating forms to the right of the

wavy line, we note that vowel 21 occurs in both ooen and.

closed syllables. The open syllabic occurrences meet the

structural description of the rule and. are therefore
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processed. Open Syllable Lengthening, processing Ilall

'twelfth month of the Jewish calendar', 1masI 'true; truth;'

and. IhtarI '(rabbinical) permission', generates spurious

Ltlil, •ájj., •háttir (the black circle is used. to mark

spurious forms; the asterisk is thereby reserved for

reconstructed forms which are at any rate not meant to

be spurious).	 Ooen Syllable Lengthening is therefore a

sturious rule in the synchronic phonology of the Semitic

Comoonent of Mideastern Yiddish.	 Reexamining its

synchronic failure from a d.iachronic point of view (or,

symbologically soeaking, re placing by >), it is evident

that had. the alternations arisen due to open syllable

lengthening, non-alternating *1u1. ,	 *htp would.
surely have been orocessed together with	 *rnLira,

ne would not, presumably, wish to make the

untenable claim that Ooen Syllable Lengthening processed

only alternating forms.

Closed Syllable Shortening is examined with respect

to the same corpus in Table 59. Taking vowel 22 as underlying,

Shortening correctly derives 1 	 'jester', mL$. 'corpse'

and. kd. 'ghost' from tiajcl, tmajsl and IajdI. 	 Crossing
over to nonalternating forms, we find that unlike Lengthening,

Shortening generates no spurious forms. Closed syllabic vowel

22 forms cannot be spuriously processed by Shortening because

such forms do not occur - as is of course to be expected

if the rule is valid. Any such forms will have been processed

and appear in the surface guise of vowel 21
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Turning to our other sample Yiddish dialects, we

find the same relations obtaining. In Northeastern

Yiddish, Open Syllable Lengthening, while correctly

deriving alternating ljeiJ]1, m&1ini, 4jsiim from proposed
underlying IlecI, ImsI, IcdI (Table 60), derives spurious

nonalternating •é jJ1, •é4rrias., •h1tr. Closed Syllable

Shortening (Table 61) correctly derives vowel 21 in ]&c,

ms, .k. from IlejcI, lmejsl, IejdI. It derives no spurious

forms amongst nonalternating items because there are, as will

be expected, no paradigmatic occurrences of vowel 22 in closed

syllabic position. Once again, internal reconstruction

proves Shortening to be the correct explanation for the

alternating forms.	 Turning finally to Northwestern Yiddish

(Table 62), we find that Lengthening, while correctly

deriving 1&jc m , m&1 in , M5d3m from !lo3rnI, ImsmI and.

I$dmI, spuriously generates • jl, •1jm	 and. •h.jt3x.

Closed Syllable Shortening (Table 63), while correctly

deriving alternating vowel 21 surface forms from underlying

22, generates no spurious nonalternating forms.

9.2.3. Vowels 1]. and 12

Repeating the procedure for the third alternating

pair of Semitic Corirnonent diatthonemes, vowels 11 a1 12, we

happily find, once again, that nonalternating forms are not

in complementary distribution. Once again, the
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noncomplementation is of great value in exposing the spurious

rule.	 Open Syllable Lengthening (Table 611.) correctly derives

Mideastern Yiddish kl(xlm 'rules', p.riit m 'details' and

v(ixm 'praises' from Iklá$13m1, Iprá$t3mI and lvá3xmI

(where the syllable boundary triggers the rule), leaving

closed syllabic IklalI 'rule', Iprati 'detail' and IvaxI

'praise' untouched.. Again, it is amongst the nonalternating

forms that the rule fails by deriving spurious •aviicI3

'certainly', •11 'bride' and. 'milk 'blow' from IavádaI,

Iká$laI and. tmS.kI where S triggers Lengthening. 	 Closed

Syllable Shortening (Table 65) correctly derives k11, prat

and. jax from Ikiull, Iprutl and Ivuxl, leaving tklü$lemI,

Iprü3tam I and I vüxam I untouched. Amongst the

nonalternating forms, Closed Syllable Shortening achieves

descriptive adequacy by deriving no spurious forms. We

conclude once again that the alternations result from Closed

Syllable Shortening In ths.synchronic phonology of the Semitic
Component of Mideastern Yiddish. Interpreting the result

diachronlcally, we conclude that at some point in the history

of the language, stressed. vowels in closed. syllables were

processed by Shortening.

These results are corroborated by repetition of the

experiment for Northeastern and. Northwestern Yiddish. In.

the Semitic Cornoonent of Northeastern Yiddish, Open Syllable

Lengthening (Table 6S) derives spurious •avcIa, •1th1 and.
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•m5ka, while Closed Syllable Shortening (Table 67) accounts

for the alternations while deriving only correct nonalternating

forms.	 Analogously, Lengthening generates spurious
.4	 .4Northwestern Yiddish •avos1	 •k013 and. •mokj (Table 8)

while Shortening (Table 69) correctly accounts for both

the alternating and nonal ternat ing forms.

9.2.4. The High Vowels (3 1/32; 51/52)

Our discussions throughout have focused on the nonhigh

vowels only.	 This limitation has been dictated by the

circumstances of the Semitic Component high vowels. While

the members of the three nonhigli pairs, l/LI2, 21/22 and 11/12
are distinguished by sharp qualitative differences in all Imown

varieties of Yiddish, the phonetic distinctions between 31 and

32 (the Proto Yiddish i vowels) and between 51 and 52 (the

Proto Yiddish u. vowels) have been levelled in some areas (most

prominently in Northeastern Yiddish which does not distinguish

phonemic quantity). But even in other varieties of Yiddish,

where 31 and 51 have generally remained distinct from 32 and

52 respectively, Semitic Component paradigms exhibiting

open vs. closed syllabic allomorphs have often been subject

to analogical levelling in both possible directions (in favour

of short 31 and 5]. or of long 32 and 52), blurring erstwhile

alternation. Thus, for example, while Mideastern Yiddish
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exhibits 132 i . in dTnm 'laws' d.in 'law, Northwestern

Yiddish has apparently levelled the alternation in favour of

vowel 32, hence Northwestern ?iddish din, th2im. Nevertheless,

internal reconstruction can still be applied on a limited

basis for any Yiddish dialect exhibiting resia.ual alternation.

Aside from the reduced number of sample dialects, it will not

prove in any case possible to provide the same three lexical

items as an illustrative corpus for more than a single

variety of Yiddish.

9.2.41. Vowels 31 and. 32

In Nid.eastern Yiddish (Table 70), Open Syllable

Lengthening correctly derives älniin 'laws', j3ddn1 'friends'

and jer ru 'fairs; carnivals' from experimental underlying

d1namI, Ij3d1d3m and. lj3r1d3m j .	 Again, the rule is

proved spurious when applied to nonalternating forms. It

processes InI$d31 'menstruous woman', t1$k3rI 'drunk' and

Is1baI 'reason; cause' (where meets the structural

description of the rule), generating spurious Nideastern

Yiddish •nfd, • kr and •sTb.	 Applying Closed Srllable

Shortening to the same corpus, we find (Table 71) that

in addition to correctly deriving duin. 'law', j..duid. 'friend'

and j-3r1& 'fair; carnival', the rule accounts adequately

for the nonalternating forms.
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9.2.42. Vowels 51 and. 52

Mid.eastern Yid.d.ish gjra 'per se; proPer', mmm

'blemishes' and. zm 'merits' alternate systematically with

gif 'body', mini 'blemish' and. ri 'merit'. Open Syllable

Lengthening (Table 72), regarding the j51 forms as underlying,

correctly processes experimental g1$f3t, Im1rnamf arid

Ixz1samI, where meets the structural description of the

rule, deriving sut'faoe gtf, mm3m, and. zxs3TzL. Lengthening

leaves closed syllabic gil, zni and zxia untouched. Turning

now to the distribution of nona].ternating forms, it is evident

that the pattern is identical with that obtaining for 21/22

and. 11/12. Open syllabic Mideastern Yiddish i is indeed

processed by Lengthening, deriving spurious •jrt

'inheritance', • taf 'partner' and •xfp 'wedding canopy'

from tjar13I, I11tf I and. tx13pt where	 meets the

structural description of the rule. Turning now to Closed

Syllable Shortening (Table 73) we find, that gil, mim, and.

z j are correctly derived from Ig!f I, Imimi and. Izx!sI, where

C meets the structural description of Shortening, leaving

rnrnr and. z4.sim untouched..	 In as much as vowel 52

does not occur parad.igmatically in closed syllabic position

in Mid.eastern Yiddish, no spurious forms are generated. by

Shortening. The same relations obtain in Northwestern Yiddish

(Tables 74, 75) where vowel 5]. apears as , 52 as .. Open

Syllable Lengthening, while correctly deriving .arn 'horses',
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xam 'senses' and zxm from Is&3saml, IxóamI and

Izax6semI, spuriously derives •jjri5a, • i±.f-end •xiij

from Ijar63I,	 6tf I and. Ix6pal where	 meets the

structural description of Lengthening. 	 Closed Syllable

Shortening (Table 75) accounts adequately for both

alternating and nonalternating forms.

9.2.5. Results of Internal Reconstruction

Open Syllable Lengthening and. Closed Syllable

Shortening prove to be equally adeq'ate in deriving correct

surface forms in alternating £1.1 k2, 21 22, 11 12, 31

32 and 51 52. That is to say, there is no empirical

difference in adequacy between the two rules. If Lengthening

is applied, then underlying 11.1, 21, 11, 31 and. 51 are posited

for open syllabic members of each pair. They are processed

by the rule, giving surface LI.2, 22, 12, 32 and. 52 respectively.

If Shortening is posited, then underlying 1.2, 22, 12, 32 and

52 are regarded as underlying in the closed syllabic member of

each pair. They are processed. by Shortening, giving surface

LI.l, 21, 11, 31 and 51 respectively.

There is a sharp difference in adequacy with respect

to the apDlication of each candidate rule to nonalternating

forms, with the exception 01 vowels LI.]. and k2 where

complementation renders internal reconstruction vacuous.

In all other pairs (21/22, 11/12, 31/32, 51/52), i.e wherever
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the language provia.es evidence, Open Syllable Lengthening

processes short vowels in open syllables, deriving spurious

long vowels in open syllables. Closed Syllable Shortening

cannot derive spurious short vowels in closed syllables

because potential input to the rule - long vowels in closed

syllables, do not parad.igmatically occur.	 Synchronically

speaking, Closed Syllable Shortening meets both descriptive

and explanatory adequacy. Descriptively, Shortening

accounts for the alternations while deriving only correct

surface representations in both alternating and nonalternating

forms.	 Noreover, the rule explains the nonoccurrence of

long vowels in closed syllabic position on the surface: any

such underlying occurrences (for which we will, synchronically

speaking, have evidence only for alternating forms where

open syllabic allomorphs provide evidence for a unique

underlying representation) will have been processed by the

rule. Interpreting the evidence diachronically, Closed

Syllable Shortening appears to be the only possible historical

explanation for both the alternations and the nonoccurrence

of long vowels in closed syllables.	 Proto Semitic Component

vowels 12, 22, 32, 14.2 and 52 were all processed by Shortening

in closed syllables. In the modern language, the alternations

between open and closed syllabic allomorohs serve to preserve

ëlosed. syllabic long vowels on the underlying level of

representation.	 On a strictly synohronic intrasysternic

basis (i.e with no reference to Ashkenazic, cf. above 5
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nonalternating closed syllabic short vowels can only be

derived fron underlying short vowels as the closed syllabic

merger of both series of vowels is virtually conmiete.

Internal reconstruction, in summary, provides

a solution otosite to that esDoused by all established

theories in the field which are in agreement on the

historicity of Ooen Syllaole Lengthening (cf. §8.l4.).

9.3.	 Limited Comparative Reconstruction

The next step Is to confront the results of Internal

reconstruction with "safe" comparative reconstruction, that

is to say, comparative reconstruction making use only of

nondisputed. data. In the work at hand, this means ignoring

the vocalic system per se of any of the candidate Northwest

Semitic systems (Cf. §8.3). There are, however, two

crucial phonological features common to all these systems.

These are stress assignment and consonantal gemination. By

Including evidence of these two features In a comparative

survey with the Semitiô Component, a corrective can be

introduced to the results of internal reconstruction.

The thirty most important correspondences between Semitic

Component vocalism and that of Classical Tiberian, taking

into account stress differences and. gernination, are illustrated

by three representative items each In Table 76. The vocalism

provided is that of one version of the qualitative-quantitative
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interpretation of Tiberian vocalism (of. Table 14.9). We

cannot stress too strongly that the vocalic values assumed.

by this interpretation have no bearing in the limited

comparative reconstruction to be undertaken. They are

provided for convenience only, and can be replaced by the

values posited by any of the other systems. Thus for

example, the three items cited in Table 76.1 might equally

be rendered waa&1j, kal1j, Tnakjk.& (cf. Table 14.7); wacidIj.,

ka1l, makk. (cf. Table 14 .8);	 kal$j, makk (cf.

Table 51).	 It is stress and gemination that are at issue.

9.3.1. Correctives to Internal Reconstruction

Reexamjnatton of the results of int.rnal reconstruction

in light of classical gemination and stress, results in the

withdrawal of a number of the conclusions reached. The

evidence of vowels 14.1 and 42 (Tables 52-57) proved of no

value because of the synchronic complementary distribution

of the two in the Semitic Component of each Iciown Yiddish

dialect. Comparing the evidence of vowels 21 and 22 (Tables 58-63)

with their classical counterparts (Table 76.5,6,8,21), we find

that noncomplementation is, historically speaking, a mirage.

Open Syllable Lengthening, as in the Germanic Component from

which the rule would have been taken according to the adherents

of standard theory, applied only in stressed open syllables.

Now the syllables with vowel 21 in Pan Yiddish 1a1,
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may indeed be stressed and, open in all Imown varities

of Yiddish. Taking into account the prosodic structure of

the classical forms (Table 76 5,6) we find, that all three

were originally unstressed and would have been immune to

Early Lengthening in the history of Yiddish (k . 3; Table 1].)

at which time stress had not yet shifted to penultimate

position (7.3; Table 38).	 The relevant syllable in the

third cited item was originally closed and was opened

secondarily in the history of Yiddish in consequence of

consonantal degernination. Proceeding to vowels 11 and

12 (Tables 614-69), we find, that the classical cognates

of vM3, kj1 and niá	 (Table 76.1) are both unstressed

and in closed syllables, I e. doubly immune to lengthening,

and. historically soeaklng, in perfect complementary distribution

with vowel 12.	 Open Syllable Lengthening is only

coincidentally spurious in the syncFror4c phonology of the

modern Semitic Component because of historical stress shift

and degemination. Analogously, the spurious forms derived

via Open Syllable Lengthening amongst the high vowels (Tables

70-75) are cognate with unstressed closed syllabic classical

forms (cf. Table 76,9,16).	 The entire evidence of Internal

reconstruction Is thus rendered untenable because on purely

internal evidence, one is not in a position to reconstruct

sound shifts which have left no trace within the system of

the analyzed language (stress shift and degemination).
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Nevertheless, we do not consider the procedure to have been

a waste. To the contrary, the disconfirmation of the results

of the internal reconstruction undertaken itself leads us to

vita], new questions that must be confronted in any

comprehensive solution of the history of Semitic Component

vocalism. Inherent in the procedure of internal reconstruction

followed was the comparison of vowels participating in

alternations with the	 vowels in open and ólosed syllables

in nrialternating forms. The inherent limitation of the

method is that the possibility of a third relevant vowel, is

not considered. Now the prosodic comparison undertaken

(which nullified the internal results) showed that the vowels

synchronically in stressed open syllabic position were, in the

classical language, in unstressed syllables, in closed syllables

or both. This leads us to a new way of determinin whether

vowels L12, 22 and 12 in alternating (arid. nonalternatin.g) forms

are the result of Open Syllable Lengthening. Let us seek to

determine whether vowels identical with vowels Ll.l, 21 and 11 in

the classical language (although not necessarily identical with

them in Yiddish) occur in (originally) stressed open syllables,

and if they do, let us follow their fate in the Semitic

Comt,onent of the several Yiddish dialects.

9.3.2. Vowels Ll and. LI.2

Vowel Li.], occurs in the Semitic Component in stressed

open syllabic oosition in one known lexical item only -
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x3	 'non-Jewish holiday', but the Classical Tiberian cognate

is b.i1d, and, once again, the cognate classical vowel is

neither in stressed nor in open syllabic position (cf. Table

76.12). All other occurrences of vowel 141 in the Semitic

Component are in closed syllables (Table 76.13-15).	 Those

closed syllabic instances of Semitic Component 14 .1 cognate

with Classical Tiberian unstressed holem before disputed

shewa (and. which can, therefore, be interpreted in Classical

Hebrew as being in open or closed syllables) would have

been immune to Lengthening because they lacked. stress which

is just as vital a part of the structural description of

Lengthening as is open syllabic position (cf. Table 76.15).

The important point is that Semitic Component vowel 14.1 Is

never cognate with any stressed open syllabic Classical

Hebrew vowel which would have been vulnerable to Lengthening.

Limited comparative evidence therefore fails to confirm or

to disconfirin Open Syllable Lengthening with respect to

vowel 141.

9.3.3. Vowels 21, 22 and. 25

Vowel 21 in Semitic Component stressed. open syllabic

position Is cognate with Tiberian unstressed. open syllabic

hatef segol (a virtual allograph of segol). Unlike the various

cognates of vowel 141, stressed oDen syllabic segol does indeed

occur in Tiberian. It constitutes a breakthrough for the
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reconstruction of the relevant Drotovowels. Now Tiberian

stressed open syllabic segol is cognate with neither 21 nor

22 but with Pan Yiddish vowel 25, a diaohoneme resulting

from Germanic Conmonent Oren Syllable Lengthening (of. §4.3;

Table 11).	 According to the accepted theories, which

insist that	 originally the Semitic Component was

characterized by five short vowels whicri then underwent

lengthening, all three diaDhonemes, 21, 22 and 25, would

ultimately result from a unitary Proto Yiddish *// phoneme

as illustrated in Table 77. In following through the

position maintained by standard theory in an attempt to

confirm or d.isconfirm, we have framed the environments

from which each of the three diaphonemes result from the

presumed unitary Proto Yiddish *//, Workin from the

correspondences between vowels 21, 22 and 25 and the

orosodic structure of their classical cognates (Table 76.5-

8, 21-22, 29) it is readily determined that vowel 21 (Pan

Yiddish ) results in closed syllables (e.g. jiar 'mayb&,

d. 'ghost' raiternating with plural MEY .ád.iin II NEY jim II

NWY j.d.ni with vowel 22J) and, originally unstressed open and.

closed syllables (e.g. xna 'true'; bLt	 'rabbinical

permission'); vowel 22 in open syllables regardless of original

stress (e.g. MEY brá.jr. 'choice', sájf9r '(traditional) book' U

NEY br,ji,	 jf	 II NWY brJr, .ajj.f,r); vowel 25 in

originally stressed open syllables (e.g. MEY rjg. 'moment' U
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NEY rk U NWY rëgt). Turning from this general statement to

a proposid. sound shift in the more narrow sense of the

term, including isolated environments, we will be able to

test its viability.	 The two most obvious possibilities are

illustrated in Table 78. The first is a hypothesis that

original *// is Drocessed. by Lengthening and, becomes vowel

22 in all ooen syllables. This shift clearly fails to

account for the data. Although it correctly leaves closed

syllabic	 I, h&t untouched and. correctly gives

MEY brájr,	 [1 NEY brjr,	 jfn l NWY br1jr.,	 j1,

it also produces spurious MEY •áijiia, •rájg It NEY •ejjnas.,

•rejg3 II NWY • jm3, •ijzi.	 Discarding this possibility,

we proceed to examine its Opposite nunmer, Open Syllable

Lengthening of an original *// to vowel 25 (Table 78, column

2). This shift correctly leaves closed syllabic	 1,

htr untouched, and correctly gives MEY réjg II NEY r.gi U

NWY x4ga.	 It also produces spurious MEY •jrnes, •brr,

•sjfr II- NEY •brr,. •sft	 jy	 •sfar

(Northeastern Yiddish has fewer spurious forms because the

dialect has merged vowels 2]. and. 25 as unitary Northeastern

Yiddish 
l/25• 

Trying to salvage standard theory by further

specifying the environment with respect to (original) stress

assignment is equally futile. The four most salient

possibilities within this more specific framework are



i. *// > Vowel
in (all) open
syllables

fer, kd., htr

bij5ra
breJr

ME!
NE!
NW!

ME!
NE!
NW!
	

jfr

2O

Table 78: Consequences of General Open
Syllable Lengthening of Unitary *//

ME! .ájrns
NE! •áa
NW! •Lma

ME! •ra1g:i
NE! •x4jg
NW!. .r€jg

22	 I 2. *// > Vowel 25
in (all) open
syllables

b.&tiz

I
I-
I
I ME!
I NE! ____
NW! •emaa

I
I
1
I
I ME! •breJx.
I NE! •brEr
NW!

I
ME! •aéif.
NE! •s4f3r
NW! •faz

I
I
I

INE! rj7.
I NE! 4g.-
NW! ga

I
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illustrated in Table 79. 	 Column 1 illustrates *// > vowel

22 in stressed open syllables, which gives spurious •bzz.

(Proto // would escape Lengthening because of the originally

ultimate stress assignment; cf. Table 76.21) and spurious

ME! •rjg U NEY •ieJ	 II NWY •rjjg. Column 2 examines

the consequences of */e/ > vowel 25 in stressed open syllables,

which gives sDurlous •1rjtri and. MEY • sj.jf	 U NEY •.aj iz II

NWY • sjfr. Attempting to restrict the rule to originally

unstressed syllables (not a very likely alternative on phonetic

grounds), Column 3 tests *//> vowel 22 in originally

unstressed syllables, giving spurious ?IEY •&jjns, •sfx

•ri.g. U NEY •&ilrraa, • far II NWY •Ljm, •sfx, •rg3.

Finally, *I/ > vowel 25 in unstressed open syllables is
examined in Column and is found, to give spurious MEY •tim,

•bréjri, 'fir, •ri II NEY	 •af9r' H NW! •ms,

•brerQ, •skfa, •rgi.

Any number of additional routes could be dreamed

up (e.g. Proto *// > gives 25 In originally stressed open

syllables, vowel 22 in originally unstressed open syllables)

but the exercise would be equally futile and. there is really

no point in carrying out additional experiments on the

fallacious sound shift espoused by standard theory. It is

far more interesting to examine the logical fallacy of the

standard opinion. The only way to derive three distinct

reflexes (vowels 21, 22 and. 25) from a unitary protovowel
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is to demonstrate differences in conditioning environments

relatable to distinct reflexes. 	 This could not be attained

in the case at hand because of	 of environment

(single overlao would, of course, be sufficient to disconfirm

the derivation of all three vowels from a single source). The

double overlap is illustrated in Table 80 by the two wavy

lined boxes	 The first overlap is that of the originally

unstressed ooen syllabic environment, shared by the types

Pan Yiddish iia (vowel 21) and MEl brájr. U NEY bré1r U

NWY brjr. (vowel 22). The second encompasses the

originally stressed open syllabic environment, shared by

the types MEL sAjf3r. It NEY s&j	 It NWY sJfr (vowel 22)

and MEl	 II NEY rica U NWY rg (vowel 25).

The only possible explanation is that vowels 21, 22

and 25 stern from w distinct orotovowels, one of whicti

was subject to lengthening in a specified environment. The

obvious candidate is vowel 21 which was processed by

Lengthening to vowel 25 in 	 ooen syllables. The

crovosed scenario is illustrated In. Table 81. Vowel 21/25

results from Proto Yiddish	 which was lengthened in stressed

open syllables to 25 (hence HEY rjg II NEY ra II M'/Y rii)

and remained (21) in all other Dosition.s (hence ?an Yiddish

h1 htr). Vowel 22 results from Proto Yiddish

*A, an oriinal1y long vowel which underwent various phonetic

changes in various dialects but which was never subjected to

phonemic sD!it (hence EY brár3, aáiii U IEY br.jri, sjf	 U
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NW! zii, sjfr). The effects of the proposed scenario,

along with the relevant conditioning environments, are

sketched In Table 82.

To swn u, the Semitic Component . vowels carmot

derive from a five vowel system of the Sephardic or

Palestinian variety (cf. Table 51). They derive from a

system which distinguished t . phonemes. Whether these

were distinguished. by quality alone (e. vs. ) as in the

seven vowel interoretation of Tiberia.n vocalism (Table 47),

by quantity alone (. vs.	 as in the Kimchian version

of Ttberian. (Table 48) or by both (. vs. ) as in the

qualitative-quantitative interoretation (Table 49) is not

particularly im'oortant from a phonological point of view

where the fact of opposition is the only relevant matter.

If a choice is to be made, however, we prefer the

qualIt.tive-quantitative version which is more in accord

with the phonological history of Yiddish dialects and parallel

Germar.ic developments. Besides dIsroving the Sephardic type

orotosystem espoused by standard theory, reconstruction

further disconrirrns the possibility of a Babylonian-like

system (Table 50). No known variety of Yiddish exhibits

a merger of e. and. a ohonemes. Having reduced. the number

of oossibll±ties with resoect to the mid front vowels, let

us turn to the mid, back and low vowels.
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9.3.14.. Vowels 11, 12 and 13'o

Vowel 11 in Semitic Component stressed oPen. syllabic

osition is cognate with Tiberia.n unstressed closed syllabic

oathah (Table 76.1), and, with Tiberian unstressed oten

syllabic hater cathah (Table 76.2). Like stressed open

syllabic segol, stressed oen syllabic athah occurs in

Tiberian, once again affording us the opportunity of following

its development in Yiddish with an eye toward comparison

with the more common reflexes of qames and pathah in Yiddish.

Unlike stressed ooen syllaoic segol, the reflexes of stressed

open syllabic athah do not coincide entirely (i.e.

georahical1y and hono1ogica11y) with those of any one

Germanic Comonent vowel. For the sake of clarity, Germanic

Comonent vowel 13 (cf. above Table 1.11), giving Southwestern

arid idwestern (collectively Southern Western) Lid..ish

. (n"ered wIth Western Yiddish A24,,), Mjdeastern Yiddish U.,

Ncrtheastern Yiddish 1 and Northwestern Yiddish , (the latter

three mered with the local reflexes of vowel 12) may be renamed

vowel ija.	 Semitic Ccmconent reflexes of lengthened .a vowels

may be called vowel 13b. In dialects other than Southern

Western YiddIsh, Germanic Com ponent vowel 13a was rounded to

Old Yicld.ish *,Q13a and develo'oed. thereafter in complete unison.

with vowel 12 with which it merged.	 Semitic Component vowel

l3'b - cognate with stressed open syllabic tathah -
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remained. identical with vowel 13a only on the territory of

Southern Western Yiddish where 13a never rounded and therefore

never merged with 12 (hence Southern Western Yiddish

In Northwestern Yiddish 13b retained its unrounded quality

(while l3a merged with 12) giving Northwestern Yiddish ãI13b/2yz.

In the greater Dart of Eastern Yiddish (including Northeastern,

Southeastern and the more easterly portions of Mideastern Yiddish)

Semitic CornDonent vowel 13b lost length and remerged with its

etvrnon, vowel 11. In an area roughly congruent with Congress

Poland, vowel 13b retains length, aooearing as ., merged with

?ideastern Yiddish a3k (e. g . n.	 'nine',	 . 'wine'). Needless

to say, our reconstruction can proceed. using evidence from

those areas where 13b retains an Identity seoarate from the

other two vowels under consideration - 11 and 12. Two

of our three sarnDle dialects, Mideastern and Northwestern

Yiddish, meet this criterion but for the sake of consistency

all three r11l be used. to suoort the reoresentatlon of the

diathonene.	 Note that idete	 1ddis is used in this

section in the more restricted sense of the territory

of Congress PoIar4 arid esecially of its more westerl y regions.

According to acceted theory, which Insists that

the Semitic CoriDonent was originally characterized by five

short vowels which secondarily underwent lengthening, all

three diaDhonernes, 11, 12 and 13b, would ultimately result from

a unitary Proto Yiddish */L/ phoneme as illustrated in Table
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83.	 Once again, it is necessary, 	 in order to follow

through the position maintained, by stan1ard theory, to Vraiie

the environments from which each of the three d,iarhonemes

are oresurned, to result from a unitary Proto Yid,d,ish *//•

Working from the corresondences between vowels 11, 12

and. 13b and the prosodic structure of their classical

cognates (Table 76.1-4, 19-20, 28). it is readily determined.

that vowel 11 (Pan Yiddish a, except in Southeastern Yiddish

where it has been rounded in most environments to ,, merging

with vowel 41; cf. above Table 8) results in closed syllables

(e.g ni&1k 'queen', prat 'detail' [alternating with plural ?EY

____ II NEY	 tjj, U NWY ptam with vowel 12]) and

originally unstressed open and closed syllaDles (e.g. xázr

'oig', avâc1 'certainly') vowel 12 in open syllables regardless

of original stress (egg. TEY	 'peace', jirn 'f or itself' ii

NEY jlrti, 1irni U NWY 	 llm) vowel 13b in originally

stressed open syllables (e.g. MEY pxd 'fear' U IEY oxd tt

NWY pj.x,jd.). Turning from this general statement to a proposed

sound shift in the more narrow sense of the term, once again

including isolated environments, we will be able to test its

vabi1ity. The two most obvious possibilIties are

illustrated in Table 84. The results encountered are

analogous to those obtained. from aoolication of the same

procedure to vowels 21, 22 and, 25 (9.3.3),	 Application

of // > vowel 12 In ooen syllables (Table 84, column 1),

while correctly leaving caa_1k, at and, aá untouched, arid.
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ME! 13m
NEY 1am-
NW! sol

MEY
NE! •thirT1
NW! •ini

ME! 1imi
NE! lia

V.4NW! 1isrrQ.

4ME! •1im,
NE! ___
NW! 2i.
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Table 8L.: Consequences of General Open
Syllable Lengthening of Unitary *//

1. *// > Vowel 12
in (all) open
syllables

t, av.ã-

2. */U > Vowel 13b
in (all) open
syllables

álk, rat, av5

ME! •XZ3
	

ME! •xzi
NEY___	 NE! xáa.i
NW! •xozz
	

NW! •xAzix

NE! •:aüx
	 MEY pzd

NEY
	

NE! xi1
NW!
	

NW! a1X&
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correctly giving MEY ülm, lirn. U NEY 19m, lirn ft NWY

1im5, also oroduces sDurious MEY 	 •pix. U

NEY •x33r.,. •j & U NWY •xz, • xi&. Its opposite

number, application of // > vowel 13b In open syllables

(Table 8L., column 2), while leaving álk, orat and. aâd.

untouched, and. correctly giving NEY p 1xd. U NEY àxid II

NWY	 generates spurious MEY •xãzr, • ãlrn, •lim U

NEY •l3m, •J j aâ. II NWY •xãzr, • ãia, •lim.	 Here

again, trying to salvage standard. theory by further

s'Decifyin.g the environment with resoect to (original) stress

assignment is equally futile. The four most salient

oossibilities are illustrated in Table 8.5. 	 Column 1

illustrates *// > vowel 12 in stressed open syllables,

which gives surious • âDj. (Proto *// would escape

Lengthening because of the originally ultimate stress

assignment; cf Table 76.19) and surious NEY 	 11 NEY

•pxci Ii NWY •3x.	 Column 2 examines the consequences

of /L/ > vowel l3b in stressed open syllables, giving spurious

.âlrn and. MEY .1irn. Ii NEY •1jj U NWY •1im.

Restricting the sound shift to unstressed. syllables, column

3 examines // > vowel 12 in unstressed open syllables, which

gIves sur1ous	 and	 •xüzx, •áxd ii NEY •xz	 h

NWY •xzr, •jza.. Finally, column L disconfirms */U > vowel

13b in (originally) unstressed coen syllables, whicn gives

•uJth and. I"!EY
	

• Aira, • thx.ad. I NEY th2 I

•xziz,
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Rather than. construct further spurious sound shifts,

we turn to determining the fallacy of standard theory.

It is, in fact, the same fallacy encountered above with

resoect to vowels 21, 22 and 2 (9.3.3 ) . There is a

double overlao of environment, illustrated by the two

wavy line boxes in Table 8'5.	 The environment of xáz..ai

(originally unstressed ooen syllabic) overlaps completely

with that of NEY ii1ini II NEY l3ra U NWY J3Ju. That of MEY

iJinii Il NEY U.mi U NWY LL. (originally stressed ooen

syllabic) overlaps with that of ?EY 	 II NEY	 II

NWY

The only possible exolanation is that vowels 11, 12

and. 13b stem from trn orotovowels, one of which was subject

to lengthening. Naturally the candidate for lengthening is

that vowel for which lengthening can be oosited as a shift

conditioned by a definable environment. 	 The pr000sed

scenario is illustrated in Table 87. Proto Yiddish *a11,,

underwent lengthenin" to vowel 13 (13a in the Germanic

Comoenent, 13b in the Semitic Comoonent) in stressed open

syllables, and remained, short (vowel 11) in all other

etivirori'nents.	 Vowel 12 was long and has remained long.

he effects o' the roosed scenario, using trotovowels

and s'ecified, conditioning environments as the ooint of

deoarture, are illustrated in Table 88.
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Reconstruction of the mid. back and, low vowels is

symmetrical with the results obtained from the mid, front

vowels.	 The Semitic Cornonent vowel system cannot derive

from a five vowel system of the Se phardic or Palestinian

variety (Cf. Table 51). It derives from a system which

distinguishes two lower mid and, low vowels, 11/13 and 12

(in additton, of course, to the nondi souted LI.1 and 42).

4hether the ?roto Yiddish cognates of Tiberian qames

and pathah were distinguished by quality alone (.a vs. a) as

in the seven vowel interpretation of Tiberian vocalism (Table

47), by quantity alone (. vs. a.) as in the Kirnchian version

of Tiberian (Table 48) or by both ( vs. a) as in the

qualitative-quantitative interpretation (Table 49) is of

secondary interest. 	 The onposition between the two is the

only Dhono1ogcally inmortant fact. If a choice is to be

made, however, we azain opt f or the qualitative-quantitative

version which is more in accord with the e7id,ence of Yiddish

dialectolo'y (vowel 12 invariably aDear as a long rounded

vowel or a reflex thereof in a noxi-length distinguishing area),

German dta1ecto1ov (of. :ra1 19 01) and Hebrew manuscript

evidence (cf. Eirnbaurn 1931).

9.3.5. Vowels 31 and 32

The DhonerI ic opposition between vowels 31 and 32 in

olDen syllabic oosition in the Semitic Coonei,t of YIdii,sh
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dialects is a secondary develoDrnent resulting directly from

stress shift and. deernination. 	 By exDerirenta1ly reinstating

ultirrate stress assignment and, consonantal gemination, the

distribution between the two is rendereci complementary.

Thus, for example, the 31. vs. 32 oDposition in Mideastern

Yiddish x{d . 'new/original idea; remarkable events vs.
xc1	 'Chassidi.sm', while synchronically valid, is

historically conrnlernentary because the i. vowel in the first

cited item was originally in unstressed closed syllabic

!Dosition, that of the second item in ocen syllabic position

(cf. Classical Tiberian	 di vs. hsii).	 The residual

evid.ence of ocen vs closed syllabic alternation of 32 and

31 in Yiddish dialects (cf § 9.2.4, 9.2.41) indicates

that these two form an integral part of the process that

has resulted. in the alternations even if the distinction was

at first allophonic.	 Length distinguishing versions of

Tiberian likewise regard the two as compleentary in

Classical Hebrew (cf. Tables 48-49; 73.9,23).

9.3.6. Vowels 51 and. 52

The situation is analogous to that of vowels 31 and.

32. Synchronic ocen syllabic ocositions are historically

cornclernentary.	 Thus, for examle, the oocosition between

Mideastern Yiddish	 and !.52 and. ilorthwestern Yiddish
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52 may well be s yrxchronically valid in items such as

Mideatern Yiddish 	 'partner' vs. rt	 'ienny' U

Northwestern Yiddish &f vs. prti. The classical forms

are utt31. and. priit, where the vowel in the first is

in a closed syllable.	 The residual evidence of open

vs. closed syllaoic alternations of 52 and 5]. in Yiddish

dialects (of.	 9.2.4, 9.2.42) indicates that all the high

vowels were part of the process which resulted In the

alternations. The co'nparative evidence points to a

cornolementary allophonic status of the Proto Yiddish *j vs.

j and " vs.	 oopositions. Length distinguishing

versions of Tiberian regard vowels 5]. and 52 (like 31 and

32) as complementary in Classical Hebrew (of. Tables 11.8-11.9;

76.16,27) .

9.3.7. Results of Limited. Cormarative Reconstruction

I Safe It comoarative reconstruction (making use only

of nondisouted Northwest Semitic data. has not provided

decisive results concerning the historical validIty of

Open Syllable Lengthening (standard theory) with respect

to the alternations involving the pairs 41 and. 42, 31 and. 32,

5]. and. 52, or with resoect to the very existence of the

1on enther of each oa±r.	 1herever the language does

orovide evidence in the form of a firm ohonemic ocoosition in
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identical environments - the pairs 21 and. 22, 11 and.

12 - limited comparative reconstruction firmly disproves

standard theory.	 Vowel 22 cannot be a lengthened vowel

21 because vowel 25 is the lengthened 21. 	 Likewise, vowel

12 cannot be a lengthened vowel 11 because vowel 13 is the

lengthened 11.	 As the 2]. '' 22 and. the 11	 12 alternations

cannot result from O'oen Syllable Lengthening, they must

result - as the only 1oical alternative - from

Closed Syllable Shortening. 	 Moreover, it is obvious

that the 41 42, 31 32 and 51 52 alternations (where

there is no comparative evidence) are part of the same

orocess as the 21 22 and 11 12 alternations (where

comparative evidence d.isconfirrns Ooen Syllable Lengthening).

We therefore conclude that ce of the alternations result

from Open Syllable Lengthening; Analogously the Drool that

vowels	 22 and 12 were originally long (rather than being

ortinally short vowels orocessed. secondarily by Lengthening)

disconfirtns the general notion that the ?roto Semitic Comoonent

had. five short vowels only. There is therefore no reason

to acceot the notii. with resoect to vowels 42, 32 and. 52

"rhich can safely be rearded. as being originally long (albeit

originally allothonic). 	 3efore oroceeding to the actual

reconstruction of the semnental and dynamic ohonology of the

Drotosystem, and, the 1mlications for the history of Yiddish,

we shall riake use of transc000nent reconstruction to check

our results.
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9.L..	 Transcomr,onent Reconstruction

Transcorirnonent Reconstruction can help to determine

whether or not the Semitic Comoonent long vowels (in

alternating and nonalternating forms alike) result from

Ooen Syllable Lengthening engendered by the well known

development in German.	 The method tr000sed is

stra1ghtforwar.. It entails investigating the circumstances

of the Germanic rule and the transposition of these

circumstances to a'otrooriate Semitic Component forms.

9.)4.l. Stress as a Conditioning and. Causative Factor

German.ists are in unanimous agreement that Open

Syllable Lengthening aoolied. under wordstress only (cf. Paul

188)4: 102; 'oser 1916; Behaghel 1928: 27)4-280; Penzl

1975: 113- 11 5 ).	 In. fact, scholars who have gone

beyond the descriptive requirement of framing the conditioning

environment to consider the actual causation of Lengthening,

are agreed that stress was the orimary causative factor.

Weinhold (1883; 15) argues that 0oen Syllable Lengthening

arose In consequence of the strengthening of primary wordstress,

itself a result of ccrnoensation for the weakening of secondary

affixal stress. 	 Paul (1975: 52) likewise regards Germanic

stress as the factor resoonsible for lengthening, basing his
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position upon phonetic details of vowel production. For

Kranzmayer (l95: 11), Open Syllable Lengthening is part
of a chain shift, and arose in comensation for the

weakening of Old High German fully 0000sitlonal posttonio

vowels to 2, as part of the well known Germanic tendency

toward isochronic rhythm.	 What is common to all the

interiDretations is the rimacy of word stress in the causation

of ODen Syllable Lengthening.

Taking the Germanic rule (which is of course

equally valid f or the Germanic Component in Yiddish, of. above

V[+iongj/	 --
r+ stress]

we are in a os1tion to transcornonentally test the validity

of Semitic Comonent Open Syllable Lengthening.	 Genuine

instances of Semitic Component Oven Syllable Lengthening

are orocessed only under original word.stress. Originally

unstressed syllables escape Lengthening as stress shift to

oenultimate oosition occurred after Lengthening (of. above

7.3; Katz 1980b).	 The evidence of transcomponent
reconstruction is sketched in Taole 89.	 The first column

illustrates the lengthening of Middle High German , . and

. (cf. Yiddish diaphonemes 13a, 25 and. L1.2). Each of the

examoles cited. illustrates an item lengthened und.er word.stress

followed by a slot f or the corresoonding vowel in unstressed
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position.	 This slot will usually be empty because unstressed

vowels will generally have been reduced to i. 	 One could,

with reservations, oosit	 as the unstressed. a1lop,onic

counterpart of one of the stressed e. vowels, but this would

in any case not be cognate with any Yiddish d.iaphoneme. The

diaphonemic system concerns the stressed vowel systems of

Yiddish dialects (including, of course, vowels to which

stress has shifted in the Semitic Component).

The second. column in Table 89 examines the two

cases of genuine Open Syllable Lengthening in the Semitic

Component, 11 > 13 and. 21 > 25. 	 Again, we use Tiberian

forms to stand in f or a general system not bound by any

of the several reading traditions, for the sake of convenience.

For the argument at hand, all that is relevant is stress and.

syllable structure of the cited forms. 	 Classical Tiberian

and r±	 are processed by Oven Syllable Lengthening

because the restective . and vowels meet the structural

descr1tion of the shift which calls for wordstress. The

cognate Yiddish diaohonemes are therefore vowels l3b and 25.
Classical hzr and Lni 	 escape Lengthening because of lack

of stress. The cognate Yiddish dlathonemes are therefore

vowels 11 and 21.

Let us now turn to surious Ooen Syllable Lengthening

- vowels 12, 22 and 42 which standard. theory ascribes in

the Semitic Comonent to the Lengthening of vowels 11, 21 and 41.
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Limited comparative reconstruction (9.3) was able to

determine that 12 and. 22 are not lengthenings of 11 and 21,

but was unable to provide evidence with respect to vowel

2.	 Transcomponent Reconstruction can, however, deal

with all three.	 As is evident from Table 89, column 3,
vowels 12, 22 and. 4.2 (unlike 13b and. 25) appear irti3Z.S
of classical stress.	 Tiberian qanies, whether in

or 5Thm, atoears as the caine vowel 12.	 Sere, whether

in	 or	 appears as vowel 22.	 Holern, whether

in öx or	 aopears as vowel 14.2.	 There is one

oossible explanation for the appearance of vowels 12, 22 and

14.2 in the Semitic Component. They were originally long, and

were not processed. by Open Syllable Lengthening.

9 . Li. 2. Lengthening-Blocking Consonants

Another salient feature of Germanic Corirnonent Doen

Syllable Lengthening is its failure to auoly oreceding

certain consonants, most notably // and /x/.	 Table 90,

column 1, cites four cases and two illustrative items for

each, of the effects of // and /x/	 Colurrin 2 cites

corresr)ondin Semitic Comoonent forms where // and. /x/

have no effect, evidently because the oreceding vowels were

never orocessed by Lengthening. Germanic Comoonent lengthening

of *// is blocked by ,'/ and /x/, hence Middle H1h Jerran
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Table 90: Transcomonent Reconstruction:
Semitic Component CounterDarts of Germanic
r-rnt Lthn1 nq-91ki	 Cnant

iani c.	 amporflt.

1. Lengthening of
is blocked by Is!:

MHG	 wjahe2l:
MEY, NEY, NWY thaw,

'nibble',	 'wash' p
(Vii)

Seitti.	 Comprter.t

-V..'
1. Cf. CT	 aQn,
uli.t: MEl
'language',
'plain' U NEY ls;,

it U NWY ib1,
post (V 12)

2. Lengthening of
is blocked by /x/:
NHG 2iezl,	 chen:
MEY, NEY, N','IY liz.;
'laugh', rziáx, 'make' 	 I
(Vii)

3. Lengtheninof //
is blocked by /s!:
MHG gedso.he,
;ross . : MEY NEZ, NWY1
g9&in 1threshed',

'penny'
(VLi.l)

I

14., Lengthening of /o/I
is blocked by /x/: I

MHG gbroehe1, kch1:!
MEl, NEY, NWY g9r
'broken',	 'cook'
(v14.0

2. Cf. CT hxm,
MEl xñx

'(iro.) wise man',
'male' U NEY

jxam,	 xr U NWY
xoxr, zix.r (V 12)

3. Cf. CT jr
tv: MEl ______
'justice', tji
'(long time) resident'
U MEl jjz,

II NWY jjisr, t.aua

(V 14.2)

1. • Cf CT dha9,
1e: MEl •J
'dearth', kz.ia
'strength' U NEY
dxk,	 U NWY
diuçk, kiva s cu
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nache., liaj1, 1ache.,	 correspond not with MEY

•ziA., •liix, •mx U NEY •nj ;, •j ;, •1x,	 U NWY

	

ne;,	 •Ix, • x (vowel ija) but with nonlengthened.

n., zá, J.áx.,	 (vowel 11).	 Had Semitic Component

vowel 12 been the result of Germanic inspired Open Syllable

Lengthening, it too would have escaped lengthening before

/s! and /x/. In fact, however, Semitic Component 12 apears

freely before these consonants, e g. MEY 1iThn,	 thx3m

	

I	 p	 . yzur ii iEY lisri.,	 ist,	 zx	 ii NWY ln, p.t,

xx.ra, zxir, rather than •1ãn, áht, • cáxini, 'thxir.

Analogously, Germanic Component lengthenin of *// is

blocked. by these consonants, hence Middle High German

go.chen, koche do not correspond with

MEY •gdrJJ., •gr6jj;, •g9br,jç,, •kjx U NEY

•grj!3, g rjx, ki.1x II NWY	 'ul, •;i.;,

•g3ru.x., •kux (vowel L4.2) but with nonlengthened

r, kcx, (vowel 41). Semitic Component

42 appears freely before these consonants, e.g. MEY jjj1i,

54i, dijk, kjx	 U NEY 44j3r, t4j,	 k4j..x	 U

NWY ,jfu3!',	 duxi1c, kuxa. rather than •j3r,

• .ixa. Consonants caab1e of blocking Open Syllable

Lengthening could not do so in the case of Semitic Comoonent

vowels 12 and 42 where there was no lengthening to block.
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9,4.3. Th.ision of Germanic and Semitic Component Vowels

We have consistently referred to vowels 12, 22, 32, 42,

52 in the Semitic ComDonent. 	 In so doing, we have been

making reference to the Pan Yiddish systematization of

vocalic diaohonemes (of. Table 1). This is a synchronic

systematization relating geograDhically disDarate realizations

in common lexical items to each other. No historical

conclusions need be drawn from the use of these numbers

in the system aswehave been emDloying it. The original

system as Dosited by Max Weinreich differs from our modification

thereof, as exolained. above (4.l), in that we have omitted

four	 diathonemes posited by Weinreich - vowels 23, 33,

43 and 53 - on the grounds that they have no unique empirical

counteroarts in known varieties of Yiddish. They are fully

identical with 22, 32, 42 and 52 resoectively, and their

seoaration from the 02 series (originally long vowels) is

accomolished solely on the basis of comoarison with Middle

High 3eran cognate forms Where Middle High German disolays

a short vowel subject to lengthening, Wein.reich olaces the

vowel in the 03 series.	 To this extent, the Wejnreich

system is oartially a orotos ystem.	 Following standard

theory, Weinreich naturally olaces all of the Semitic Comoonent

long vowels in the 03 series, and uses their place'nent in

the protosyste r ir.. conjunction with standard theory (cf.

M. Weinreich 1973: II, 334, 352-354 ). For the history of the
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problem it is noteworthy that in the original version of

his Pan Yiddish vowel system, Weinreich (1960a: 66-68)

left open the question of whether to assign aPproDriate

Semitic Component forms to vowel 12 or 13, &'2 or 14.3, 52

or 53. He assigned vowels 22 and 32 unequivocally to

Semitic Comoonent forms. 	 In the later version, Weinreich

brouht his system into line with his theory of a primeval

Sephardic five short vowel tyoe system with later long

vowels regarded as results of Open Syllable Lengthening.

In some cases, there is hardly any Germanic evidence in

favour of a 03 vowel and long vowel Semitic Component

forms are used - circularly, in our view - to

corroborate the existence of the diaohoneme. Such a

case is vowel 53, where the only Germanic Comoonent

items provided by Weinreich (1973: II, 355) to illustrate

the diaphoneme are (in Standard. Yiddish) d.t 'you' nd

'well!; come on!'. Synchronically there is no justification

for this classification because length distinguishing dialects

such as Mideastern and. Northwestern Yiddish do not distinguish

51/52 in word final stressed oosition, and ?"ideastern Yiddish

and •, like Northwestern Yiddish •d. and.	 are

synchrcnically spurious as the 51/52 merger in word final

position is ohonetically in favour of 52. Historically,

the notion of a Germanic Component vowel 53 becomes more

nebulous still in light of the Middle High Gerian parallel
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forms with u, as Weinreich (1973: IV, 377) himself notes.

Vowel 53 is a Dhantom vowel.

Now comDarative reconstruction U 9.3) has demonstrated
that Semitic Component 12 and 22 could not represent lengthened

11 and. 21. Transcomponent reconstruction (9.4), corroborating

these results, extended the proof to vowel 42, which is shown

to have been originally long.	 While disproving standard

theory and demonstrating the original existence of long vowels,

it is still not discounted. that vowels 12, 22 and. 14.2, although

distinct from their short counteroarts, could have developed

in thonetic unison with Germanic lengthened. vowels. If one

uses the seven vowel version of Tiberian (Table 14.7) as the

Doint of d.eoarture, then it would follow that Proto l2'

-22 and. °2L2 were originally short and. underwent phonetic

lengthening in line with Coen Syllable Lengthening, although

they were distinct from the protovowels 11, 21 and 41. Within

the framework of the seven vowel system, this would be tenable

only with respect to 22 and	
which would. be distinct from

2l and	 It would. not be tenable with respect to 12

which would. then be identical with

Every historical linguist mows that comolete merger

does not lend. itself to reconstruction. To the extent that

series 2 vowels have merged with series 03 vowels in all

varieties of Yiddish, there is no emoirical way of determining

whether the ?rcto Semitic Component long vowels developed.
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in	 unison with originally long or with secondarily

lengthened Middle High German vowels.- The seven, vowel version Is

disqualified at least with respect to the overlao between

12 and Li.l. In terms of Tiberian raphemes, thatisto say

that the Semitic Comoonent cannot derive from a system where

the cognate of Tiberlan qarnes was a single phone. 	 The

primeval distinction between vowels 12 (open syllabic

qames) 11 (oriIna11y stressed closed, syllabic qaxnes)

and 41 (origInally unstressed closed syllabic qames) serves to

demonstrate that the system Yiddish derives from did,

in fact distinguish unstressed closed syllabic qanies

(qarnes qatan) from qames in other positions, and the

evidence of Yiddish disconfirrns those opinions claiming

that it was an Invention of normativist grammarians.

We have no Droof that vowels 22 and 42 were distinguished

from their series 01 counteroarts, vowels 21 and 41 by

more than quality alone (i.e. 	 22 vs	 and. 
42 

VS•

* 1 41 ) but there is no good structural reason to assume that

vowel 12 was d,istinuished by length (and. quality) as an

anomaly	 'urther, the orimeval status of the high vowels,

can best be determined tentatively by analoEy with the

other vowels in the systei There is no reason to assume

that vowels 32 and 52 were oroducts of lengthening when

we know from the case of other vowels that the orotosystem

dId. have long vowels.

Tie have throughout the work at hand reta±ned one
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of Max Wethreich's series 03 vowels - vowel 13, because

unlike vowels 23, 33, 143 and 53, it does indeed, have a unique

emnirically discernible reflex in some varieties of Yiddish.

This Drovid.es an ideal oportunity for determining whether

the vowel we have throughout been calling Semitic Cornoonent

vowel 12 (cf. e.g. Table 76.19) did. in fact develop with

unambiguous 'ermari.ic Component vowel 12 (cf. Table 1.6)

or with Germanic CoinDonent vowel 13, which we have In the

present chaDter' soecified. further to vowel 13a (cf. Table

1.11). We have proven that Semitic Component "12" (i.e.

MEY II NEY a 1 NWY ,) does not constitute a lengthened

Se1tj	 vowel 11.	 If the Semitic Component entered

Yiddish thirng or fQUwing the lengthening of stressed.

open syllabic Middle High German a. (and the congruent

develooment in the Germanic Comoonent of Yiddish), it would.

be oossible to assume that Semitic Cornoonent 	 (for ooen

syllabic qames as in the Kimcnlan system, of. Table L 8) underwent

develooment with Germanic Component vowel 13a, while *a (for

oathah l and Closed syllabic stressed. qamesj), merged. with

Germanic Component vowel 11, and was lengthened to 13b in

stressed. oten syllabic oosition. This scenario would.

oresume that the ohonetic cuality of ooen syllabic qar'ies in

the speech of the first Yiddish speakers was closest to tue

contemporary stage o: the development of 13a. 	 ore
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irnDortantly, the determination that Semitic Component forms

fused with Germanic Comoonent vowel 12 (cognate with the

unambiguously originally long normalized riddle High

German ) would further corroborate the results of comoarative

and. transconmonent reconstruction and, add still more oroof

to the disconfirmation of standard theory. The 0000site

result, determination that Semitic Comoonent " vowel 12" forms

are actually vowel 13IaJ forms - as claimed by Iax

Weinreich (1973: II, 352) would. seem to indicate that the

early Yiddish cognate of Tiberian coen syllabic qarnes

- although distinct from oathah - was ohonetically an

vowel which underwent lengthening and rounding.

Obviously, the resolution of this match-up problem

- the only case where the actual fusion between Germanic

and. Semitic Comoonent vowels can be tested (because of the

ermirical reality of Germanic Component 13[aJ) - cannot

oroceed. in any of the modern dialects of Yiddish, where 13a

and 12 are wholly 'nerged. Gerzon (1902: 20-21) and Saoir

(191:	 239) took note of the inseoarability of the modern

Yiddish cognates of riddle High German a. and lengthened a.

Prilutski. (l92': 514., 57-58), conmaring Yiddish with Jerrnan

ohcnology, claimed that the comolete overlaD between the

two is a special characteristic of Yiddish. 	 In fact, the

issue of vowels 12 and 13a	 jj the Germanic Conmonent has
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been a subject of heated debate among Yiddish scholars.

Nineteenth century German-Jewish scholars, who were on

the whole not oarticularly interested in emphasizing

un-German. features of the Germanic ComDonent in Yid.d.ish,

generally transcribed <a f or gra'ohemic representations

of older Yiddish texts cognate with both r'7iddle High

German . and, lengthened. a in line with the . realizations

of Modern Standard German (e.g. Modern German Aen. 'evening',

baen 'blow', La.e1	 Name 'name', .aaefl 'say',

'day' - all with /ã/; cf. Mid,dle High German

.bent,, b1se, n.de1 vs.	 xrje,	 tQ). Even the

great Alfred Landau followed this Practice (cf. Landau and

Wachstein 1911). There is amole evidence that this

notion, that bo±h vowels were merged as Ia! in oremodern

Yiddish, is false. 	 Firstly there is the internal

graphemic evidence.	 While <> Is ambiguous, nonrnarkin

of a vowel in old Yiddish orthograhy can only represent a,
and markin by <7> can only reoresent a rounded vowel

(of. Boeschenstein 1514: 17-8]; Fagius 1 543a: £35];

1543b: [41+]; Helicz 1543 : [ 3]; Schade 1592 : [138];

Meelführer 1607: 2S3; Euxtorf 1609: 653).	 When graphemic

environment and morohological context eliminate the oossiblllty

of u realizations, <1 > clearly re'oresents one of the vowels

(1enth was not generally marked in older Yiddish orthoraohy).
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The frequent use of <1> In positions where standard German

has /ã/ unequivocally disproves the possibility of an

unrounded Yiddish realization.	 Moreover, a number of

Chsrlstian Yiddish scholars, Including Schade (1592: [114.1]),

Pfeiffer (1680: 522), Ammersbach (1689: 314.), Schudt 17111.-17].8:

II, 2 8 5 ) , Haselbauer (17 14. 2: 237), Chrysand.er (1750a: Li.),

eizenstein (17614.: 1218]), SelIg (1767: 36) and Friedrich

(17814.: 197) have exolicitly mentioned the "Jewish

pronunciation" <0> of the vowel known to them from German

as <a>.	 In light of the evidence of oremodern Yiddish

a realizations, Max Weinreich (1923b: li.1-4	 79-80, 814.-85,

119, 136-137, 155, 158; 1926: 162; 1928b: 708) concluded

that the cognates of both Middle High German . and . in

the Yiddish represented in older texts were merged as rounded

. (of whatever specific quality and length). 	 In fact,

Weinreich (1923b: 14. 1-14.2) went so far as to say "I oersonally

am certain that old Yiddish had . wherever modern Lithuanian

Yiddish has &', making reference to oresenc day Northeastern

Yiddish 12/13a1/L.1]

As it turns out, both the Germanist oriented scholars

wno transcribed <a> for the cognates of both Yidd.le High Jerrnan

vowels, and Weinreich, who transcribed <a> for the cognates

cf both Middle High erian vowels in older Yiddish texts, were

half wrong. The Germanists used nodern Standard eran as a

model.	 Weinreich, on far stronger theoretical ground,	 used
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modern (1ortheastern) Yiddish as a model. The problem

demands analysis of the texts themselves using princiles

of graDhernics.	 The r'uzzle was solved by Solomon A.

Birnbaum (1932b: 13-iLl.) in his analysis of the orthorçrahy

of the K1n document of 1396, which he discovered and which

was for several decades the oldest imown Yiddish manuscript.

Birnbaurn demonstrates that in the fourteenth century

Western Yiddish contained. in the manuscri pt, the Yiddish

cognate of Iiddle High German A was definitely rounded, while

the cognate of !idd1e High German a in lengthening position

was unquestionably unrounded.	 For his view that both

had rounded in older forms of Western Yiddish, Weinreich

has been criticized by Joffe (195i. : 105.-11 Ll.), Marchand (1960:

35-37) and Siisskind (1969-1970: 14.3).

The Joffe, 'archand and Süsskind position also requires

modification.	 Nearly all the scholars who have dealt with

the issue have treated 1 estern Yiddish as a homoeneous

variety when in fact there are vast differences between

local varieties in the West.	 A number of these form the

criteria we have ern'loyed in provisionally roslting three

major dialect areas within Western Yid.d.ish - Southwestern

and. !id.western Yiddish (collectively comprising Southern

Jestern Yidd.±sh) and Northwestern Yidd.ish (cf. above 4..2; Tables

2, 3-5; Katz 1979b; 1983) 'riedrich, the "first Yiddish

dia1ecto1oist" (	 Weinreich l9Ll.1'b: 103), used. the <a> vs. <o>
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isogloss wjtbin Western Yicid.ish as one of the proposed

criteria in his classification of the varieties of Yid.dish

known to him. Friedrich (1784: 50-52) notes that some

speakers say <Was> ( asJña) while others have <Woes>

(= üs.). It is obvious from Friedrich's remark that

some areas of Western Yiddish have keit vowel 13a unrounded

(and therefore seDarate from vowel 12) while others have

rounded the vowel (and merged it with 12).	 Weinreich's

views match the rounding areas, while the nonround.ing areas

are in conformity with the views of Joffe, Marchand. and

Ssskind..

Because of the normalized orthography used, for

centuries in the Western Yiddish sceech territory, there is

unfortunately little hope of determining the geographic

scread of both areas from older Yiddish literature. Valuable

clues are Drvidet1 by some or the works of drama produced

by cr000nents of the Enlightenment movement in the late

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Although sociologically

speaking, these authors were anti-Yiddish and sought to

soread the use of 'erman amongst the Jewish cooulation of the

German soeak±ng lands, the' frequently made use of local

varieties of Yiddish for soecial effects, most notably

to depict the traditionalist characters whom they regarded

with malice. In Wolfssohn's (1798)	 htzin	 frem.ay,
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the grapheme <v>, an unequivocal /0/ phoneme in Northwestern

Yiddish, is used. in such items as b3cöln 'pay!,	 .z6gt 'said',

k1t 'com plains',	 'thin', nal narne', tö 'day' where

Middle High German has a. 	 Because of the obvious ü realizations

Joffe (l9 li. : 113) regards this (Amsterdam 179w) edition as

"a travesty of Western Yiddish".	 Joffe is quite wrong. It

is a reresentative of the northern areas of Western Yiddish,

as correctly maintained by Borokhov (1915: 225) and Reyzen

(1923 : 33).	 In the dramas more representative of the

southerly regions of Western Yiddish, vowel 13a is invariably

n'arked by <a>, <Ms>, or <L>, all unequivocal symbols

for unrounded /a/ ohonemes (e.g. A L. Rosenthal's J

hokhtsat	 Qbs.dr., written in 1822, published in part

by Lowenstein 1975; Herz's (1828) EterL.
The confrontation of Semitic Comoonent with Germanic

Comoonent forms within a single dialect area cannot be carried

out from T.Testern Enlightenment dramas, because for all the

dia1ecal ohcnemic orthograohv in the Germanic Comoonent of

Yiddish, the Semitic C000nent continued to be rendered

in the historical Hebrew r ramaic soelling system. In

cootous eihteenth century Latin letter lexicological

cornrilaticns of 'lestern Yiddish (e..z.Christian 1727,

Biblio'hilus 17L1.2 , Reizenstein l7Ll., Friedrich 17814W,

Tirsch 1732, Se1i 1792) the dialect based orthograohy is

limited to the Semitic Cornnonent, and, there is scarcely a

clue as to te honoioy of the Germanic Comoonent of these
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dialects, esDecially with resoect to thonemic distribution.

Now it can in fact often be extraDolated from a given

grout of Semitic Component Latin letter transcriptions that

a certain diaphoneme had, a certain realization in both

eomDonents in the local Yiddish dialect reDresented in the

text. Thus, for example, a transcription <N'veles>

where vowel 22 aopears as monoohthongal <e>

(oresuniably //), if consistent f or all vowel 22 items within

the text, is strong evidence that Germanic Coriroonent vowel 22

was also monoththongal in the variety of Yiddish known to

the author and that had the comoilation rendered local forms

of the ermanic Comoonent, one would venture across such

tran.scriotions as <geen> 'go'. While Semitic Comoonent

Lattn letter transcriptions are invaluable for the determination

of the (dia)chonemic system of the variety described, they

are not caoable of divulging ohonernic distribution within

the Germanic Cornoonent. 	 A given book may divulge the

p resence of both A and ü in the dialect, but without specific

Gerr'ariic Corr'oonent transcriotions, there will be no way of

knowing the fate of vo'el 13a and its matchuo with the

Semitic Comoonent.

The best way to solve the problem is to examine

d,ocumentations of residual modern Western Yiddish, to

determine whetther the Semitic Comoone; tyoes MEY almitu
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'widow', kliili 'curse', parnüi 1ive1inood, trade* H

NEY a.Lrn6n, k13, P5fl5	 II NWY a1mfl3, k1l, PUI

are matched up with the Yiddish reflexes of Middle

High German à1ft,	 nM1 (in which case they are

vowel 12) or with the reflexes of 	 sagen, tac. (in which

case they are vowel 13a). In Southern Western Yiddish

(Southwestern and Midwestern), Germanic Component vowel

13a, while undergoing lengthening to A was never rounded.

While merging with Pan Western. Yiddish 	 it never

merged with vowel 12 which appears as , . 0 or ii, hence

Southern Western Yid.d.ish nm	 t, consistently

distinct from mt., b1.zi, n1 /	 nd.1 /

vn.t / hijz / nii.ãi.	 Turning to the Semitic Component,
we find Southern Western Yiddi.sh 1mFirL, 1313, parns /
almrnfll3, k1DU1, arn6us / a]jni, 11fl1, 	 with

unambiguous vowel 12, never •almãnj, •k1ã1, •rnãs

(of. Prges 1921: 193-194; Guggenheim-GrUnberg 1954; 1958:

91-93; 1961; 1969; 1973 : 62-63; Beranek 1961: 288, 295;

1965a: 124-125, 136-145; Zuckerrnan 1969 : 46-48; Lowenstein

1973- 1975; Katz 1979b). Ad.ded. to the evidence of

comparative and traaoo"rDonent reconstruction, the empirical

data provided by modern Western Yiddish d1a1ecto1oy

serves to overwhelmingly disconfirm the standard theory

in. the field claiming that the Yidish reflexes of Tiberian

open syllabic qarnes result from lengthening of an. originally

short .	 Like oDen syllabic sere and holern, the Yiddish
reflexes of open syllaic qames were long to bein with.
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9.5.	 Interdialectal Reconstruction and the Viability of

Proto Yiddish

9.5.1.	 Interd.jalectal Reconstruction

ethodo1ogica1ly and conceDtually, interdialectal

reconstruction is the conrnarativ'e method arDlied with certain

limitations of corous as may be of special interest on an ad

hoc basis. Unlike Limited Comoarative Reconstruction (cf.

§9 . 3) in the special sense in whlcn we have employed the

method - limiting the cornoarative data base to nondisouted

features - interdialectal reconstruction is only limited

in so far as we sriall be comparing varieties of Yid,d.ish rather

than varieties of Yiddish with cognate languages. 	 In the

case at hand, this is not tantamount to using sociolinguistic

criteria to distinguish languages from dialects. 	 There are

firm structural criteria for distinguishing uYiddishn from

any of the relevant systems we have been taking into account

from outside the language. These include the fusion of the

Semitic and ermanic comoonents and, the d,iaohonemic system

of Pan Yid.dish vocalism not shared by any non-Yiddish linguistic

system. But the structural criteria for defining the method.

are not as significant as its ouroose. 	 By comoaring

a structurally (orhistorically or geograohically) defined

rouo of genetically related varieties, we are in a oosition

to confront the oroblem of the viabilit y of the protolanguage
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(cf. §3 3).	 Fusion languages are ideal for this type of

exercise due to the oDportunity 'rovided of cornoaring the

way the several comoonents have fused in geograohoally

d.isoarate areas. The Semitic Conmonent provides even

greater possibilities because of the absence of Semitic

speaking communities anywhere near the uropean homeland

of Yiddish. The alternative to the protolanguage is

the text theory which presupooses many geozrapFiical and

temporal	 ooints of entry of individual items from texts

into the language.

9.5.2.	 Parallel Fusion

The most striking evidence is actually a phenomenon

we have been emoloying all along f or a variety of purooses

the diaphonemlc system of Pan Yiddish vocalism. 	 Were it

not for the identity of the fusion between Semitic and Germanic

Coiroonent vowels in all varieties of Yiddish, the concept of

the diahoneme would be untenable and, in a oractical sense,

would be useless exceot for intra-3ermanic Component

investigations.	 But instead of having to discuss, for

examole, "the Yjadish cognate of ?iddle High German a which

a''oear's in the 'idwest as	 fused with the cognate of Tiberian

oen syllabic X, and in the Southeast as fused with the

cognate of Tiberian coen s yllabic " the Yiddish linguist, in
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consequence of the strikingly Darallel way in which the

vowels of both comDonents have fused, can encaosulate the

very fusion between two vowels by a symbol (e.g. the

diaphonemic number) expressing this relationship for

all of Yiddish through ti'e and space.	 Six characteristic

examples of parallel fusion are cited in Table 91.

Had. Yiddish once been a wholly Germanic language with

Semitisms creeping into the vernacular from a wide assortment

of texts in the course of centuries and over the wide

expanse of the European Yiddish native territory, a Semitic

Component vowel, obtained from a grapheme in a text, would.

surely have fused with one local realization here, with another

local realization there.	 Parallelism of fusion points

to a rotolanguage, and, from the persoective of the history

and. age of Yiddish, to primary fusion, ergo a relatively

early rise of the language (cf. §3.2).

9.5 3.	 Disparity of Concrete Realization

Parallel 'usion in a number of phon.ernically similar

varieties is attributable to parallel (nongenetic) developments,

and indeed., to language contact between the several varieties.

Here again, the case of Yiddish provides a haopy circumstance

- vastly divergent phonemic systems (cf. Tables 3-8). To cite
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an examole, the conceot "Vowel .52" stan1s or /i/ in Strasbourg,

/ü/ in Ainsterd.am, /i/ in Warsaw and. /u/ in Vilna but it is

the common realization for a common corius of lexical

items from both components in all these areas. "Vowel 42"

may be /-)u/ in Strasbourg and. Arnsterd.am , /3/ in Frankfurt,

lou in Warsaw and. /ej/ in Vilna, but like every other Yid.d.ish

d.iaohoneme, it is the common realization in all these

areas for both components in the same lexical items. 	 The

diversity of concrete realization, coupled with the phenomenon

of parallel fusion, is further evidence in favour of descent

from an earlier entity rather than horizontal diffusion

through space.

9.5.4.	 Parallel Anomalies

We define anomalies firstly in the traditional

historical linguist's sense of "exceptions" to sound laws

and, secondly as synchronically deviant realizations within

a certain system. While there are, to be sure, many individual

dialectal Semitic Comoonent features (cf. U Weinreich 1960-1951),

these are minute by comoarison with the degree of parallelism.

A. vital area for the theorist of orotolanguages to exolore is the

arena of anomalies. However strong the parallelism of fusion

between the comoonents of a fusion language and, the diversity

of concrete realization, the historical evidence is valid. only

from a relative ternooral ooint of view. 	 That is to say, the
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combination of parallelism of fusion and. diversity of

realization helps to iisconfirm the likelihood of relatively

recent interdialectal diffusion as the cause of both. This

type of evidence can bring us back In time only to a more

uniform stage in the history of the language when both

geograohlcal expanse and disparity of concrete realization

were less extensive than in the modern state of affairs.

Parallelism of anomalies vis--vis the stock languages is

far more convincing evidence f or descent from a protolanguage.

It can hardly be due to coincidence that exceptions to

the usual and, expected. relatlonshiDs ("sound laws") between

phonemes of the stock languages and, those of the several

dialects of the fusion language are the same exceotions, in

the same lexical items, in all varieties of the fusion language.

Parallelism of anomalies (coupled, of course, with parallel

fusion and, disparity of concrete realization) is perhaos

the strongest tool of the historical linguist in the

investigation of orotolanguage viability.

Table 92 illustrates fifteen lexical Items. Column

1 provIdes their exoected forms, given the usual correspondences

between Hebrew and Arar'iaic graohemes and Yiddish diaohonemes.

All fifteen itens, taken from Mideastern Yiddish, are spurious

as marked by . Column 2 illustrates the actual Mideastern

Yiddish realizations.	 While all fifteen items are historicaJ.ly
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Table 92:	 Parallel Anomalies:
Mid.eastern Yiddish Corous

E& Reflexep	 Actua1 Reflexes

1.

2. •z.z.

3. •va

Li.	 •j51

5. 'nin

6. •ld.r.

7. •i:á

8. •iji

9. •zin

10. taf.

11. •

12. X!.A

13. •rajJL3x

1L.. •3zz9

15. •áiir

1. baJa

2. &1z

- 3.

1 .•	 ,iLi

5.	 n131

5.	 kI..

7.

V8.

9. aI.n.

10	 t.uC.

11. LLC.

12. x&jx.

13. à1x

I lU..	 rnz1zi

.
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anomalous, items 1-12 are in addition synchronically

anomalous as they are almost the only items in the dialect

exhibiting vowels 12, 33, 32 and. 52 in closed syllabic position

in the Semitic Component. 	 Items 1-11 are names of letters

of the Yiddish alphabet, ?'ideastern Yiddish ajg (= [b] <

aj.a (	 [v] < t), izu. ( Cv] < iJ, 1Id. (	 Ci] < .j.), E.in (= tn]

< n), ki (= [ic] < a), raj ( Cr] < i), izj ( 1] < ), .in

(= Cs] < j), tüf (= [tJ < i.), and a	 (= Is] < ..). Item 12,

xajn 'grace; charm' likewise disolays a stubborn long vowel

reflex (vowel 22) in closed syllabic oosition. Item 13,

mkj1x 'king' aooears with the usual realization of sere rather

than exoected segol (which would give vowel 25 in stressed open

syllabic oosition).	 Item ill., iniziz.i *trad.itional door oost

amulet' arrnears with vowel 51 instead of the expected 52 (the

normal reflex of open syllabic shureq). 	 Finally, iten 15,

iI&i 'the month Mar (sixth month of the Jewish calendar)

a'ooears with vowel 12 for exoected 11.	 Now the reasons

for the exceptions are a subject for enquiry in and of itself

(cf. Katz 1978a; 1980a).	 At oresent, we are concerned with

their oandialectal dIstribution. Turning to Northeastern

Yiddish (Table 93) and Northwestern Yiddish (Table 94) we fInd

the same anomalous diaohonemes aooearin.g in the local ohonetic

guise in the same lexical items. Because of the Northeastern

Yiddish collaose of 31 with 32 and. 51 with 52, there are fewer
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Table 9:	 Parallel Anomalies:
Northeastern Yiddish Corrus

Exp.ect.	 ize	 A.tia1 Reflexes

1.

2.

3.

Lj.	 .ju

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10. •ta

11. •s.aC.

12. X.2

13. •rri1x

!T1Z13

15. •áir

1. bejz

2. y4z

3.z
L.	 .j.u.d

5.

6. ku.r

7. reji

8.

9. sin

10. b1

H.i.	 .af.

12. xJn

13. m11

I 14. .	 9U9

15 .	 ád.
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Table 9: Parallel Anomalies:
Northwestern Yid.d.ish Corpus

t	 1	 f Atui	 1ex.

1. ___

2.

3.:

Li..	 ___

5. 'non

6. ___

7.

8. •.th

9.

10. •t

11. •af

12. •x..n1

13	 •naLx

1L..	 •rnzi'iz

15. •3r

1. bsjz

2. vz

3. -oy

'4..	 .j.u.

5.

6. kf

7. rj

8.

9. Li

10. t.

11. .s

12. Jn

I 13. rzij.l1x

1'4..

115.	 iz:
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synchronic anomalies in the Northeast. It is noteworthy

that three other letters of the Yiddish althabet which would

have long vowels in closed syllables if the whole of the

alphabet wei exempted as a semantic class from shortening

of long vowels in closed syllables, x	 ( Ex) < }.), ta

(= It) < .) and	 (= Em) < ci), appear as expected with

vowel 21 throughout Yiddish.

9.5.5.	 Implications for Proto Yiddish

From the contlnuwn of possible positions, three

major views of the viability of orotolanguages may be

abstracted (cf. 	 3.3). View (a), characteristic of the

classic nineteenth century comparative stanmbaurn model,

considers trotolanguages to be actual entities 1endng

themselves to comDlete reconstruction. 	 View (b), esooused.

by the nineteenth cenutzry diffusionists and many later

scholars o'oosed to overabstraction, gives little credence

to the viability of orotolanguages. 	 Cne of the many

ooss±ble intermediate standooints is view Cc), which regards

orotolanguages as partially real in the sense that Darts of

the attested varieties cbviously are derived from a orehistoric

orotoentity. While we can never be sure of the exact I ar m s of

this orotoentity, its existence is confirmed by such tools as

oarallel fusion, divergent concrete realization and parallel
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anomalies, in addition to the traditional criterion of

consistent correspondences.	 Far from confirming Marchand.'s

(1960: 14.1; l96: 214.9-250) theories of many "Yiddishes,

the Semitic Component provides vital evidence of a Proto

Semitic Component, ergo primary fusion with the Germanic

Component, ergo Pro&o Yiddish and a relatively early origin

of the language.

9.6.	 Proto Vocalism of tne Semitic Component in Yiddish

9 6.1. Segmental Phonology of the Proto Semitic Component

Cur point of departure was the synchronic vowel

system of the Semitic Component of modern Yiddish dialects

(	 5.6.3 - 5.6.4;	 e.L.3 - 6.4.4). The most salient

features of the system are (a) systematic alternation between

open sy1laic 12, 22 and. 42 and closed syllabic 11, 2.1. and. 41,

and, to a lesser degree of open syllabic 32 with 3.1. and. .52 with

51, and (b) nonoccurrence of long vowel reflexes in closed

syllables.	 ComDaring these vowel systems with the modern

Germanic Comonent ( 5.6), and with coterritorial forms

of Ashkenazic ( 6.4) and su'bjectin them to the tests of

internal ( 9.2), limited com'oarative ( 9.j), transcornponent

( 9.4) and. interdialecta.L reconstruction ( 9.5), we have

discountea the accented theories of a five vowel system

und.eroing expansion in consequence of Gernianically inspired
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Open Syllaole Lengthening, and we have demonstrated brie

primeval Dresence of long vowels in the system. The proposed

proto vocalisrn of the Semitic Component is illustrated in

Table 95.	 Je posit a ten vowel system which at first

glance resembles the qualitative-quantitative version of

Tiberian vocalisrn (Table 49).	 There is, however, a crucial

difference, as is evident from the Tiberian vowel graDheme

names subscripted to eacri protovowel. Unlike the seven

vowel interpretation or Tiberian vocalism (Table 47), the

Kimchia2l system (Table 48), and. trie qualitative-quantitative

version (Table 49), the proto vocalism of the Semitic Component

distinguishes sere from segol and qames from pathah In open

syllables only.	 Similarly holem has a realization distinct

from that of unstressed closed syllabic qames (qames qatan) In

open syllables only. The opposition between long and. short

hreq and long and. short shureq (the hin vowels), while in

any event complementary, likewise obtains in oten syllabic

Dosition only. The synchronic distribution of the proto

vocalism of the Semitic Component is illustrated in Table 96.

Note that in closed syllables, the system bears a striking

resemblance to Sephard.ic and, the five vowel Palestinian

systems (Table 51).

9.6.2.	 Dynamic Phonology of the Proto Semitic Component

The broader IrnDlications of this two-Dronged. result
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(oDen syllabic "Tiberian' t vs. closed syllabic "Sephard.ic"/

"Paiestinian") will be considered. below ( 9.7). There is

one immediate problem to be faced. Having demonstrated.

that the systematic alternations between open syllabic series

02 long vowels and closed syllabic series 01 short vowels

did. not arise by means of Open Syllable Lengthening, we are

back at square one with respect to accounting for these

alternations. Now there is but one logical alternative to

Open Syllable Lengthening - Closed Syllable Shortening

(with which we have exoerimented. synchronically f or

purposes of internal recstruction, § 9.2). 	 Unlike Open

SyLLaole Lengthening, Closed Syllable Shortening accounts

for all tne data successfully. Nevertheless, it would be

highly improbable, to put it mildly, that Closed Syllable

Shortening entered the Semitic Conroonen.t at some point in

.time during the history of Yiddish without processing the

Germanic Component as well arid without entering Yiddish

from some contiguous or coterritorial language with which

Yiddish speakers were in contact.	 Ir. fact, it would be

rather ludicrous to argue that a major rule profoundly

affecting the vowel system could come from nowhere and

process the minority comonent of a fusion language, leaving

the majority component untouched. The only way out of tnis

quan.ary and the only solution which presents itself to us,

is the notion that the Semitic Component inherited the rule

itself along with its hono1ogy, morphology and. lexicon. Let
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us then proceed a step further to reconstruct the dynamic

phonology of the Proto Semitic Component. As illustrated

in Tacle 97, underlying Semitic Component long vowels

in closed syllables are synchronically processed by

Closed Syllable Shortening, generating surface short vowels.

Their underlying length could of course be established only

where synchronic alternation with surface long vowels in

open syllaoles is exhibited in homomorhemic paradigms.

Carried one stage further, the implication of our proposal

Is that the alternations themselves (e.g. Proto Yiddish

______ _ *lk3lâl,	 *, *q	 *j, *d.n{

*.iix]., *iiiflm1ji 	 j) were inherited into the Se'nitic

Component. In consequence of these alternations, the

synchronic Proto Semitic Component had, dual sync.hronic

sources for the derivation of surface short vowels, as

illustrated in Table 98. Surface short vowels (center

column) derive from underlying long vowels In closed

syllables processed 'by Closed Syllable Shortening where

alternation exists (left column) as well as from underlying

short vowels in nonalternating forms (right column).

Synchronlcally speaking, the Proto Semitic Component

is characterizea. by neutralization in closed syllaoles of

the opp osition between its long (or tense) and short (or lax)

vowels.
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9.6.3. Primary vs. Secondary Semitic Component DiaDhonernes

The ten Semitic Component protovowels (ii, 21, 31, 41,

51, 12, 22, 32, 42 and. 52) account for the stressed, vowel

system of tne Semitic Comt,onent as we believe it to have

been inheritea into Proto Yiddisri. 	 There are, however,

thirteen Semitic Component vowels matched. up with up to

fairteen of the sixteen Pan Yiddish vowel diapFionemes (Table

1).	 We propose to call those diaohonemes synonymous

with protovowels	 y. Diaphonemes thought to

have arisen by documented or reconstructed sound. shifts

during the history of Yi.d.ish may then be referred to as

While diaDroving the notion that

vowels 12 (cognate with open syLLaoic qarnes) and 22 (cognate

with oten syllabic sere) result from Open Syllable Lengthening,

we have come across two secondary vowels which did in fact

result from ODen Syllable Lengthening - vowels 13b (cognate

with stressed open syllabic oathah) and. 25 (cognate with

stressed open syllabic segol).

An interesting secondary vowel in the Semitic

Cornoonent is vowel 34 (in now defunct areas of Western Yiddish,

also 24). Unlike vowels 13 and. 25 which are secondary in both

components, vowels 24 and. 34 are primary vowels (original

diphthongs) in the Germanic Component (cf. Table 1.13-14).

Like vowel 13b, this diaohoneme is matched up with different

Germanic Component vowels in different areas - vowel 34 in
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all of Eastern Yiddish and. most of Northwestern Yiddish,

mostly vowel 24 in Southern Western Yiddish. While all

primary vowels are matched with identical Germanic ComDonent

vowels in all parts of Yiddish, it is little surprise that

secondary vowels would undergo diverse fusion with different

Germanic Component vowels in different varieties of the

language.

In modern Eastern Yiddish, such items as MEY

d	 'worry',	 '(type of) food; delight, mrn 	 'standing'

m.Cn). 'story',	 'question (of permission)' U NEY

d.âg,	 jx mkjmd, mjs3, iâjl3 (II Southeastern Yiddish

má, mâmd, mk(n), káaJ aDPear consistently fused

with errr1anic Component vowel 3L4.. In many southerly regions

of Western Yiddish, they atpear with 13ab/24/z.z.' and, we

have no definitive proof that the fusion is with 24 rather

than with J.3ab. The regional Southern Western Yiddish forms

dAg.3, mAxi, u&iid., iu.(n)s, ãl merit a special study (cf.

Katz 1979b). Th.zsjon with vowel 34. is excluded as a

serious possibility in these areas because Germanic Component

vowel 31.i. appears consistently as .aj. or .4 in the West.

Bloomgarden and. Spivak (1911: xiii) and, Birnbaum

(1922: 26) claim that the environment specific to the

Semitic Component vowel 34. (or 2L.) forms is the sequence

[a] (? or ] [] (pathah followed by or 7 followed by

hatef pathah). This is, to be sure, correct for some forms
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(e.g. Tioerian	 but as Borokhov (1913e:

no. 333) notes, the correspondence frequently fails to

hold. (cf. Tiberian 33v,	 In our view the

environment common to all Semitic Component vowel 34 (/2Li.)

forms is the presence of 2. or I in intervocalic position,

irresoective of the quality or quantity of the surrounding

vowels.	 In eacri case, the sequence of consecutive syllabic

segments (hiatus) cause by the loss of I and. .$ fused. with

a certain stage of Germanic Component 34 (or 24). The

rise of this d.iaphoneme helps demonstrate the Dresence of

these consonants at an early stage of Yiddish.

9 7.	 Historical Inferences

9.7.1. Summary of Phonological Development

To fathom the major contours of phonological

development of the Semitic Component, it is necessary

to conceptually setarate what there was (the system

brought into Europe by the settlers who would become

the first Yidd.isfl speakers) from what happened to it in

the c-errnanic environment. The key developments are

illustrated. in Table 99.	 The vertical arrow represents

the Semitic ComDonent through time while the horizontal

line separates the system brought into Europe from the
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developments it was destined to undergo under Germanic

impact. A primeval ten vowel system, processed

synchronically by Closed Syllable Shortening - and.

therefore exhibiting only five surface short vowels in

closed syllables - entered Proto Yiddish. Under the

impact of the reading tradition, it is likely that many of

the names of the letters of the alphabet, and, perhaps a

handful of other lexical items, tenaciously retained

long vowels in closed syllables in defiance of Closed

Syllable Shortening. In the European period, represented.

by the area below the horizontal line, the Semitic Component,

fused with the Germanic ComDonent, was subjected to a

number of phonological develooments obviously due to Germanic

impact. Items 6 and 7 - merger of Northwest Semitic

consonants unknown to the Germanic Comoonent with other

consonants whose realizations did have close approximations

in the Germanic Comoonent, and the total loss of two of

these, giving rise to d.iaphoneme 3 (/2 L. ) in the Semitic

Component - can be ordered at various points in the history

of Yiddish.

Let us now restrict ourselves to ordered sound shifts

in the history of Semitic Comoonent vocalism. To begin at

the earliest possible (Pre Yiddish) coint, we may include

Closed Syllable Shortening (which at any rate survived into

Proto Yiddish as a synchronic rule f or alternating forms).

These are then the six sound shifts that account f or the vast

majority of Semitic Comoonent forms in terms of Tiberiari etymons.

All of these transoired. during the Old Yiddish period (cf.

above §L'. 3) before the aoplication of the Great Yiddish Vorel

Shift.
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(1) Closed Syllable Shortening:

V > C-long] /
*7sT	 'treasures' >	 fly 'thief'
> *gany *pbb 'Sabbath; Saturday' > ______

*lm 'peace' >	 *uttfe 'partnership' >
*uttf; *kll 'rule' > *k3lâl *.5 ighost' >
*	 'law' > uin,	 'voice' >
*fl 'blemish' >

In the last five instances, systematic alternation
with open syllabic allomorphs ( plural forms) would
have maintained Closei Syllable Shorteniug as a
synchronic rule in Proto Yiddish,

V [- long] / _C

-' *Lk3lálj (12 -. 11), 'töi — cco] (22
21), *Id!nI	 *tdjn] (32	 31), *1q311	 *[qolJ

(2	 kl), * J	 *[] (52	 .51).	 Cf. Proto
Yiddish *[k311f rflJ 'rules', *J 'ghosts',
*[diflimJ 'laws', *ql.ej 'voices', *[rnm1rnJ 'blemishes'.

(2) Ooen Syllable Lengthening:

V > +long] I -
[+stress i

'fear' > *pAh, *bé y.5 'garlfleflt' >

(3) (Sporadic) '1edial Vowel Reduction/Deletion:

V> [-tense/5] / VC..._ C0V

___ > *s(Jj, *	 'weddIng' > _______
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a... .*_ -	 V	 -
________ > *tt)fe

(14.)	 Stress Shift (Penultimate Stress Assignment):

V > [ +stressJ / _.0 0 (VC 0 ) ##
L+tensei

*?()r. 9 > * _s(3Jr, * j 9 > *?me, *ga.m6
> *rn-)1T, *1.aL21m. > *hâim, *pbbe >

>	 *utt(.)f9 > *tt(3)fu8

(5)	 Degemination:

CaC a > C

______ >	 *h, >	 *-9 >
*b3 *ft(3)f	 >	 üt(Jfu.

(6)	 Poattonic Red.uction:

V > [-tense] /	 V	 C
1+stress]

______	 > *1s(3)r$, * j y > *b y ö, *ir!18 >
*7	 9, *g> *gj , *i93 > *hn, *p6 >

*á:b:,e > *j)e, *1 .. rn > *1r2, *it(fu
>

lote that Oen Syllable Lerthenii (2) was originally

allophonic. The oppositions 11 vs. 13 and. 21 vs. 25 were
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hono1ogized in consequence of Stress Shirt (14.), which gave

rise to such pairs as	 vs *p	 (vowels 11 v. 13b)

and. *?rne vs. *b	 (vowels 21 vs. 25).	 The first member

of each pair escaped lengthening because its stress was

still ultimate when Lengthening applied. 	 Phonologization

was enhanced by Degemination (5) which produced many new

items with vowel 11 in stressed open syllables (e.g.

and. a number with vowel 21 (e.g. *1jtx).	 Degemination

rocesse many geminate consonants responsible for closing

the oreceding syllables which were opened when the remaining

single consonants began the CV sequence or the following

syllable.

Assorted consonant mergers and losses (cf. Table 99)

and, the effects of the

(7)	 'reat Yiddish Vowel Shift (cf. 14..3; Tables 12-13)

would then Tive Cid Yiddish

j,o:s, *b. d, *j	 *.2., *ziz,

*i1tr, :p.c9,

The further development of these and other Semitic Component

forms would at this oint in time become art of the

individual histories of the several dialects of Yiddish.

Our reconstruction is at shar variance with Leibel's (195)

who romoses that stress shifted first to initial syllables

and only secondarily to the Denultimate mosition in many cases.

Cases of remenultin'ate stress in modern Yiddish (e.g	 ai)
are due to :ed±a1 Voe1 seduction (3) which applied prior to

?eiiiltimate Stress Assi-ient.
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9.7.2. The Semitic Component and Ashkenazic

Had. the Semitic Component entered Yiddish from the

Hebrew and. Aramaic reading tradition of Ashkenazi Jewry (the

text theory) then surely it too, like the Ashkenazic from

which it derived, would have long and, short vowels in

both open and. closed syllables.	 In as much as Closed

Syllable Shortening is not a Germanic development, but one

which uniquely characterizes tne Semitic Component in Yiddish,

the text theory is rendered. untenable. To salvage the text

theory, one would have to posit immaculate conception of

Closed Syllable Shortening during the history of Yi,dish.

We contend. that the Semitic Component entered into the fusion

of Yiddish when the first settlers arrivea. on German speaking

territory.	 That Semitic ComiDonent (whatever its lexical

and. graniriatical differences vis-.-vis the later Semitic

ComDonent) was characterized by a ten vowel system, reduced

synohronica].ly to a five vowel system in closed syllaoles.

With respect to the theories concerning the origins of the

Semitic Comoonent ( 3.1), the historical thonology of the

Semitie Comonent is in concord with the continual

transmission theory.

9.7.3. The Semitic CornDonent and Northwest Semitic Vowel
Systems

The Droto vocalisn of the Semitic Co'rrnonent (Tables

95-98) conforrls with n	 of the candid,ate Hebrew and. Ararnaic

systerns.( 8 .3). It is midway betreen Tiberian (in its
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Kimohian and. qualitative-quantitative versions (Tables 14.8-

14.9) and. Palestinian (Table 51), 	 The vowel system from which

the Semitic Component derives maintained Tiberian-like

oppositions in open syllables which were neucralized. in

closed syllabic position, resulting in. a Palestinian-like

system in closed syllables.	 This type of development

is highly natural from the perspective of linguistic

universals (e.g. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977: 176).

The historical phonological evidence of Yiddish provides

good reason to posit a Northwest Semitic vowel system

intermediate between the ten vowel Tiberian variety and

the five vowel Palestinian variety. 	 )hether this

reconstructed. midway system constituted. a chronological

midoint between an earlier ten vowel system and a later

five vowel system remains to be investigated.

9.7.Ll. Vernacular Origins

The nonderivability of the Semitic Component from

Ashkenazic or from any combination of Ashkenazic and ier'ianic

imact and the unique vowel system characterizing the Semitic

Com'Donent, lead. to the conclusion that it was brought to

Europe in the everyday s'Deech of the first settlers. 	 From

the perspective of the theories concerning the age of Yidd±sh

(* 3 2), the phonological history of the Semitic Component is

in concord with the primary fusion theory. That is not to
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deny that enrichment from sacred texts played a noteworthy,

if secondary, role in the evolution of the Semitic Component

as we know it today. Analogously, the notion of primary

fusion beween the Germanic and Semitic Components is not

a denial of enrichment of the Germanic Component by later

contacts with German dialects, especially in the first

centuries of the history of Yiddish, during which the

center of gravity of the language was in the West and

coterritorial with German dialects. The proposed

framework of primary fusion and secondary enrichment is

illustrated in Table 100.

Now the notions of vernacular origin and primary

fusion are not meant to suggest that Yiddish was born the

day the first family settled in a German speaking town in

the ninth or tenth century.	 They are meant to oppose

the notion that the Jewish community iii the area that was

to become Ashkenaz adopted a local variety of German, and

used it for generations during which time Semitisms began to

creep into their speech from the sacred texts used by members

of the community.	 Far removed in time from the generations

of the settlers, and with no surviving documents to consult,

the modern historical linguist is hardly in a position to

describe the pace and form of the fusion for the settlers

and. their children.	 If a model is to be put forward, it will
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Table 100: Primary Fusion; Secondary Enrichment

Proto	 Semitic Comoonent
	

Proto	 ermanic Conmonent

Enrichment fron Hebrew	

I 7	 Enrichment fromand Aramaic texts	 coterritorial German
dialects
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of necessity be a thought experiment for which no empirical

evidence is available. It is perhaps wiser to concede

ignorance while exploring possibilities within the framework

of constraints dictated by the hard linguistic evidence. The

vernacular Semitic Component could have been part of a Semitic

or non-Semitic language (i.e. the prelanguage) spoken by the

(retroactively speaking) first Ashkenazim. The prelanguage

could have been maintained by the first settlers, or even the

first generations of settlers, while from the very start,

they will have become familiar with arid adapted local varieties

of German (ct. Hudson 1982).	 Now these varieties of

German dialects will have been characterized by linguistic

specificities not shared by German speakers, partly in

consequence of the structural impact of the prelanguage, partly

as a result of the social autonomy of the community and on the

strength of caitacts with other Jewish communities on German

speaking soil. Even if a genuine state of bilingualism

cbtained. at the earliest times of continuous Jewish settlement

in Ashkenaz, it seems likely that the fusion formulae

characteristic of the emerging new language, Yiddish, came into

play upon the first confrontation with the new linguistic

surroundings.
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